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W.D. LITTLE & CO.,
GENERAL INSURANCE AGENCY,
Eitnblinbed in 1843.
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Pure.

Absolutely

This powder never varies. A marvel of purity
streuEtn and wholesomeness. More economical
than the ordinary kinds, and cannot be sold at
competition with the multitude of low test, short
in
weight alum or phosphate powders- Sold
Royal Baking Powder Co., 106 Wall
cam.
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TblsCOUPON entitlestheholdertoa LIFE
SIZE CKA YON PORTR AIT (Bust) FBEE OF
CHARGE, except PRICE of frame.
We, to introduce our Work, will make a limited number of LIFE-SIZE CRAYON POHTRAITS entirely FREE OF CHARGE. Send
t.
oS small picture to copy from and we will scad
Q
Price List and plintoirrapU of frames. J ilRf*
$ from *7 up. THE EAGLE PORTRAIT CO..
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rising, and it seemed
stop.” Douglas had
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THE CRY OF
^ BrookjgnJ^^^CuUhlyut^teblOdlwJ
THE AGE.

Just

In this age of rush, push, anc. excitement, the cry of the day is for some
preparation that will give food to the
nerves and brain, and enable them to
undergo the greatest pressure and work
without prostration. All stimulants
are deadly in their effects, the reaction
invariably proving in the long run disasWhat the brain and nerves call
trous.
for, and must have, if any permanent
good is to be experienced, is a food
that will give strength, vitality,
and in a word, build up and restore the
shattered frame. This is precisely what
that most marvelous remedy of this age,

Arrived.!

THIRTY HORSES
weighing from

900 to 1400

pounds, including sev-

eral finely matched pairs.

MURRAY

BROS.,

81 Franklin Street.
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DR. R. G. FLOWER’S

Brain and Nerve Pills

STEIN WAY

accomplish. They are not stimulant, nor
do they contain a particle of those strong,
dangerous drugs found in most nerve
remedies, such as strychnine, arsenic,
iron, quinine, opium, in any form,—coca,
caffeine, or bromide; but they are a rare

AND

HARDMAN

combination of the finest Nerve and Brain
Foods ever discovered or compounded.
100 Pills in every bottle.

PIANOS

Price 91.00

Bottle.
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he would never
to see Lincoln
about the colored troops he was raising in
Pennsylvania, as he hpd raised them in Masas

if

come

sachusetts. He greeted Douglas and talked
to him in a way that made them friends for
life. He told of seeing Lincoln again on his
second inauguration day. H« followed close
to his carriage all the way up Pennsylvania
Avenue, “and that then,” said he, “was a
sheep without its shepherd."
Mr. Blaine's Letter.
The town has more Presidential talk to the
square inch than ever before. Mr. Blaine is
His
as ever the center and topic of it all.
letter is discussed in more different lights if
possible {than his cable interview on the

Everybody speaks

tariff

in the warmest

tones of him, but in the very next moment
"speculate as to his successor, for succession is the term they use in the Itepublican
convention.
“For whom does Blaine throw
his strength T Is the question everyon e is
asking now. Allison is not the answer
given so promptly as it might have been this
spring or summer; and perhaps the greatest
classes of answers come from men who will
not believe that Mr. Blaine is out of the
these are from the Mugwumps
idea that Mr. Blaine is not
angling with all his consummate skill for the
nomination seems
altogether impossible.
The Blaine men are generally willing to accept it. They had a premonition that it
might come, many of them. It was the very
night that the despatch of Mr. Jones’ was
sent from from Pittsburg to the Associated
Press, Gov. Dingley was talking about the
situation of Mr. Blaine. “I kuow,” said he,
“as well as I want to know, or can know,
that Mr. Blaine has no personal wish for the
nomination. But I want to see some man
who is so strong as lie is in the country.”
The Governor said then that he felt that only the affirmative wish of Mr. Blaine, expressed plainly and inevitably would close
That is the
up the talk of his nomination.
curiosity of it. The letter has come and people have read it, and the talk of Blaine is
quite a« strong as it ever was before.
The Pneumatic Cun.

and several other well-known makes.

R. C. FLOWER MEDICAL GO., BOSTON, MASS.

Capt. Zalinski and

some

shiny

brass tubes

in the War Department library yesterday morning when certain Army and Naval
officials and other invited guests began to
drop in to hear a lecture on the subject of
the famous pneumatic gun and its shells and
were

JUST ARRIVED.
Hard Wood from Bobbins, all prepared
for use, only $C per cord, delivered. Also the largest assortment of
Wood kept In the city, including Birch
Edgings and Slabs, Hard Wood. Wood
sawed aud split by steam power.
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While the proceedings were stayed
to await the coming of Secretary Endicott,
such of the audience as did not know the
captain began to make speculation as to what
manner of man was this who handles and
talks about dynamite as though it were sand.
Unconscious of this searching inquiry the
captain leaned carelessly against the wall
and chatted to some of his acquaintances
about his terrible machine. lie is a man of
sturdy build, rather beneath the medium
height, and with a dark browu mustache
and beard. There is a slightly foreign look
discernable among his features, for he is by
nativity a Pole, having been brought to this
country when an infant. Shortly after 10
o’clock Secretary Endicott arrived and took
a seat in the front row alongside of Senator
Hawley. There were about one hundred
and others kept coming during the

fuses.

present,
lecture.

of yourself, your friends, or your children, call at
the

A Ilij

Ul.tiV.'Ulfi

then darkened and the capThe
tain ascended a small platform and rested
his arm affectionately across the steering
room was
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MONEY WANTED!

give some idea of the construction and possibilities of the pneumatic gun. “In the first
place,” he said, “the object of the gun is to
throw large masses of high explosives with

97 Exchange Street, Portland, Me.
Terms- Eight Dollars a Tear. To mail sub
scribers. Seven Dollars a Year,if paid in aavance
Rates or Advertising—One inch of space
tbe length of column, or twelve ilres nonpariel
constitutes a “square.”
$1.60 per Bquare, dally, first week; 76 centsper
week after; three lusertlons or less, $1.00 concents.
tinuing every other day after first week, 60
Half square, three Insertions or less, 76 cents;
after.
week
one week, $1.00; 60 cents per
Special Notices, one-third additional.
Under head of “Amusements” and Auction
Salks,” $2.00 per square per week; three Insertions or less. $1.60.

accuracy and safety to the gunners. The
main use of the gun would be as a land defense against the attacks of a fleet, in supThe dynamite
port of a mine of torpedoes.
cruiser is merely a swift vessel carrying one
When the idea of
or more of these guns.
was
projecting 40 or 50 pounds of dynamite
broached to me four years ago I, as an arBut as such l had a contillerist, scoffed.
tempt for gunpowder, and the idea grew on
me, and when the gun was first brought to
Fort Lafayette I saw that there was promise
in it, and from that time I have been a
believer.

THE MAINE STATE PRESS.

THE FIRST GUN.

Published every Thursday Morning, at $2.60
a year; if paid In advance, $2.00 a year.
Advertisements inserted In the “Maine State
Press” (which lias a large circulation In every
Inpart of the State) for $1.00 per square for first
sertlon. and 60 cents per square for each subseinsertion.
quent
Address all communications to
PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.

brass tube, 2 inches bore, and 28 feet
long. It being furnished with a hand stopeock for turning the compressed air on and
off, there w as but little comparative accuracy. At first we used blank cartridges filled
with sand, and then tried small charges of
dynamite. The next gun was 4 inches in
bore, 30 feet long, and the shells were loaded with from 17 to 25 or 30 pounds of dyna-

THE

WEATHER.
Washington, Feb. 15.

To rai ie money we have decided to reduce the
on all our regular lines of l.adic"’ french
Kid it no m for one weekt commencing ben. 13.
our $6.00
our $6.00 fine hand turns will be $6.00;
hand welt will be $5.50; and our regular $5.00 line
best
$4.50; these are no broken lots, but our very beAA to I);
goods in all sizes and widths, from lots
will
be
that
sides these. we have some broken
sold very low; goods sent to any address on receipt of mou»*y, postage free.

Tbe indications for Maine, New Hampshiie and Vermont are colder, fair weather,
preceded by light rain or snow on the coast
with cold wave, fresh to brisk northwesterly

price

winds.
LOCAL WEATHER REPORT.

Portland, Me., Feb, 14, 1888.
|7 A M I 3 P M 110 PM
Barometer. 29.85 29.79 29.84
48.
42.
Thermometer. 27.
30.
Dew Point. 24.
|83.
61.
,83.
89.
Humidity.
-—

WYER GREENE & CO.,
PORTLAND, ME.
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Icioudy

Fair
Cloudy
Maximum ther....42.9
Minimum ther.26.0
Max. vel. wind....21
Total precip.0

Weather".'".'"
Mean daily

gjQO\^
THE!

bar...29.H3

Mean dally ther.,.36.7
Mean daily d’wpt.29.9
Mean daily hum..77.7

METEOROLOGICAL,

(Feb. 14,1888. 10.00 P.M.)
ol tim*
Observations taken at the same moment
at all stations._Winu
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Eastport, Me
Portland, Me
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THE SEASON.
EXCURSION OF Feb.
’88.

Nantucket... 30.00
Albany, N. Y 30.04
New York... 30.04
Philadelphia. 30,10
Galveston.... 30.28

Leaving; BoHon

1

Fvprvlhing First-Class.
imirious Double Herllis
Ti e Personal Attention

29,

Sumptuous Meals and
111 Palace Hotel Cars.
of an Experienced Man-

aiAHpolids^'dintereit visited*returning via Soutliel*A LXKX PENSES SS'cTuW. Write for full
particulars

to

EDWARD 8. SEARS,
Excursion Car Company,
Worcester
Agent
Boston.
228 Washington St.,
eodlm

febl___
AmerlThe Celebrated Smith
can Organs.
|
For CASH or on INSTALLMENTS.

Washington..
Norfolk, Va.

30.12
30.16

Hatteras. 30.18
El Paso. 30.22
Jacksonville. 30.28

Montgomery

30.32

Cincinnati,O.
Pittsburg—
Bulialo.N.Y.

30.48
30.28
30.30
30.24

New Orleans 30.28

Oswego.
Cleveland.... 30.48
Detroit. 30.62

Dodge City..

30.80

Marquette...

30.80

GraudHaveu 30.64
Chicago, 111.. 30.68
Des Moines.. 29.88
Duluth,Minn 29.92

S

S3

sg
29.93
29.90
Northfleld... 30.02
Boston, Mass 30.00
Block island 30.00

CALIFORNIA!

gear of an immense brass torpedo that rested on two “horses,” and would contain, it
He bewas said, 600 pounds of dynamite.
gan by announcing that it was his object to
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was a

About the first difficulty encountered
the fuse. We used a fulminating cap,
but it sometimes failed, and our attention

mite.
was

Then it was
turned to other methods.
found that the explosions took place at the
the gases
of
an
impact
thus
front,
producing
that drove the force of the snock backwards.
Thus it was seen that the explosion should
The trouble I
occur at the rear of the shell.
have mentioned about the fuses led me to
think of electricity, and since then each
shell lias been provided with an electric attachment, which, on contact with the target,
closes a circuit that produces an explosion.
was

TO TEST THE PENETRATION

of the shells, we had erected at Fort Lafayette a target consisting of several iron plates;
one shell, filled with sand, perforated three
plates, while that loaded with dynamite only
went through one. I caused one shell to be
filled with cotton waste in the frontend, and
much better results were obtained, the shot
penetrating six plates before the explosion
occurred. This showed that it was imsortant to determine with accuracy both the
time and place of the explosion. From six
to ten pounds of dynamite were used. 1 was
prevented from using larger charges because
of tlie breaking of windows and shattering
of plastering from the explosions in the
houses on the shores. In the 4 inch gun we
tried an automatic valve that worked perThe next gun
fectly, insuring accuracy.
of wrought iron
was the 8-inch, which was
tubes five-eighths of an inch thick, covered
with a jacket of brass one-eighth inch thick.
of
It was 60 feet long. One great advantage
when
the pneumatic gun system was shown
that
this gun was completed, by the fact
one
owing to the mechanical arrangements
after
entire
operation
man could control the
the shell was plmed in position.’
A SILENT DISCHARGE.
“There is no report when the gun is fired,”

he continued, “except a slight sound something like the noise of the escape of high'
pressure steam. There is a light mist pro”
duced by the condensation of the moisture

&

SUMNER,

& Co.,)
(Successors to E. B. Robinson
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EXCHANCE

Win. A. Newton. Bowdolnham.
INCREASE.

Tlios. Ford, Ellsworth.
Patrick Powers, National Military Home.
Samuel B. Jefferson, Frankfort.
Robert C. Braun, China.
Edward M. Hunt, East Thorndike.
Prentice t£ Getchell. Benton Falls.
Clias. F. Walt man, Heaismont.
Harrison T. Hill, Pittsfield.
Levi D. Johnson, Randolph.

great pressure, but this
disappears almost instantly. This is anoth-

of the advantages of the gun, for the
smoke of powder guns is often so thick as to
hide the target from view. I do not think
this mist could possibly betray the location
At any
of the gun to those on shipboard.
rate we expect that those on board won t
not have much desire to locate the thing that
sends these silent but awful missiles through
the air."

er

STREE.J.
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Denver,Col..

30.48

30.06)
Montreal— 30.26|
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30' +io
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NW]—Clear
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For Maine People.
Washington. Feb. 14.—The following
Maine patents were granted today:
James Hickson, Bangor, moccasin slipper.
Samuel 8. Kimball, Bangor, domino.
Leroy 8. Stowe, Newry, mat for horse collar.

Mr. Butterworth’s

Work of the Cutters

Along the Ice-

Bound Maine Coast.

RE-ISSUE AND INCREASE.
MEXICAN WAR.

Willett G. Brown, Togus.
RE-ISSUE.

Daniel J. Collins, Calais.
IA Former Maine Member.

Somes, formerly member of
Maine, and 25 years a resident of Washington, died today. He was
born in Laconia, N. H., in 1815, was president of the City Bauk, one of the original
organizers of the Republican party, and a
strong supporter of Fremont.
Daniel

Congress

F.

from

COVERNOR AND COUNCIL.
Some of the Business to which They
are

Attending.

[Special to the Press.]
Augusta, Feb. 14.—At the session of the
Governor and Council today, Hon. A. L.
Lumbert of Houlton pleaded for the pardon
of the Perry boys and Martin Brackett of
Sherman, in State prison for house-breaking.
It;is alleged that the parties were convicted
on the perjured testimony of Henry Jerrold.

The case has been repeatedly before the
Council. Mr. Chester Nelson of Lincoln,
brother-in-law of the Perrys, is pressing
their case, as he firmly believes that they are
Innocent of the crime of which they are accused.
A petition of forty names is before the
Council from Sullivan, asking for the appointment of special constables to enforce
the liquor law in Hancock county.
Gen. Henry M. Mitchell, of the Maine militia, called on Gov. Marble today, and consulted with him relative to the next annual
encampment of the militia. He urges that a
muster, which shall be first-class in every
respect, be held, and one which will put the
militia in presentable condition for the annual United States inspection. He would
have the encampment a military one, and
devote the military appropriation to it. The

encampment will undoubtedly be held in
this city.
The Perry boys, Alinon Temple, Jr., Allan
and Lewis, and Martin Brackett, were granted a pardon by the Council tonight.
THE STATE’S STIPEND.

Secretary
to the

Gilbert’s Apportionment
Agricultural Societies.

[Special to the Press.l
Augusta, Feb. 14.—Secretary Gilbert, of
the Board of Agriculture, has apportioned
the State stipend to agricultural societies as
follows:
State Agricultural Society.$1,000
Eastern Maine.
State Pomologlcal.

Androscoggin County.

Aroostook...
Aroostook, North.
Aroostook, Madawaska, no returns.
Aroostook, Van Buren.
Cumberland.
Franklin.
Franklin, North -..-.
Fiauklln, Central.
Kennebec.
Kennebec, North.
Knox.
Knox, North
Lincoln

Oxford.

Oxford,

West.

Penobscot.
Penobscot and Aroostook.
Penobscot, North.
Penobscot, Central, no fair.
Penobscot, West.
Piscataquis, Central.
Piscataquis, West.
Piscataquis, East.

1,000
600
400
143
24b
11
400
169
39
4
314
86
191
138

24?
160
28

lpo
37
306
116
19

Ip

Sagadahoc.•.

264

Waldo.

130
130
94

Somerset, Central.
Somerset, East.
Somerset, West, no fair.
Waldo and Penobscot.
Waldo, North.
Washington.
Washington, North.
Washington, Central.
Washington, West.
York.
Y’ork, Shapleigh and Action.
York, Ossipee Valley.
York, Buxton & Hollis.

187
136

Ill
02
91
130
237

63
200
100

Rockland, Feb. 14.—The ice which has
closed up the harbors in this section since
February 1st, started today. In the harbor,
its departure was the cause of much excitement. It started here about noon, going out
with the wind. The immense Held of ice ocs
cupying the space from Owl Head to Tillson's wharf, twelve to eighteen inches thick,
started in a sheet and swung out in a body,
in winter quartaking all the fleet of vessels
Schooners
ters here that lay in its wake.
A. J. Bently and Helen Montague were
dragged to a dangerous position near the
breakwater, and schooner Addie E. Snow
was taken out over the middle ground two
miles to sea before she could be reached. The
revenue cutter Woodbury, Capt. A. A. Fengar, was fortunately in the harbor and
steamed to the rescue. She broke out the
A. J. Bently and Montague first and, putting her powerful nose into the sheet,carried
rescued
the
it clear of them. She then
schooner Anne Eliza, which met the outgoing ice as she was entering the harbor.
By this time, the schooner Addie Snow

ple and perhaps securing his nomination.
and

He is the unanimous choice of Ohio,
would of a certainty be elected if nominated
I predict that if Blaine is not nominated for
President he will go back to the Senate, and
that Senator Hale will go into the Cabinet if
a Republican Executive is elected.”
Mr. Reed’s Oeinlon.

[Special to the New York Tribune.]
Washington, Feb. 14.—“What can on*
say ?” remarked Mr. Reed. “Of course Mr.
Blaine means what he says. He Is out of the
field, and there’s the end of It. It is true, as
you suggest, that his withdrawal confuses
the enemy somewhat, and probably It is disagreeable to some of them who thought it
would be easy to defeat Blaine. What about
Well, I
the prospects of other candidates ?
should say that the first effect will be to
strengthen the Sherman boom, until the
friends of the other candidates begin to
Then I suppose Senator
gnaw badly.
Allison’s boom iwill have to undergo the
The nominee of
same ^process, and so on.

the convention may be a dark horse. It
may be that Gen. Sherman will turn up as a
You
willing candidate. Who can tell?
is
rich
see
the
party
Republican
timber.
We
in
good
presidential
men
all
the
scattered
have a number of good
from
A
to
S
at
least,
the
down
alphabet
way
while the Democrats are all at C, so to speak
—all, that is, save a few who venture down
as low as H.”

two miles to sea in the centre of many
acres of solid blue ice, which the frequent
rains and cold weather had made nearly as

So hard was the
as fresh water ice.
ice that the Woodbury would break off several lengths and, although a very powerful
boat, at full speed could only cut into the

hard

Hard and persistant
sheet about 40 feet.
work, however, dually freed the imperilled
schooner, and she was towed back to her
moorings. Capt. Fengar and his officers acted with their usual promptness and .succeeded in averting what seemed serious disasters
to the vessels.
Yesterday morning the Woodbury made
a boat flying a signal of distress, two miles
The boat conoutside of Monroe’s Island.
tained four men of the crew of the schooner
Grade Young, Capt. J. W. Whitman, bound
to Rockland from the Banks with 20,000
nflfench holihllt

Thfl

III an
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t

h
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Manley’s Opinion.
[Special to the Press.]

Mr.

Augusta, Feb. 14.—Hon. J. H. Manley
said tonight that Mr. Blaine had expressed
his intention to withdraw his name in a letter to him (Mr. Manley) several months ago.
Mr. Manley believes Mr. Blaine means what
he says, but does not see how he could refuse to accept a unanimous nomination. Mr.
His health had
Blaine is in good health.
nothing to do with the withdrawal.
Comment of the Press.
rVhilarlnlnhla Timna 1

t.

Mr. James G. Blaine’s letter to Chairman
Jones, declining to be a candidate for the
There
Presidency is apparently sincere.
will be scoffers and doubters, but thero was
no occasion for the letter had Mr. Blaine not
The nomination was his. All
meant it.
that he had to do was to grasp it. But he
declines, and his declination must be considHe does not give the reaered seriously.
sons why he has decided not to make anothHe
er attempt to capture the Presidency.
professes great confidence in the ability of
the Republican party to win, and proclaims
the tariff as the great issue upon which the
But he declines to
battle must be fought.
lead his party against Cleveland, for •‘considerations entirely personal.” This is his

the schooner lay in a very dangerous position, and that they had started from their
vessel at 2 o’clock that morning for help.
The cutter steamed at once to the relief of
the vessel and found her jast inside Fisherman’s Island, surrounded by rocks, and close
onto bad breakers. She was so situated that

of wind meant a total
wreck. The vessel had her mainboom and
windlass broken and was helpless. The cutthe least change

She
ter was run up as close as possible.
then put out a hawser and towed the schooner

to this

port.

only explanation.

The Woodbury has had a wonderful record
since her winter cruise commenced Decem-

[Chicago Times.]
Mr. Blaine’s withdrawal removes the active
opposition or the indifference of Conkling and
It opens the way for a readthe Stalwarts.
justment of men and measures in the Republican party without which success was imposGresham or Allison on a reasonable
sible.
tariff reform platform would make a strong

In that time she has assisted 81
vessels, saving many of them from total loss
and has given information to a great many
craft concerning the condition of harbors
and thoroughfares. |Sbe also rescued two
Her work in the harbors in this vicrews.
cinity has also been of incalculable value in
ber 15th.

fight.

ple of this locality appreciate highly Captain
Fengar’s indefatigable efforts to make comDuring the
munication by water possible.
cutter’s work in the ice, her metal has been
stripped off her and it has been necessary to
give her an iron sheathing. Capt. Fengar

Ltii CONGRESS-FIRST SESSION.
SENATE.
Washington, Feb. 14.
The resolution for an inquiry into the
causes of inefficient mail service was taken

thinks the ice bas gone for good.
leaves tomorrow for PortUnd to coal up.
Cutter Dallas, Capt. Barr, arrived tonight

The cutter
_

up.

She met
with the schooner liedorain tow.
the ice in the bay, and the cutter had her
The Dallas reice breaker badly smashed.
ports very busy times. On her last cruise
she assisted seven vessels.

Senator Plumb said the service was bad.
several extracts from Kansas
newspapers, showing a defective mail service
in that State.
Senator Platt said that scarcely a day
passed without his receiving letters from
Connecticut, making similar complaints. He
read a letter from a publishing house in
Norwalk, speaking of the apparent disorganization of the whole postal system of the
country, and ascribing it to the removal of
experienced postal agents.
After discussion the resolution went over.
He had read

MR. BLAINE’S DECLINATION.

Relations

to

the

Party

as

Dis-

cussed by the NewYork Tribune.

The Covernor at Lewiston.
[Special to the Press.]

of
New Youk, Feb. 14.—All inquiries
Whitelaw Reid as to his opinion concerning
Lewiston, Feb. 14.—Elaborate preparations have been made lor the ball and recep- the letter of Mr. Blaine were referred by
tion to the Governor and staff to be given by Mr. Reid to this morning’s editorial in the
Worumbus Encampment, No. 1, Patriarchs New York Tribune, which says:
Mr. Blaine’s review of the political prosMilitant, tomorrow evening. Fifteen hun- I
pect is open to one criticism. The victor'es
dred invitations have been issued and the of
the past year which he recites, the surdecorators have placed City Hall in very pre- prising gains made by the Republican party
will
be
Refreshments
in
many States, were achieved with a gensentable condition.
be the canserved in the small hall. Three hundred and eral expectation that he would this
year.
didate of the Republican party
fifty dollars worth of gallery tickets have
No man can say with certainty now far
been sold. Among the guests will be Gov.
that prospect influenced the strength on
either side—whether, the number brought to
Marble, his staff and their ladies, Gen. Henry
the Republican party by the popularity of
M. Mitchell and staff, Brigadier General
the leader exceeded the number cast against
Henry M. Sprague and staff, of the Patriarchs
it in order to compass his defeat and withdrawal. Opinions will differ widely.
Militant, will also be present.
We believe that the expectation of Mr.
The Governor will be the guest of CouncilBlaine’s nomination increased the strength
Marble
Mr.
entertain
will
who
lor Carter,
of the Republican party as a whole to a conand friends Friday evening.
siderable extent.
If so, part of the gains
achieved cannot be counted in its favor with
Bath Topics.
a different candidate, who may nevertheless
Bath, Feb. 14.—Gardiner G. fleering has
bring to the party strength not then received
contracted to build a 150-ton two-masted fish- or expressed. W ith these facts in view the
Republican party has to select its candidate
ing vessel for parties In Gloucester, Mass.,
with the knowledge that it may not be able
once.
her
at
work
will
and
upon
begin
the
to command in doubtful States all
strength it manifested in the last election.
Crosby & Thurlow will begin work as soon
task
of
it
will
the
to
Most
fortunately
bring
as the frames arrive upon a three-masted
selection a deliberate judgment biased less
schooner of about 500 tons, to be owned by
than usual by passionate and long organized
themselves and other Bath parties.
strife between rivals.
Une thing is to
be remembered, Mr.
Rockland’s Y. M. C. A.
Blaine's withdrawal may have much to do
Rockland
14.—The
Young
Feb.
Mr.
nomination.
with the
Democratic
Rockland,
Cleveland has been opposed by some DemoMen’s Christian Association celebrated its
crats because they believe he would lose a
second annual anniversary Sunday and Monlargo number of Democratic votes in case of
That reason for
day. Sunday evening a mass meeting was
Mr. Blaine’s nomination.
held in Farwell Hall and addresses were
setting him aside is now out of the way, so
far as Mr. Blaine's lettercau remove it. On
made by State Secretary Lawrence and Secthe other hand, there were some Democrats
retary A U. Whitford. Last night the exer
who favored his nomination because they
cises closed with a banquet in the room*.
thought the prestige of previous success
have
Nearly 81,200 was pledged to carry on the would help him against Blaine. They
work for the coming year.
His Own Recklessness.
Gabdineb, Feb. 14.—At the coroner’s inquest held at Gardiner today, by Coroner J.
Q. A. Hawes, over the remains of Wilbert
Wood, who was killed Monday night by
jumping from a M. C. R. R. train, the jury
found that said Wood was killed by his own
recklessness in

jumping

from the

in motion, and exonerated

train|while

the

railroad

from any blame.
Insurance in wiaine.
Skowiieoan. Feb. 14.—The amount of insurance written in Maine for the year 1887 by
the companies authorized to do business in
the State was $75,276,407, fire; .$10,964,040,
marine and inland. The ratio of fire losses
paid to premiums received was 51.83 per cent.
In 1886 it was 102 per cent., and in 1885it was
57 per cent. The marine and inland insurance
ratio of losses to premiums was 7f.39 per
cent., against 70.76 in 1886. The above does
not include lire risks written by Maine mutual companies, amounting to about two land
three-fourths millions of dollars; the premiums therefor being $32,850, and the losses

paid amounting to $36,486. These figures are
taken from compilations made by the Insurance

Commissioner.
Bowdotn Alumni.

Boston, Feb. 14.—The annual reunion of
the Boston Association of Bowdoin Alumni
was held at the Parker House this evening.
Augustus (Jones, class of '63, was elected
president. President Hyde and Prof. Chapman were

among the

speakers.

Real Estate Transfers.
The following transfers of real estate in
this county have been recorded in the Registry of Deeds:
Westbrook—C. F. Maxwell to Ida F. Folston

*Searboro~MaryE. Libby to
$100.

Harriet A. Libby.

___

stabbing Affray.
F. W. Gillise, of Bath, was stabbed in an
affray on Commercial street last night, receiving a wound in the leg which required
He said he was tryfour stitches to close.
iug to separate the combatants.

The Rlair educational bill was taken up,
and Senator Hawley addressed tne senate m

opposition.

adjourned.

THREE MEN KILLED.

Careless Work

the New Elevated

Brooklyn, Feb. 14.—A portion of the
Union Elevated Kailroad, in process of erection on Broadway, fell this morning near
the junction of Broadway and Sumner ave
nue. killing three men and fatally injuring
The heavy iron girders of
one or two more.
the.work spread and let a derrick and other
heavy pieces of machinery fall through, demolishing a horse car and butcher wagon
beneath. The affair was alleged to be due to

carelessness and the
superintendent has
been arrested. The dead and Injured are:
DEAD.

Thomas Thompson, car driver.
Patrick Clark, workman.
Charles Kirscliner, workman.
Jacob Friel, fatally.
Jacob Bender, broken tbigb.
Moren Meudes. broken leg.
Thomas Cassey, broken leg.
St. John Duan, shoulder dislocated.

McNEALLY’S BOOTY RECOVERED.

a

Massachusetts Man, Who Says
He Saw Him

During

Day

the

on

Which

Cashier

Barron was Murdered.

Perhaps will Liber-

Evidence which

ate the Prisoner In

Bangor

Jail.

Boston, Feb. 14—Until within a few days
no facts of importance bearing upon the case
of Stain and Cromwell, who will be tried at
Bangor this week for the murder of Cashier
Barren of the Dexter Bank, have been
brought to light since their arrest six months

highly

Some

ago.

important |evidence,

which tends to prove the innocence at least
of Stain, the leader of tho so-called gang,
has Just been discovered.
The witness who will testify that the old
man Stain was in Massachusetts on the day
of the murder is James H. Fowler, a well-to
do farmer and real estate dealer of City
Mills, Franklin, Mass. The discovery that
he knew Stain was not in Dexter at the time
the crime was committed was made by Cora
Stain, the young daughter of the man in
jail. Stain wrote to her, detailing his doings
for the fatal day, and mentioning several
events that occurred, both beforeImd after
he visited his traps for mink on the banks of
the Charles river.
Prompted by a desire to
save her father's life, she has searched for
two months, and at last her quest has been
rewarded.

James B. Fowler, the all important witin the case, was found yesterday, by a
reporter, with little trouble. He owns a
large farm at City Mills, a most industrious
manufacturing suburb of tho town of Franklin. He is also engaged in the real estate
business, making a specialty of purchasing
He is a man of about 36
and selling farms.
no wise
years, reserved, intelligent and in
ness

tc assumption or exaggeration.
In reply to a question as to whether he
had bad a personal acquaintance with Stain,
he said: ‘lNo; I never saw him to my positive knowledge but once, and should he now
stand before me I don’t think 1 would know
When he and Cromwell
him as Dave Stain.
were arrested for the murder last October, I
was thunderstruck at the record of tne
W by,
crimes laid at the doors of the gang.
just think of it; I, living at the Mills, a few
miles from Medfield, and did not know of
such a rascal. And, then, I have been pretty
much all over the county driving every day.
My business, too. brings me about every day
to the centre of the town of Franklin, where
Stain worked at the cobbling shop lor over a
And yet I didn't
year for Mr. Hawkes.
know him and heard nothing about him."
“When did you think of him seriously?
“Well, naturally, I had my attention called
to him when the papers published the story
of his arrest. Of course the sensation greatly impressed the people up this way. Stain
and Cromwell’s names were upon the lips of
everybody. I recalled the fact that I had
once met the man who was represented in
the papers as the leader of one of the worst
gangs of rogues that ever infested the country.' 1 remember the man Stain from a very
curious episode that happened under my own
eyes. It was this: I had a small lot of sheep
to drive from Dedham to my farm at the
Mill*. I remembered that it was in the forenoon that myself and my colored boy, Myers, were driving through Medfield, along
the main street. When we came to that part
of the road crossing the tracks of the Northern Division of the Old Colony Railroad,
there was trouble with the sheep. 1 was riding behind in my buggy, and the sheep, as is
usual in crossing railroad tracks at grade,
became timid and were Inclined to scatter
from the road. There were ten sheep in the
little flock, and, noting what was happening,
I drove up and got out to assist in preventing the threatened panic. As I got to the
othcrossing the colored boy Myers and two
er men had so covered the flock that the
sheep were got over all right. Immediately
one of the men, in a good-natured tone, began to banter the colored boy. The man remarked about its being usual for every flock
of sheep to have a black one, but that it was
very funny that there should be two black
fellows in my flock. The colored boy saw
the point, and flaring up took it as an insult
to his color. The boy turned and threatened
to break the man’s back and throw him over
the fence on the side of the road shovld he
say such a thing again. The man smiled
pleasantly, and he and the colored Doy continued ahead with the sheep, both apparently continuing their joking. As they went
along the other man who helped get the
sheep over commented on the threat of the
little darkey, intimating that the man he
would throw over the fence was a pretty
powerful man, and should he get a grip on
the bov it would be all day with him. I
asked the speaker who the man was that
had joked the boy about the two black sheep
in the flock. He said:
‘Why, that is Dave
Stain. No man wants to fool with him, for
in Medfleld.’
wrestler
he is the greatest
Mr. Fowler said that he had been visited
by Lewis A. Barker, Esq., of Bangor, and
had promised to go to that city and appear

given

aS

a

as

follows:

WllueSo*

U

no icnicim/viou

uctcauaijr.

the date of the occurrence through certain
entries in his diary for that year which he
The entries are
had kept with great care.
Feb. 20.—Went to Brighton. Bought 10 sheep.
Paid $40.
Feb. 21—Got Kingsbury’s pig. Paid $3.
Feb. 22—Went to Dedham for sheep. Paid $3.
Feb. 23-Bought 200 pounds middlings. Paid

$2.40.
Fowler has the
the community in
he has not before
the case through
nected with it.

:
confidence and respect of
He says
which he lives.
stated his recollection of
reluctance to become con-

The Bonds

cou.

Expected
Today.
ii.— xuo

to Arrive In Saco

loauit

wi

Neally’s European trip has In part become
The bonds which his brother,
Known today.
Frank C. McNeally, stole from the Saco and
Biddeford Savings Institution, were recovered by him and are on their way here. They
Unwere expected today but did not come.
til they arrive and are safely secured in the
bank vault, the bank officials decline to give
any details of the finding of them or to state
what the conditions of the surrender were
on the part of the defaulter. They promise
an official statement tomorrow if the bonds’

THE STATE.
FRANKLIN COUNTY.

John C. Wheeler, Esq., of Chestcrvllle has
been clerk of his town for thirty years.
The people of Phillips are trying to induce
the proprietors of the woolen mill at Madison Bridge to build one at Phillips.
HANCOCK COUNTY.

The young folks of West Deer Isle have
organized the Tongue Guard society, whose

is to guard against saying anything
improDer to or about any one. Each offence
is punished by a fine of one cent, to be
placed in a box in the church, the fund to go

object

towards buying circulating library.
It is proposed to construct a Casino building at the Bar Harbor trotting park, and the
plans as drawn and approved, include in the
basement a kitchen, with all suitable appurtenances, on tlie ground floor, parlors and
dining room, with closets: on the second
floor, a billiard room, committee rooms, bath
rooms, water closets, and servants’ rooms.
A broad piazza will run around three sides
In the rear of the
of the main building.
large building will be a large and fully
equipped theatre, connected with the main
The building
building bv a covered walk.
will be 225x50 feet, and will cost from $18,000
The contract has not yet been
to $20,000.
The plans are from the office of
aw arded.
William Eyre, Jr., of Philadelphia.
a

W. Dunham, of North Paris, has
of Charles Kobinson & Son, of Barre
Plains, Mass., two very fine Holstein-FriesiBelle Douglass, 2d, three years
an heifers.
old, has had one calf, and comes in again m
March. Belle Clay, 2d, is 18 months old,and
comes in next June. Belle Douglass is closely related to the most noted cows in America.
W.

bought

arrival.

_

FOREIGN NEWS.
Chamberlain

Expects to be in the

Commons March 12th.

London, Feb. 14.—A Cabinet council today decided to instruct the Irish executive to

prosecuting the newspapers for publishing the reports of meetings of the suppressed branches of the League.
Arrangements have been made for a division on the Parnell amendment Thursday.
The Conservative whips are confident they
will have a majority of 85 on division.
Joseph Chamberlain has announced that
he hopes to resume his place in the Com-

cease

...

March 12th. His friends state that the
fisheries negotiations are certain of a successful result.

ed."

mons

Taken by Surprise.
San Francisco, Feb. 14.—Talks with

Foreign

city in regard
of declination, show

in this

Notes.

Sir Michael Hlcks-Beach succeeds Lord
Stanley Preston as president of the British

I

Preston succeeds Lnndig
board of trade.
downe as governor general of Canada.

Mr. William Lamb of Clifton lost a very
valuable Von Moltke colt last Friday. The
colt became frightened and ran away, breaking one of his legs, so that it was necessary
Mr. Lamb had been offered
to kill him.
$500 for the colt.
YORK

COUNTY.

Levi H. Webber, a graduate of the Biddeford High School in the class of ’84, who is
now employed as clerk and bookkeeper in
the office of the Biddeford stove foundry,
was married in Portland Saturday afternoon
to Miss Belle Cleaves, the adopted daughter
of Albert K. Cleaves, of the firm of Twambley & Cleaves of Biddeford.
The Rev. H.

him to be—believed he was free, and, without seeking a divorce, married his present
sweet young wife, who has been the good
genius of his life, a brother minister of mine
performing the service.

In May, 18#4, some intimations ef this
marriage being illegal reached this brother
minister and myself quite Independently and
we looked thoroughly into the matter. I had
correspondence with his brother, the Bishop
of Ripon, and made many Inquiries through
trustworthy friends of mine in Liverpool,
and finally I saw II. B. Carpenter himself
and spoke to him about the whole matter.
was
He
deeply distressed to find that
marry, and
he had not been free to
was technically guilty of bigamy. He offered
to do whatever we

judged right,

even

to at

resigning his pulpit. It was a perplexing matter for us. Ills new church, Hollis
street, had only just been dedicated and a
as
public scandal meant ruin to the churchwere
Moreover, we
well as to himself.
strongly Impressed with the genuineness of
his plea that he had acted in ignorance of
the Taw. What we insisted upon was that
once

he must at once take some few of his own
most trusted parishioners Into counsel. He
did this and they took good legal opinion,
and. being also satisfied that he had acted in
good faith, it was settled that the true thing
to do was quietly to right the matter as far
as it could be righted by his being legally divorced in England aud then legally remarried to his present wife, from whom, until
this should be done, he must live entirely
apart, she returning her parents. All this
was done, the English
proceedings being
taken by his first wife suing for divorce
in consultation
done
all
and
from him.
being
with his brother, the Bishop, and now for
more than two years, Mr. Carpenter having
remarried in Canada as soon as the divorce
procesdings were completed, has been living
entirely blameless and happy.
I have always felt, however, and warned
Mr. Carpenter, that some day all would
come out, and unless he anticipated falsehood and exaggeration by letting the truth
be known it would be sure to come out in
For this
damaging and scandalous shape.
same reason, when he retired from Hollis
street, the brother minister to whom I have
referred and I quietly insisted that he mirst
not take any further ministerial position
with such a record liable to come out in scandal at any moment. The last thing before
he left America I urged him very earnestly
to let it come out by some such statement as
I have now given you, warning him that
these explanations given voluntarily beforehand would be satisfactory, but given afterward x eeui mere excusesland almost powerless. *If you do this,” I urged, 'it will make
a nine days’ talk, and then you can go ahead
with a clear past and a clear future probably
He
even if you desire it in the ministry.'
shrank, however, from the pain and worry
would
have
of
It
discussion
which anv public
been, and'went away leaving my lips sealed
except as I now learn that the matter is being so widely and falsely talked about that
for the sake of truth and friendship I venture to tell what I know.”

MAINE POLITICS.

Signs
didacy

More

that
is

Mr. Cleaves’s Can-

Crowing

In Favor.

The strong sentiment in York county in
favor of Hon. Henry B. Cleaves is recognized by a complimentary editorial from the
Blddeford Times, which wheels into the

Cleaves column gracefully and heartily. The
Times says: “The friends of ex-Attorney
General Henry B. Cleaves have brought his
name forward as a candidate for the nomination, and his candidacy has assumed great
great strength and is received with much

popularity by the Republicans
the State. Vve are justified in
is a great unanimity of
that
there
saying
sentiment in this section in favor of Mr.
Cleaves, and other sections of the State are
urging his candidacy with remarkable
warmth. He deserves well of the people and
is entitled to their confidence and support.
In the dark days of the Republic, when the
nation needed the young and brave men of
the country to engage in war for its defence.
Mr. Cleaves volunteered as a private soldier.
His good record in the military service, as
Attorney General of the State, and in other
positions of public trust, requires no commendation from us, for it is well and favorably known. In all positions which have
been occupied by him he has diligently and
without hesitation performed his whole duty.
Should he be nominated and elected Governor, as now seems probable, it will be but a
just recognition of his services in the past as
a soldier, his fidelity as a public officer to the
interests of the State, and of his devotion to
Republican principles. The people will be
assured of a safe administration and a diligent enforcement of the laws.’’
Dr. A. C. Hamlin's candidacy, announced
definitely in yesterday morning’s Pbf.ss, is
favor

and

throughout

Yesterday’s Boston
not wholly a surprise.
Journal said editorially: “Dr. Augustus C.
Hamlin, of Bangor, Me., while he is not actually canvassing his State with an eye to
the Republican Gubernatorial nomination, is
yet a candidate, and is prepared to make a
vigorous contest.’’

RAILWAY MATTERS.
TO BUY THE

EA8TEBY.

The Massachusetts legislative committee
on railroads yesterday morning heard the
petition of George C. Lord, president of the
Boston and Maine railroad, for leave to purchase the property and franchises of the
Eastern railroad. C. E. French, who has a
suit in equity against the Eastern road to
test the constitutionality of the act of 1882,
protested against the consolidation of the
Eastern road with the Boston and Maine or
any other road until his suit was decided.
Council for the Boston and Maine presented
The hearing
the bill desired by the road.
then closed.
The Sliver Surplus.

PKVftRRf'OT COUNTY.

to the convention.”

to Mr. Blaine’s letter
that Republicans and Democrats alike were
taken by surprise. All Republicans express

By

OXFORD COUNTY.

INJURED.

“What will be the effect of his withdrawal f”
"It has removed the last doubt of a Republican triumph next fall. Without considering the justice of the hostilities and
prejudices which exist against Mr. Blaine, I
have felt that they were of so grave a character that they would endanger our success
if he should be nominated by our convention. My esteem for the man is greatly enhanced by his withdrawal and the manly
and statesmanlike manner in which it has
been done.”
„„
“How about other candidates.
"The Itepuplican candidate will be an
American. 1 can call the names of a dozen
or so men, with any one of whom, I believe,
we can win next November; but who would
make the best candidate I can t guess. Sherman, Allison, Harrison, Gresham, Sheridan
or Evarts—any one of them could be elect-

prominent politicians

on

Road In Brooklyn,

Philadelphia, Feb. 14.—Hon. William
“The
D. Kelley of Pennsylvania says:
question most frequently put to me relates
to the good faith of Mr. Blaine’s letter, and
I have no hesitation in saying that l believe
it to be the expression of a deliberately
formed purpose, confirmed by the events
and reflection of a number of months. I am
confident that Mr. Blaine will not permit his

presented

HOUS£>

The judiciary committee has decided to report favorably the Senate bill to refund the
direct tax, and also the joint resolution already passed by the Senate, proposing a con.
stitution amendment to continue the term of
the office of the President and members of
Fiftieth Congress until the 30th day of April, 1889, and the substitution of the 30th of
April for the 4th of March thereafter as the
commencement and terminationlof the,official
terms of the President, Vice President, Senators and Kepresentatives.

should be nominated for President by acclamation.
Confident of Mr. Blaine’s Intention.

to be

...

The Senate bill to provide for an Indian
school at Carson City, Nevada, passed.
The bill to provide for the compulsory education of Indian children was taken from
the calendar and discussed at length by Senators Dawes, Teller, Cockrell and Vest.
Without disposing of the bill, the Senate
proeeeeed to executive business, and at 4.40

now to consider that he would not on that
account be stronger against a different candidate. The events of the next few weeks
in the Democratic camp will have much to
do with the final decision of Republicans
and there will be a general curiosity so see
whether, as the Sun evidently anticipates,
the withdrawal of Mr. Blaine will increase
Democratic opposition to Cleveland.
ft is pleasing to reflect at this juncture
that the Republican party does not find Itself lacking in strong and worthy leaders
from whom a choice may be made.
The Tribune publishes a number of letters
from Republicans declaring that Mr. Blaine

name

[Chicago Inter-Ocean.]

Should the Republicau party tako advantage of Blaine's withdrawal and nominate a
man worthy of the party’s early record, strong
able, honest aad patriotic, it would go into
the election of 1888 with better prospects
than seemed possible a week ago.

keeping the channels open so that vessels
This
and steamers could arrive and depart.
has been notably the case with Rockland,
Rockport and Camden harbors, and the peo-

His

MAINE.

ter will have the effect of bringing Senator
Sherman more prominently before the peo-

was

STAIN REMEMBERED

Opinion.

Washington, Feb. 14.—Congressman Ben
“I think Mr.
Butterworth of Ohio says:
Blaine means to be sincere, but he Is in the
hands of his friends, and if they can secure
his nomination he will certainly be a candidate. He reminds me of Julius Ciesar when
refusing the crown offered him by Marc Antony. Each time he puts it by less firmly
than before. I think, however, that his let-

Cutter Woodbury Callantly Cuts Her
Way to the Rescue.

in the air under the

..

WOODWARD

Vessels Swept from Rockland Harbor by an Ice Floe.

ORIGINAL, INVALID.

race. Some of
to whom the

SCIENTIFIC

dtf

the Press.]

[Special
Washington, Feb. 14.—Fred Douglas’s
appearance at the Lincoln memorial birthday celebration was decidedly interesting.
The old negro does not appear to have fallen
off at all in vitality. He arose before the audience after SenatorCullom had taken his seat
Douglas leaned on a big ebony cane with an
ivory handle, which Mrs. Lincoln had sent
him on the death of her husband, and told
stories of the times he had seen and known
He called them gimpses inthe great man.
to his great, noble soul. Douglas’s talk was
full of bright things. “I was very much disturbed when I first went to see him,” said
he. “ft impressed me that I was about to
see a great man.
But I speedily found it
was easier always to see a great man than a
little man." His description of Lincoln’s
appearance was inimitable. “He was sitting
there reading,” said Douglas, “with his feet
scattered about the room. He gathered them
up and began to rise. He kept on rising and
to

NO. 13 PREBLEST.
nil.n' PrfMMrn

Zalinskl’s Description of His
Pneumatic Destroyer.

granted

deep regret. The chairman of the Republican State Central Committee of California
says, "The demands of a party frequently
rise superior to Individual judgment.

ARCTIC EXPERIENCES.

to

Robert Hatch, Kennebnnk.

Foster's Forest City Dye House
octl7

Douglas and His Reminiscences oY Abraham Lincoln.

Fred

The following pensions
Maine residents today:

were

Bernard Carpenter.

ugly stories have been afloat recently
affecting the character of the Rev. U. Bernard Carpenter who lately retired from the
pastorate of the Hollis street church in Boston. Mr. Carpenter formerly preached in
Bigamy was the charge made
Brldgton.
against him. The facts of the case are thus
Some

stated by the Rev. Brooke Herford who has
investigated them:
Some 14 years ago Mr. Carpenter was an
Episcopal clergyman in Liverpool. Eng.,
dreamy, poetical, utterly unpractical, married to a person quite incapable of congenial
companionship with him. This characterization, is not on his testimony, but on that
of his brother, the Bishop of Ripon. The
result was years of unhappiness, debts,home
misery, public discredit and at last a moral
charge against him, which was nover proved
and which, from Independent sources, I have
some reason to believe was got up in order
to get rid of him. However, he had not the
grit to stand an ecclesiastical trial, and he
and his wife some time in 1874 came away to
Their career here also was unAmerica.
happy, and at length, after something more
than a year, she returned to England, and
After the lapse
they iiave never met since.
of some years, he—a child in all practical
matters, as bis friends iiave ever known
■

To the Editor of the Press:
While “our friends the enemy" are vexing
their righteous souls from day to day over
the alarming surplus in the United States
Treasury, and wringing their tender hearts
with sympathy for an overtaxed people, as a
plea for reducing customs duttas, it may not
be amiss to invite their attention to a surplus they seem to have entirely ignored, and
which they have been most diligently creating for the last ten years. The “dollar of
the daddies” is getting rather numerous;
Treasurer Ilyatt, in his last report informs
us that there are more than two hundred and
fourteen millions of him, and that during
1886-87 the dear people were taxed to pay for
silver to coin thirty-three and a quarter millions of him.
If one hundred millions of surplus, withdrawn from trade is such a menace to the
business interests of the country, what shall
we say of an annual withdrawal of thirty
hoarding of more
of thirty millions, and
than two millions in this way ? It is true
that we are told that sixty-two millions are
in circulation, but how much of that is coin,
and bow much is concealed under a paper
fiction of silver certificates?
What a splendid illustration pf Democratic political economy we have in the proposition to seriously injure, if not to strike down
Interests in which five thousand millions of
capital are invested, while yielding to silver
lunatics and persisting in taxing the people
at large thirty millions of dollars a year to
subsidize the owner of a silver mine, and
pile up in vaults a currency which financial
authorities aud the people alike reject.
Verily if the Republican party, as Mr.
Reed says, have educated the Democrats in
finance, their education is far from complete,
and they need further lesson. They are the
fellows who need line upon line, precept upon precept, here a little and there a little.
a

Hunky T. Cummings.

A Good Word for Mr. Floyd.
Portland, Feb. 14, 1888.
To the Editor of the Preaa:
I see by this morning’s Press that the
Republicans of this ward at their caucus
held last evening, placed the name of Melville A. Floyd on the ticket to be voted for
Please allow mo to
as second Councilman.
say that I believe no better name or man
could have been selected. He is a promising
young lawyer, upright in character, and a
strong temperance man, he having been
Worthy Chief Templar of Munjoy Lodge of
Good Templars for a long period, until I beMr. Floyd
lieve it surrendered its charter.
has lots of friends and should be elected.

Ward One.

PRACTICAL,

tuuuniiun.

What the Trustee* «ay of the Maine
State College.

Made

Improvements

Year and the Future

During the
Prospect*.

a New Heard of
Dairy Cows Recommended.

The Purchase of

The good-sized volume which ■contains the
twentieth annual report of the Trustees of
the Maine .State College, and also the reports
of the President and several members of the
Faculty, and that of the Treasurer, is nearly
off from the press, and a part of It has already gone to the bihdery, and from it we
make the following abstract:
The trustees are gratified to be able to extend the assurance that the year just closed
has been characterized by an unusual degree
of prosperity. The number of students has
been larger; the morale of the institution has never been better. .SevernIJchanges
have taken place in the officers of the Institution. Gen.'Chas. Hamlin of Bangor has
never

fill the vacancy on

appointed to

been

the

board of trustees occasioned by the expiration of the term of Hon. A. M. Robinson of
Dover. Prof. C. H. Benjamin, of the department of mechanical engineering, closed
his work for the college January 1st, to accept a more remunerative situation elsewhere. He was succeeded by Mr. Walter
Flint, a graduate of the college, who has
proved himself a very successful instructor.
Mr. James N. Hart has been appointed Instructor in mathematics and drawing.
The trustees have been glad to notice an
increasing interest in the military department from year to year; under the instruction of Lieut. Phillips there has been manifested a tendency towards a higher plane of
discipline. An element of Interest Is a new
rifle range that has been constructed within
year. A new and adequate water supply,
and a new building for the departments of
Natural History and Agriculture which will

a

bear the name of "Coburn Hall," have also
The
been added in the past twelve months.
trustees are glad to note an increasing interest in the practice of hand-craft in the shops.
The present condition and prospects of the
college farm are not such as to inspire enthusiasm. The five years of skillful andvigous management under Mr. Gowell has done
more to inspire confidence and to popularize
the college with the farmers of the State
than any other thing in its previous history.
No year failed to disclose improvements that
arrested the attention even of the casual obNo year passes without showing an
server.
increase of value and numbers in the herd of
cattle, or wiinout enclosing an increased average of productive land. To say that the disaster to the stock cattle brought this progressive condition of affairs to a stand, is to
present the case too favorably. In many of
the economics of life, the absence of progress
The college farm will
is retrogression.
The large
prove no exception to this rule.
barns upon the farm are filled with hay.
value
or Jumarket
This may be sold at Its
Whatever its value
diciously fed to stock.
in market at a given time, it is worth 33 per
cent more to feed a herd of good dairy cows.
More than this, so fed, it is returned to the
land from which It was taken and the process of retrogression is not only arrested,but
the land is made more productive.
In Maine there is no branch of practical
farming that yields more certain and uniform
returns than the dairy industry, and there is
no industry whose value depends more largeupon careful and skilful management than

ly

Hence, there is no branch of practical farming where careful instruction and practice in
all matters of method and detail are of more
vital importance. For such Instruction, a
carefully selected herd of dairy cows is an
essential element, and they should be supplied by the State to take the place of those
destroyed by the order of the State. Such a
herd of cows would subserve a most valuable
purpose by affording the opportunity to students of becoming acquainted with the best
methods in dairying, and, at the same time,
it would yield a revenue to the College.
By act of the Legislature, the State Experiment Station, located at the college, was
abolished on Oct. 1, 1887. In accordance with
one of the provisions of the same act, the
property held bv the Station was transferred
to and became the property of the college on
the date named. As the State had appropriated money for the expenses of the Station
through the year 1887, it seemed only just to
continue its work to the close of the year, as
planned by the Board of Control and as re
quested by them. The organization, however,
under which the new Station is doing its
work, is that required by the Hatch bill, approved March 2, 1887.
The State of Maine and this College have
fulfilled all conditions required to entitle the
college to the fall benefits of the money designed to be appropriated by the Hatch bill
which further legislation is necessary to
make available. The Secretary of the Treasury has promised to Include this item, and
there is reason to believe that the college will
yet receive its proportional amount of money
from this source.
There has been expended for labor, fertilizers, feed, repairs, tools, etc., $813.14.
all

The

have amounted to
debts against the farm
$821.73. There
not Included in the above, to the amount of
about $125. There is due the farm about the
same amount.
The following is the summary of the
iwelnts from

sources

are

K,unt INVENTORV.

Live stock.* 370.00
498.46
Farming tools and Implements.
llMJ.ou
Dairy apparatus.
350.00
Household furniture and furnishings....
Produce. I,e2S*iK
oo.oo
Lumber and wood.

Total.-.83,048.46
The following is the summary of the
TREASURER’S RETORT.
Cash on hand last report.$ 2,004.03
Total receipts for the year. 4o,770.84

$47,783.88

Total payments for year. .$42,736.80
Cash ou hand Dec. 8,1887. 6,048.26
|47,7oo.tH»
of the endowment find is as
The
■

..

cpndition

follows:

Invested in State of Maine 6 per cent
$118,300
bonds.
Invested in City of Bangor 6 per cent
3,000
bouds.
Invested In Hallowed C. and 8. Acade4,000
my 6 per cent bonds.
Invested In Lombard Investment Com3,000
pany 6 per cent bonds.
Cash in the treasury uot drawing Inter3,000
est.
___

$131,300
of *3000 belonging to the endowof
balance
$1,344.76 on
ment fund, and a
Experiment Station account, included in the
general balance of $5,048.26, cannot be used
to pay any expenses of the college proper.
to
Deducting these, there is $603.58 availablethe
of
pay college expenses the remainder
The

sum

year.
THE

STUDENTS.

The nnrnber of students in the college is
shown by the following summary:
Seniors.26
Juniors .17 Freshmen. 38

Sophomores.41 8pec!a!.
83

o

Total.121

The review of the different departments
ehnuia

a

irrn

Hfvincr

nrrtirrAHA

in

all.

Th« col-

lege is evidently doing a good work, and performing an Important mission in our educaIt has become more and
tional system.
more established In the goodwill of the people, who will read with interest the record
of the year as presented in this annual report.
The report speaks in (terms of commendation of the five years’ work of Mr. U. M.
Gowell as farm superintendent, and regrets
his retirement from connection with the
farm.
The£reports of the president and
other officers substantiate the report of the
trustees.

The Domino Party.
[Listener in Boston Transcript)
he
When one begins to "go into soclty,
the
ought to have a thorough coaching upon
things that are done in society. If he does
as
not, he is likely to make as odd a mistake

suburban gentleman did whose case has
by accident, to the Listener’s knowledge. This gentleman settled himself into
the seat with a friend the other day, on the
train coming into town, and remarked—
“Do you know how to play dominoes?”
a

come,

»

Anxious for Business.

[Oxford Democrat.]
C. G. Mason, the

genial

and

popular

town

clerk of Norway, with an eye to business
and a desire to assist the young and inexperienced to enter lawfully into the matrimonial estate has added to the statue requirements "all consultations strictly confidential. Terms 30 cents,” printed in large
type on the cover of the record book. Still
business is rather dull.
Not Catchln’.

[Kennebec Journal.]
He is about four years old, and was presented with a little sister the other morning.
He went out and told the little boy across
the street that he'd got a little sister, and
asked him to come over and play. The other
little fellow Jung back, when the newly
made brother impatiently cried out. Come
along, it ain’t catchin’.”

‘•Well, a little.”
“Wish you’d give me some idea how It’s
played. You see, my wife and I have been
invited to a domino party next week, and we
don't know any more about the game than a
cat knows about asteonomy.”
“A domino party, eh?
Why, don’t you
know that that isn’t the sort of dominoes
that is meant?”
“No! What is it then?”
“Why. a domino party is a sort of a masked
ball, and the dominoes are the masks that
the ueople wear.”
"oho! You don’t tell me!”
The idea of fifty or sixty people assembled
at an evening party, and all gravely engaged
in playing dominoes, was so funny to tha
person who had given this information that
he continued to smile all the way into town.

*'>

THIS
WEDNESDAY XORNINU, FEB 15.
We do not rend anonymous letters ami communications. The-name and address of the writer
are m all eases indispensable, not nccesssr ly for
publication but as a guarantee of pood faith.
We cannot undertake to return or preserve
communications that are not

used.____

L_

Will be held in

NOROMBEGA HALL, Bangor,
Thursday, April 20, 1888, at 11 o’clock
a.

in.

tlic purpose of selecting two candidates for
Electors of President and Vice President of the
United Slates, and four delegates at large, and
four alternates to attend the National Convention,
to he held at Chicago, Illinois on Tuesday, June
19th, 1888, and transacting any other business
that may properly come before it.
The basis of representation will be as follows:
Each city, town aud plantation will be entitled to
one delegate, aud for each seventy-live votes cast
toy the Republican candidate for Governor lu
1884, an additional delegate, aud tor a fraction of
forty votes lu excess of seventy-live votes, an additional delegate.
The Stale Committee will t-e In session In the
reception room id the Hall at nine o’clock on the
morning of the Convention, for the purpose of receiving the credentials of delegates.
All electors of Maine, without regard to j ast
political differences, who are lu sympathy w ith
the sentiments expressed lu the call of the Republican National Committee for the Republican
National Convention, are cordially invited to
unite with the Republicans of the State In selecting delegates to this Convention.
Per order Republican State Committee.
JOSEPH H. MANLEY, Chairman.
WILLIS H. WING, Secretary.
Augusta, Maine, February 11,1888.
For

The people of Albany, N. Y., are endeavoring to get rid of the office of alderman-atlarge. New York city has had no trouble
iu getting rid of her aldermen at large.
The Hartford Courant

quotes

■ lomooroti/l

ipirtl'

lit Villi

U’lllllf!

slum a viper,"— with the comment that the
young men of the country might to engrave
this sentence “on their hearts."
Mr. W. E. Barrett,

editor of the Boston
Advertiser, telegraphs from Washington
that Mr. Blaine is afflicted with an incurable
disease. Mr. F. L. Dingley, however, who
but a few weeks ago ealled upon Mr. Blaine
in Paris, says that Mr. Blaine was never
better in his life. Mr. Barrett evidently lias
beeu Imposed upon.

The mill of the ways and means committee is still grinding away on the tariff with a
fair prospect that if it does not break down
in several weeks time a bill will be produced
ich as ttie Democrats think they tan gel
tlie House. It is admitted that the
bill will he a compromise, and that its resemblance to the programme that Cleveland
outlined in his message will be very (slight.
s

through

Undoubtedly the neglect of the adherents
of the Hon. John W. Deering to mention his
achievments explains the failure of the Democratic caucus to nominate him.
Had somebody but mentioned the fact that it was he
who uniformed the firemen and forbade the
police to carry umbrellas a wave|of enthusiasm would have swept over the caucus that
would have proved irrisistible.
The Hon. Abram S. Hewitt and the Hon.
are engaged in an animated
and somew hat acrimonious discussion as to
whether or notTildeu consented to the Electoral Commission. Mr. Hewitt says he did
while Mr. Uoadly says he did Dot. It would
be hard to conceive of a less profitable discussion than tills. Tlie identity of tlie man

George iioadly

who struck William Patterson is
issue compan d with it.

burning

a

The Hon. John W. Deering having knocked out tlie Hon. Charles McCarthy the Uou.
*

Chailes McCarthy proceeded to knock out
the Hon. John W. Deering.
The club that
the lion. Charles McCarthy used was the
Hon. Neal Dow. Tills is the story in brief
of tlie Democratic caucus of Monday night.
Tlie Argus seems to think that this is the
introduction of opera bouffe into politics
and that it is not pleasant.
And yet we are
inclined to think that tlie Hon. John W.

Deering enjoyed it, and periiaps the Hon.
Neal Dow also.
tlie present time there are
children in the Military and Naval
At

eighty

Orphan

During the year thirtywere given homes in different

Asylum at Bath.

four children
parts of the States, or returned to their patents or to the persons by whom they were

seut. Only one death has occurred during
tlie year and the health of the children has
been generally good.
The funds at the disposal of tlie treasurer proved insufficient to
meet the necessary expenditures mid a deficit of $1000 is the result, which the next
Legislature will undoubtedly willingly provide for. The institution is one that should
appeal to the charitable all over the State and
it should not he permitted to he restricted in
the good it can do for lack of funds.
In a portion of the reports of the InterState Commerce Commission the government
binder made the queer blunder of substituting sixteen pages of a report on the finances
for an equal number of the pages of the

—

Inter-State Commerce report.
The great
American public, who generally pay no
more attention to tlie insfiles of official reports than to the Koran, might not have
found this out had it not been for the conscientious editor of tlie Itailroad Gazette.
He, in struggling through the work, was
horrified to find that the proportion of tlie
through rate of tlie Grand Kapids & Indiana
road does not allow the superintendent of
the mint at Philadelphia to make good a
deficiency of bullion supposed to to have
have been stolen. The effect of tlie middeal
on uie nuance

covered.

report nas not yet ueen disIt may wipe out the surplus.

The leading Tory paper of Nova Scotia,
the Halifax Herald, is now fighting over
the war 1812. As that war was ended
years ago the people of this country
are not much interested in the echo which is
reverberating among the fish houses of

again

some

Nova Scotia. Bat a recent number of the
Herald makes a statement of some interest
in Maine, which is contained in this defiance:
“Nor may it be amiss to remind these Van.
kec boasters that one of the most prominent
educational institutions of Canada, Dalhousie University, was founded with customs receipts levied by troops from Nova
Scotia at tlie American port of Castine,
which was taken by them and retained in
their possession till the close of the war.’’
This is believed to be the most remarkable
instance of offensive
toms service.
What strikes us

partisanship

as a

in our cus-

very novel and amus-

General Wade Hampton is
ing defense
X *v— Tuiulf lyT^‘*r Hampshire newspaper,—the
People and Patriot of Concord. After saying that whether Gen. Sherman or Wade
Hampton burned Columbia, S. C., does not
matter

materially,

and

observing

the un-

doubted fact that “tbe partisans of each will
believe him aud disbelieve his opponent,”
New Hampshire editor proceeds to
the
uward the blame as follows: “It will be disputed nowhere that the presence of Sherman
and l)*s army in the vicinity was the occasion
of the burning.” In other words, if Sherman had staid at home as the Northern copperheads did, Columbia never would have
been burned; therefore Sherman is to be
blamed for the fire.
A number of the largest business houses of
Boston have petitioned the Postmaster General for a fast mail service for Boston and for

New England. Under present arrangements,
Boston merchants and their correspondents
in New York

City

cannot

depend

upon

re-

causing great inconvenience and positive
loss, and much mail matter from the South
and South West, destined for New England,
remains over uight in New York, comes to
Boston next day, arriving too late for that
day's distribution, making it one day late for
business purposes, and causing a corresponding delay at all points North and EastTherefore the business organizations ask for
as late as 11.30
a mail to leave New York City
o’clock, p. m to arrive in Boston as early as
enable Bos5.30 o’clock, a. m. This would
New York letters
ton merchants to receive
first morning delivery, and would also

by

Those Boston papers which have been bo
appalled by tlie “hideous” Condition of Portland, as one of them characterized It; will be
a good deal chagrined at what a gentleman
familiar with the condition of both Boston
and Portland, and who is the Boston correspondent Tim Advance has to say us to their
relative condition with regard to rumshops
and drunkenness. In the last issue of the
Advance is a letter from Bie Rev. A. P. Foster, 1). I).,of Boston, in which he says:
A Bostont>«P«r. quoting from Mr. Bayley’s sermon, says, ‘Has there, at least, within recent years, been anywhere near so bad
a stale of tilings prevalent in Boston as Mr.
Bailey describes in this passage?” I can
A recent three days’
answ er that question.

visit iu Portland forced upon my attention
the difference between that prohibition city
and Boston, a city of licenses. The comparison was immeasurably in favor of Portland.
That city is unquestionably freer from the
liquorcurse than almost any other city o(
tlie same size in tlie Union. Duriug those
three days of my visit, as I went up aud
down the public streets, I saw not a single
intoxicated person, and scarcely anything to
suggest the possible sale of liquor. And yet
no doubt the law is imperfectly kept, aud no
doubt a righteous soul, comparing the condition of things in his beloved city, not with
tlie w ickeder world outside, but with his
own high ideal. Is vexed within him and
waxes eloquent with
just condemnation of
tlie laxity of tlie civic government in euforcing the law. The trouble is that the opponents of prohibition the country over will
eagerly ,-eize upon tills utterance and bold it
up 10 prove tlie worthlessness of prohibition.
If the condition of Portland is “hideous,"
in the light of this showing; is there any
word iu tlie English language adequate to
describe thecoudition of Boston?
CURRENT

the w’ords of

Portland
Hamlin’s
speech—
Hannibal
“Young man, I um repeating history to you.
Ul...,.

South Western mail
bring the Ssuthern and
hour in that city,
matter, that arrives at a late
direct to Boston, arriving in time for its early
delivery there the following morning and for
forwarding by early mails from Boston to all
Northern aud Eastern points beyond. It is
obvious that such a service as is here contemplated would greatly convenience Portland
as well as Boston merchants.

SWEDEN

COMMENT.

ADOPTS A TARIFF.

[N. V. Mail ami Express.]
Sweden adopts a protective tariff. In 1883
Sweden made more noise against our irou
tariff than any other country in Europe.
Her tariff seems to be levelled against American

breadstuffs.

THOSE WHO AliK THE STRIKERS.

fl'Mbideipbla

Ledger.]

It is significant that, in order to reach the
riotous strikers in the mining regions, the
address

to them

had to

be

priuted

in

the

Greek, Polish and Russian languages. It is
a loreigu body
that mis caused this malignant outbreak.

wife of Daniel Webster, for whom she was
named.
As it has been remarked the first wife of Mr.
Webster and the mother of the brothers Kelly were sisters. The great statesman always
manifested warm affection for his nephewsin-law and their sister, Mrs. Ellen Kelly
Peirce, wife of Charles II Pierce, Esq., a
well known lawyer of Wintorport, where she
resided from 1837 until her death in 1883.
During his Maine tour in 1835 he visited
them at Frankfort, and far several days was
the guest of Albert L. Kelly. A statement
which Mr. Webster made on that occasion
left an abiding impression on the mind of
Mr. Kelly, ana perhaps largely Influenced
him never to accept political office. One
evening Mr. Webster said, “Albert, do you
have any concern with politics?” “No,” replied he, “my time is wholly absorbed in my
professional practice and private business.”
“I am glad to hear you say that,” rejoined
Mr. Webster, “and I advise you not to. If 1
were to live my life over again, I would have
uothiug to do with politics; for however successful you may be yon will encounter a tire
in front from your political enemies, and in
the rear from your political friends.” This
language was the more remarkable, from the
fact that Mr. Webster was then at the height
of his fame as an orator and statesman.
As a fitting accompanimeut to the Kelly
Memorial volume the donor has added two
photographs of Webster, one representing
him “in the hud of youth,” and the other “in
ripened age unmatched.” The first was
taken from an original golden miniature presented by Mr. Webster to Grace Fletcher

The other photograph is reproduced from
daguerreotype taken when Mr. Webster
was Secretary of State under President Fillmore, and is pronounced by his surviving
friends to be the best likeness made during
the last years of his life. The two present a
striking contrast.
a

Albert Livingston
ster.

KelWeb-

Kelly—Webster

ly-Reminiscences of

Daniel

_

before the Maine lllstorical Society
by Joseph Williamson.]
In behall ol Edward A. Kelly, Esq., of
Iloston, I herewith present to the Society a

[Paper

head

memorial volume ol his family, comprising
tlie descendants of John Kelly, of Newbury,
Massachusetts, who came to that town from

England, in 1635.
Many of these descendants settled in New

Hampshire,

few of

but a

the seventh

and

eighth generations have resided in Maine.
Among them was Albert Livingston Kelly,
late of Winterport, formerly
Frankfort,
where for sixty years he was a prominent
and much respected citizen. His fattier,
Hob. Israel W. Kelly, held various public

stations, being successively sheriff, judge,
aud United States marshal, and his mother,
the daughter of Rev. Elijah Fletcher, and a
sisler of the first wife of Daniel Webster,

SCALY, ITCHY SKIN.
And All Scaly and Itching Shin
and Scalp Diseases Cured
by Cutlcura.
Eczema, Tetter, Ringworm, Li-

PSORIASIS.
chen, Pruritus,
Daudruff. Barbers’

OR St tl.V SKIN.

PMOKIAN1N,
I, John J. Case, D. D.

S.,

having practised

ueiiusirv in uus uouiiuy u»i i/uinr-mc jcais
w ell known to thousands hereabouts,
a view to
any who are afflicted as I

being

help

uhu

with
have

been for the past twelve years, testify that the
Cutioura Remedies cured ine of Psoriasis, or
Scaly Skin, in eight days, after the doctors wilh
whom I had consulted gave me no help or encourJOHN J. CASE, D. I). S.
agement.
NEWTON. N. J.

whom both the Websters read law, and other
Surrounded
distinguished meu of the day.
by such influences, the early life of the subthis
memoir
was
passed. He became
ject of
much attached to the elder Webster, whose
wise counsel and advice large contributed to
sitape bis future career.
At the age of fifteen, young Kelly entered
Dartmouth College, being taken there by his
friend Mr. Webster. He graduated In 1821,
his class numbering forty-five raempers, of

DIBITnUM*IN« KKl'I'TIO.T.

.L

>■

riM.__

II'

'PL

.M.

whom the lastsurvivor was the Rev. William
Clark, D. D., who died in 1887, at the age of
eighty-eight years. He took high rank as a
scholar, and his proficiency in Greek was
long remembered by his contemporaries.
Upon leaving college, he commenced the
study of law with the Hon. Stephen Lougfellow, of I’ortlund, where he continued for
three years; then Hud ever afterwards enjoying the esteem and confidence of that eminent mau. The intimacy which he formed
with Mr. Longfellow's family constituted a
source of Improvement and pleasure that he
always delighted to refer to. During the
last year of his residence in Portland, he received what was then regarded as a high
houor for a young man; an invitation from
the municipal autiiorities to deliver the
Fourth of July oration. The service was
performed in a manner that elicited the
highest praise. “Mr. Kelly’s oration,’’ said
the Portland Advertiser ef July 12th, 1825,
“has been published at the request of the
Selectmen, and is for sale at the several
bookstores. It is a sensible, well written
oration, abounding in just reflections and
sound principles; and will be read with
pleasure as well by those who heard it delivered, as by others who bad not that op-

Your Cutiouba Remedies performed a woncure last summer on one of our customers,
old gentlemen of seventy years of age, who
suffered with a fearfully distressing eruption on
Ids head and face, and who had tried all remedies
and doctors to no purpose.
J. F. SMITH & CO.,
£ns
Texarkana, Auk.
ccrful
an

physical strength. To

acquainted only
with the former, who
expressed surprise that he had not entered political life,
and established a reputation which could
have been easily attained, Mr. Kelly replied
that his constant infirmities precluded any
one
once

exertion not absolutely required for the
wants of those dependent upon him. But
while these discouragements for many years
restricted him to comparative seclusion,
they did not destroy a lively interest in all
tiiat pertained to the public welfare. A sense
of duty occasionally Impelled him to discuss
local questions, in which his words were of

weight and of influence. He wrote upon
general subjects for the press, and gratified

liis fellow citizens with lectures before the
village lyceum. One of the latter, upon
“The influence of mothers,” was much admired, and received commendation from
newspapers in which portions of It appeared.
Whenever he addressed the public, It was
witli a persuasive eloquence, a felicity of
language, and a grace of gesture. His diction resembled that of Washington Irving,
whose works he had so often read as to be
able to quote whole passages of the SketchBook, from memory. Decorous in dress,
dignified in deportment, he appeared alike at
home and abroad as a natural gentleman—an
American Sir Charles Grandison. All his
words and actions weie conformed to the
rules of good taste. Entirely Independent of
public opinion, he was perhaps exclusive;
but never assuming. An almost intuitive
aud correct judge of character, he drew good
men toward himself, but the had he would
never tolerate.
In the full possessiou of his mental faculties, Mr. Kelly died at Winterport, on the
eighteenth of August, 1885, being the day
following the eighty-third anniversary of his
birth, llis widow, a daughter of the late
Waldo Pierce, Esq., of Frankfort, to whom
he was married in 1829, and five children,
survive him.
When Mr. Kelly relinquished legal business it was taken by his younger brother,
Webster Kelly. Esq., who resided in Maine
for nearly twenty years. He was hoin at
Salisbury, N. II., in 1804, and graduated at
Dartmouth College in 1824. Opening first
an office in Frankfort, he subsequently practiced in Belfast and Bangor, removing from
the latter place to Boston in 1851. He rose
rapidly in his profession, and occupied a
prominent position at the bars of Waldo and
Penobscot counties, where lie was highly regarded for his integrity and professional

ability.

“He

ECZE.HA KADIl’ALLY CURED.
For tlie radical cure of au obstinate case of
Eczema of long standing, I give entire credit to
the Outicuba Remedies.
E. B. RICHARDSON, New Haven, Corn.
Sold everywhere. Price, Cdticpba, 60c;; Soap,
25c.; Resolvent, Si. Prepared by the Potter
Drco and Chemical Co., Boston. Mass.
t^“Send lor “How to Cure Skin Diseases,” 64
pages. 50 Illustrations, and 100 testimonials.
DIMPLES, black-heads, chapped and oily skin
rim prevented by Cuticora Meoicated Soap.

qj^q

Pains. Inflamof the Aged is
the Aluliviira Ami-Pnin IMosirr.
_the tirsl and only pain killing Strenghening Plaster. New, instantaneous ami infallible
W&9&w2w
febl6
Full of comfort for all
mation. and Weakness

J.B. BROWN & SONS,

GRAND STOCK REDUCING SALE!

BAXKE2RS,

218 Middle Street, Porfland, Me.,

KIDNEY

Monday Morning, Feb.

COMPLAINTS

restores
Paine’s Celery Compound qmckly
the liver and kidneys to
nerve
curative power, combined "
for ad
tonics, makes it the best remedy

I****^}^it!i #JSf

FrM

13th.

DYSPEPSIA

fltr*nXt,“<'n,"Jr°

Paine’b Celery Compottnd
stomach, and quiets the nerves of the d1*reS'
live
This Is why It cures oven the
worse cases of Dyspepsia.

onraus!

CONSTIPATION

Paine’s Celeey Compound is not

^

™

lows its

URES Nervous Prostration, Nervous Headache,
Neuralgia, Nervou. Weakness, Stomach
and Liver Diseases, Rheumatism, DysVtv
pepsia, and all affections of tho Kidneys.

■

ft-

a

cathar-

use.

Recommended by Professional and business
Price $1.00.

m
801(5
c

WELLS, RICHARDSON & CO. Prop s
BURLINGTON. VT.

STERLING EXCHANCE
drawn and Letter* of Credit Issued,
available In all the principal
cities in Europe.

time in goDuring the past stormy week we have devoted the
the
all
Odd Lots,
out
ing through our entire stoek and selecting
shall
We
commence
Short Lengths and Remnants of everything.

dec28

OF THE

the sale THIS HOHDAY 1TIORNOG without further comment.

COMPANY
TRUST
WE QUOTE SOME OF THE ATTRACTIONS:
First National Bank Building.
DRESS GOODS. DOMESTIC DEPARTMENT. Glove Department.
NO.

where

I.

60 pieces Higher Grade French Salines at 37 Vi
cents. Special styles confined to us

10 pieces Colored All Wool Serge 38 Inch wide at
25 cents, worth 50 cents.
LOT

MEN’S,

6

NO.

pieces Pacific Mixed Serges

100

30 Inch wide at 25

YOUTHS’

NO.

10

3.

pieces Good Quality

20 Dress Patterns in Tycoon Reps at 10 cents per

CHILDREN’S

OVERCOATS,
ULSTERS,

LOT

pieces

Sebastopol in colors 30 inch wide at
cents, actual cost 37Vs eeuts.
I.OT

60pieces

These garments are made from fine fabrics and desirableto anyone wanting reliable Winter Clothing.
We are overstocked and must sell them
at once. Call and examine.

C. J. FARRINGTON,

S.

10
10

i

2

1 lot Ladies' Corset Covers at 31 cents, worth 60

Department.

COMPANY,
(Secured by .Umiim* upon ibe

Corsets at 60 cents; worth $1.00.

Hue of P. D. French Corsets.
line

outstanding...**»?2&S82
*20.000

Bonds
Annual

of C. B. Corsets.

Interest charge.
Present basis, gross earnings.

line of Warner Bros. Corsets.

cents.

line of Balls Corsets.

Shirts.

Cents’

pieces Black Surali Silks at 59 cents.
pieces Jersey Silks at 09 cents.

10 pieces Plaid

66,000
terest....
at the rate of $60,000 per annum.
The City of Omaha now has a population of
100,000. and Is entirely
upon these
works fur Its water supply, as Is also South Omaha,
where the large pork packing establishments are

60 doz. Gents’Unlaundered Shirts at 50 cents;
worth 75 cents. This we put on as a leader.

A

cents

located.

These bonds are listed on the New York Stock
Exchange, and the undersigned offer at 103 and
subject to advance In prloa, the $800,000
last Issued.

per yard.

best Shirt in America for the money.

Gents’ Merino Underwear at greatly reduced
prices to close.

60 pieces Fancy Kibbons at 10 cents; worth 26

$1.00,

Woodbury & Moulton

Prices.

600 lbs. Best Germantown Wool at 12 Vs cents
per skein, been selling for 20 cents.

at

Interest

gieat variety of Small Ware at very Low

The

Hathaway’s Shirts, Unlaundersd

1*0KTI.ASD, nr

C. H. VENNER & CO..

cents.

BOITOV.

Sale to Commence This Morning and continue One Week.

PHILADELPHIA.

WILSON, COLSTON & CO..
Jan 13_BALTIMOBE.U_

Investments.

Exeliange Street

fel>8

25 shares Casco National Bank.
20 shares First National Bank.
5 shares Canal National Bank.
1000 Bangor 6a, due 1804.
500 Bath Municipal 5s, due 189'/.
5000 Androscoggin* Kennebec R. R. Bs,due 1891
6000 Leeds & Farmington R. K. Bs, due 1898.
8000 Maine Central R. R. 7s, due 1012.
Prices and any other particular* desired given

GRAND USING (AH SALE

MARKED OWN GOODS
Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and Friday,

FEBRUARY
Gray Seal Plush
Cloaking
Fancy
“
“

$8.00 former price $15.00
“

...

2.50
1.50

“

.50

“

2.75

1.50
.75

11

3.75
3.00
22.00
25.00

“

“

“

Imitation India Shawls
Colored Gros Grain Silks
“
Wool Skirts ...
White Tery Towels
*•

"

...
...

“

“

....
Huck Towels
...
Glass Linen Towels
Blue and Gold Table Damask
Fancy Iluflled Collars
Initial Handkerchiefs
....
Fancy Velvet

“
“

12.00

“

25.00

“

.50

“

.50

“

.121-2

“

.10
.08
.09
.12 1-2
.55
.17

“

“
“

“

“

2.00

“

0-4 Wool Plaid.CO
«
6-4
...
.59
Suiting
Raw Silk Piano Covers
12.00

“

“

“

“

“

“

*

“

...

.38
.50
1.00

“
“

1.75

“

3.00
3.50
1.00
.87 1-2

“

8.50
7.00
7.50

Wool Pattern Dresses

.20
.75

“

“

“

.20
.15
.12 1-2
.12 1-2

“

.25
.50
“
....
1.00
“.1.50
....

45.00
1.25
1.00

“

23.00

“

15.00

‘-

10.00

“

15.00

10.00

“

20.00

15.00

“

25.00,30.00

realize that this old and

New French and American Satines, Ginghams, Printed Cambrics,
etc., very clteap.

you
sterling
Is HOME INSTITUTION,chartered
DOpany
In 1848 under the laws of Maine?

com-

a

that this

has

Company
paid
you
their representatives
AREpolicy-holders
than TWENTY-THREE MILLION DOLLARS?
aware

Children’s Silk Gloves
.......
.12
“
Wool
“.•
.12
Pins
..........
2c paper
Black Beaded Ornaments .....
25c on a dollar
“
“
soc
White Lace Flchue.'
Crash
Russian
Inch
....
IS
9, 10, 12 1-2 and 14c
12 1-2, 15 and 20c
......
25c Satine for

LOT RUCHINCS AT HALF PRICE.

PORTLAND, DIE!

OF

.10
.15

or

to

J. M. DYER&
Iebl3

_

CO., co„cRne^„eet
dtl8th

more

has to-day more than SIX MILLION DOL
LARS IN ASSETS, and over THREE HUNDRED THOUSAND DOLLARS IN SURPLUS,
calculated by the most conservative standards
known to the law.

IT

policies
pays
promptly.
IT three
years arc tree from all limitations
Suicide and
Its

Its losses

EXTENSIVE PURCHASE

LINEN

SPECIAL

EXAMINE OUR

LINEN

pair.

TOWELS.

WARES.

Dress Braid, 3c piece.
Cabinet Hair Pins, 2c a box.
Dressing Combs, 4c each.
Tooth Brushes, 5 and 8c each.
Spool Cotton, 4e a spool.
Needles, best, 4c per paper.
Barbour’s Linen Thread, 7e a spool.
French Cotton, 4c a spool.
One lot Nottingham Pillow Shams, at 21c each.
100 dozen Envelope or Beach Bustles, in 3,4 aud o coils, at 17c each.

of

wise

the Maine Non-Foriei-

dlw

THE

DIKKCTORM.
Hon. Josiah H. Dkummond, Portland, Malue,
John E. DkWitt, Portland, Maine.
Henry C. Hutchins, Boston, Mass.
Hon. Percival Bonnky, Portland, Me.
Hon. Marquis F. Kino, Portland, Me
Thomas A. Foster, M. D., Portland, Me.
Hon. Fred. E. Richards, Rockport, Me.
Ueohqk L. Dkbloib, Boston, Mass.
Edward A. Noyes, Portland, Me.
Hon. Frederick Robik, Gorham, Me.
Frank E. Allen, Portland, Me.
James Yeakkanck, New York, N. Y.
OFFICKKM.

WILLIAMS,

BEN

Superintendent of Agencies. Eastern Department.

SINKINSON

JAMES

Manager for City Agency, Portland.
eodtf

feb8

TURNER

BROS.

leblOdtf

FOR SALE ATTHEPALMER SHOE STORE
of the stock to provide room for SPRING GOODS, ut an IMMENSE
All should avail themselves ol this opporREDUCTION IN PRICE.
tunity. The high reputation of this store insures the customer a great
bargain at tills SPECIAL SALE which will commence TUESDAY,
FEB. 14th, and continue 30 days.

NELSON &
febl8

SARGENT,
Nucceoor. to

541 CONGRESS ST.
HI. K. F.1L.HKK.

eod3t

V,

jl.

li

—

Will be given

Thursday Evening. Feb.

on

IBUt. at 7.30 o clock.

A lecture by Major J. A. Smith. U. 8. A. SubSeats free.
ject "Tkr DtubIo o» Light.
G. L. BAILEY.
)
AMBROSE GtDDINGS.J Committee.
THOS. LAUGHLIN.
)

Iebl4<13t

PORTLAND THEAT RE
Friday and Saturday, Feb. 17 and IS.
The Greatest Play of the Age,
Mr. William Gillette'* American Drama,

HELD
■V

EN

MORTALITY

Til It

MY!

BED

YORK

NEW
OF

»

ONLY.

CAST.

A PHENOMENAL KEN:
MO Night. ill New Yrn-b.
(Madison Square and Star Theatres.)
lOO >i|bl.«l Ho.lau Tlewum.
73 Night. i. s>. Frii.riw.,
JOO light, in U.ln. b.|
And now

running with great success In Australia.
Sale of Seats comfehiadlw

Prices 75. 60 and .35 cents.
mences Wednesday.

Little women’s Ban

FREE I

—

does not thrive, do not
baby
of Muradd live or more

a
but

FRESH

IN AID OF THF

AIR

—

FUND!

CITY HALL, FEB. 22d.

SW&Mft

E. B. & B.

PRICKSFloor BOc; Gallery 36e; Children 2Bc.
Reserved Seats at Stockbrtdge's. Doors open at
o'clock. Refreshments m Reception Hall.
feblB
um

7

SPRING DRESS GOODS

No matter whether you are or not.
If suffering from Dizziness or Pressure in Head,
Eyes, Pain Around or Palpitation of
Spots before in
Heart, Pain
Region of Heart with feelings of

suffocation, Ringing Sound in Ears, Numbness or
Prickly Sensation of Limbs, especially the Arm,
Pain between Shoulders and in Side, Dry Cough,
Flatulence, Sour Stomach, or if suffering from C©*
Loss of Appetite,
neral Debility

We have just returned from the
New York market with a superb
line of DRESS CQODS with all

TRIMMINGS
PLEASE

CALL

to

AND

WK WILL IM» IT QUICKLY.
WK WILL DO IT CHEAPLY.
WE WILL I)G IT WELL

match.
SEE

H. THURSTON &

(Trade Mark.)
he only Apoplexy Preventive and Paralysis Cure,
will relieve you and prevent an Apoplectic Shock.
it is a sure cure for
Paralysis, Rheumatism, Heart Disease, Angina Pectoris, Chronic Bronchitis, Liver

THEM.

CO.,

PRACTICAL PRINTERS,
97 1-2

Exchango

St.. Portland. M®sodtf

CHEW FOREE’S

Complaint, Kidney Trouble, Dyspepsia, etc., etc.

Manufactured by Dr. F. S. IIirrcmNSoto A Co.*
Enosburgh FalIs,Vt IT. S. A. Price $i.00 a bottle,
6 bottles for $5.00. Send for Circular and Testimonials.
For tale by Druggists and Dealers in Medicine

EASTMANB ROM BANCROFT
febU

Send 15 cents for "100 emergencies and how to
them."
AQotoodly

atI

treat

METAL SKYLIGHTS
VENTILATORS, for Mills, Stores

and

E. VAN NOORDEN &

f> BJSVtof-ioi'tM onfltaatGMk
I U'. Rowell <t Cos N«*v. hpupef

VjS'iIVkiv voaiu

IN THE

Prof. Gilbert Is drilling the following fancy dances:
••La Dance des Bayaderes” “Fisher Girls”
“March of the Sliver Army”
YISIl' br I.II HIRr s OlttllEWTItA

Dwelling*.

OUtuIihI Iron ud Copper Cornice* »nd
Gutter*. Metal Shingle*. Sheet Metal Work
for Buildings. Send for Illustrated Circular.
A

A.

Association Course

Mechanic

change Its food,
drops
dock’s Liquid Food at each feeding.

feblO

Entire lot of All Wool Serge In Black and Colors, 40 and 42 Inches
wide, at 31 cents; former price 75 cents.
2000 yai’ds fine French Dress Goods, at just importers’ prices.
3000 yards 25 cent Satines at 13 1-2 cents; will be sold out in a few
days, as they arc not to be found elsewhere.
Oue more lot Black Silk Warp Henrietta at 95 cents; usual price $1.25;
$1.50 quality for $1.25.
About 50 styles in Checks, Plaid and Striped Surah Silks ami Cheney
Bros.’ Printed Silks at 95 cents.

And

ypTTt tf 1
1 II lu 1

—

MURDOCK’S LIQUID FOOD CO., ROSTOV.

JOHN E. DeWITT, President
ARTHUR L. BATES, Secretary,
J. FRANK LANG. Ass’t Secretary.
THOMAS A. FOSTER, M. II., Medical Direcior
HON. JOSIAH H. DRUMMOND, Counsel.

A

Remember, II

TO BE SOLD BODED PUCE.

Nib.
dtf

EWERTAISSEST

The 6th

Transcript.

Traveler.
Forbes’ Lithograph Co.
L. Prang A Co.
Rockwell A Churchell.

EVERY

GOODS!

DRESS

rtBKItllt

cTm.

M.

102 BEDS.

The’

UNION MUTUAL appeals to residents of
Maine for their especial patronage, because
it Is a HOME COMPANY, and because of Its age,
experience, strong, financial condition, large surequitable and attractive plans and conservaplus,
tive management.

Wednesday Evenings,
<OH1KVCIV«

Our free home for Homeless Boys contains fifty
beds, and Is located at 11 to 31 Causeway street.
When any of the boys suffer from Scrofula. Kczema or other skin diseases, they recover quickly
by the use of our Liquid Food.
We have just completed a Septic Hospital of
twelve Free Beds, all for Surgical cases.
The Surgical Siafl! of Murdock's Free Hospital
for Women are In dally attendance, except Saturdays, to examine patients and assign beds.

iree or more

NEW MAINE LAW CONVERTIBLE
POLICY of the UNION MUTUAL contains
every desirable feature In a PERFECT LIFE INSURANCE POLICY.
If you will send your address to the Home Office, or to any of its agents, we shall be glad to furnish full information in regard to the Company
and its plaus.

ASSEMBLIES

953,

Its affairs are carefully
Directors and Offiability are unquesintegrity

provisions
ture Law apply only to the policies Issued by
THE
this Company, aud under It extended Insurance is
for In case of lapse after the payment of
annual premiums In cash.
Srovided

“

WITH

has liberal plans.
JT managed
by Its Board of
and
whose

tloued.

“

“

dtl

Presented by the

Occupation.
Residence, Travel,
Military and Naval 8ervice excepted.

cers,

Bankers,

•

Middle He., P.nlnad, 3H».
A.TIl'NK.nKIVrn.

TOTAL OPERATIONS

MERRILL,
CONCRESS STREET.

180

—

•

I

The benefit of our Free Surgical Hospital for
Women is being recognized In all parts of the
United States by the medical profession, as they
are sending ladles suffering for the want of operations (known as capital case) from all sections.

Very cheap.

NO.

tebB

By the International Medical Congress
at Washington. D. C., 1887:
By the British Medical Association at
Brighton, Eng.. 1886;
By the American Medical Association at
Washington, D. C., 1884:
do. at Richmond, Va., 1881;
do. at Saratoga, N. Y„ 1886;
do. at lleer Paris, Md., 1884;
where essays were read and discussed by
some of the ablest Physicians aud Surgeons of England, Germany, France, Italy and America.

TOWELS.

HANDKERCHIEFS.

467

SWAX k BARRETT,

It istheonly Raw Food known
and so Recognized

Dents’ Linen Handkerchiefs at 10,12 l-2c and upwards.
75 dozen Ladies fancy border, at 6c each.
One let Ladies Fine Linen, Initial Handkerchiefs, at 20c each.

E. S.

“

“

“

FOB SALS BY

feb«

“

“

150 dozen Towels, slightly damaged, size 18x30. There arc many
in the lot that show no imperfection, all to be sold at 7c each.

SMALL

—

several members of our staff have used It. and
received the same benefit as noted by the Whole-

“

At 5,10,12 1-2 and 25c each.
Fancy Turkish Towels or Tidies at 17 and 25c each.

DAMAGED

Portland City...•’»
Leeds & Farmington R. R. 1st Mort.B's
Portland A Ogdensburg K. R. 1st Mort.B’s
Maine Central K. R. 1st Mort .T’s
Maine Central R. R. Consol. Mort.7’s
Miami County, Ohio. Court House.O’*
First National Bank 8tock,
Canal National Bank Slock,
Casco National Bank Stock,
National Traders Bank Stock,
Merchants National Bank Stock,

Messrs. Boston Daily Advertiser.
“
“
“
Record.
“
“
“
Journal.
“
“
“
Post.

BARGAINS.

One lot Berage Veiling, at 12 l-2c per yard.
One lot Sewing Silk Veiling, at 20c. per yard.
One lot Infants’ Hand Made Shirts, at 2oe. each.
One lot Nurses Aprous with lace at 20ceach.
Dress Shields, or sleeve protectors, 8 and 12 l-2c per
Canfield Dress Shields, at 17c worth 25c.
Covered Dress Steels, 6c per dozen.
White and Colored Dress Springs at 9c a set.

Uiinsas Cily Water Co. F»r»lMortgage 6 Per Cent. Bond*.

sale Druggists:

COLLARS.

Assorted styles, at the extremely low price or 12 l-2c each; sold
everywhere at 20 and 25c each.

febio

after
as to

PURE

:

_dt(

_

INVESTMENTS.

by

fists

Are absolutely the best value ever offered for the money, the
same are a better grade than those offered at last year’s sale.

GENTS’

LIQUID

Jan24

FOOD.

counterfeit Manufacturers, who hare—as they say in their
Laborers to
j article—used Discharged
| write an Editorial for a Boston Monthly with which we refused to Advertise.
>
Said Monthly compromised itself in
doiug this, as it well knew all of its
| insinuations to be false.
We, the undersigned, Wholesale Drugof Boston, have used Murdock’s
li|uid Food during the last eight years
in our families, and do now use it, and
have seen and known many cases where
life has been saved by its use.
That It Is appreciated hy the public,
we know by our increased annual sales.
Geo. C. Goodwin A Co., Boston.
“
Weeks A Potter,
“
Gilman Brothers,
“
!
Carter, Carter, A Kilhaui,
“
Cutler Bros. A Co.,
“
Rust Bros. A Bird,
“
Doolittle A Smith,
“
Otis Clapp A Sou,
We, the undersigned publishers of Boston, In
dorse the value of Murdock's Liquid Food, as

EACH,

OUR UNLAUNDERED SHIRTS AT 44c

OS MURDOCK’S

Instigated

Dr. Strong’s Tampico Corsets, 75c.
Dr. Warner’s Coraline 7oc.
Dr. Warner’s Flexible hip, 75c. Dr. Ball’s Corsets, 76c.
Loomer’s Elastic hip, 7oe.
I»r. Warner’s Health $1.00.
Corset Covers at 15c, 20c and upwards.
Night Dresses, extra value, at 75c.
Skirts, Chemises, Drawers all at reduced prices.
One lot Ladies Linen Collars, 4 for 25c.
One lot Ladies Fancy Collars and Cuffs, at 20c per set.
One lot Ladles Linen Cuffs, 8 pairs for 25c.
Fine Neck Knelling, at 5 and Sc per yard.
Crepe Llsse Kuching, at 12 1-2 and 19c, regular 2o and 37c goods.

....

6.00

|

jjut a few or the many Bargains offered.
AND COTTON UNDERWEAR.

COLLARS AND RUCHINCS.

BANKERS,
32 Exchange Street.

ALLREFUTETHE SLANDER

Say.

3.25
2.75

•
Blue Iceland Wool Shawls •
“
...
Shetland Shawls
Striped Cashmere Shawls •

Cloaking

we

II. M. PAYS©]* A €’©.,

Wholesale Druggists, Newspapers and
Publishers of Massachusetts,

OUR ANNUAL SALE OF GENUINE BARGAINS.
CORSETS

14, 15, 16 and 17.

....

AT MERRILL'S!
We MeanWhat

We also have a good selection ol Water Works
Os. that are guaranteed Principal and Interest,
(or sale at Par and luteresk

Co.

THE LEADING

We will enumerate

5 3-4 and 6 Black Kid Gloves
.....
Wool Gloves
.........

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY,

application.

on

Black

P. SMITH,

W. &

180-MIDDLE STREET-182
Near

„„

dependent

Nainsooks $t 26 cents, worth

37Va

net

Earnings increasing

Hamburg Edgings 5,10,12.17, 20 and 46 cents.

Black lthadanies $1.00. $1.25 and $31.60.
Black Faille Pram aise, $1.25, $1.50 .nd $1.75.
Colored lthadanies $1.00 and $1.26.
Colored Faille Francaise at $1.25.
Printed India Silks, 24 inch wide at $1.00.
5 pieees Plaid and Striped Surahs at 75 cents,
worth $1.25.
10 pieces Colored Velvet st 50 cents, worth $1.00
per yard.

220,000
175,000

earnings.
Surplus, after paying expenses and In••

Bustles 17 cents and 25 cents less than popular
prices.

1 lot Ladies’ Long Skirts at 39 cents, worth 60

WORKS,

NEBRASKA.

lull line of Queen Bess Corsets.

A

lot Ladies’ Night Kobes at 19 cents, small sizes.

WATER

lllllin

doz. Fancy Colored Corsets at $1.00, marked
down from $2.00.

A full line of Madam Foy's Corsets.

cents.
1

Silk

|

5 doz.

A full
Hathaway's Cotton Undemvear tor Children at
Sale to continue one week more
I A full
on Hathaway’s Underwear. In last seasons styles.
A full
1 lot Lodies’ Corset Covers at 19 cents each, Hamburg Trimmed.
A full

Serges at

AMERICAN MB WORKS
«

cost to close out.

10 pieces Avon Checks worth 25 cents at 19 cts.

that will

prices

NO.

i

Cotton Underwear.

1.

All Wool Mixtures and Plain
30 cents, worth 60 cents.

I.OT

REEFERS.

NO.

-IHHCKD BY THE—:-

CORSETS.

pieces Bleached Damask at 75 cents; regular
1 Bale Pure Linen Crash 6 cents per yard.

17

there

All Spec

$1.00 quality.

15 pieces Pacific Plaids 24 inch wide at 8 cents,
per yard, worth 26 cents.
This is the greatest bargain ever known. An
early call will be necessary to secure a dress from
this lot.
*
I.OT NO «.
10

—AND—

10

Bonds

Twenty-Year

imperfect

1 lot Kid and Wool Gloves soiled and
at 5 cents per pair. Come early as
are only about 10 dozen in
the lot.

j

eodtl

SIX PER CENT

Ladies’ and Children’s Mittens at low prices.

Sheeting at 20 cents

Towels 10,12, 15,17, 20 and 25 cents.
ial Bargains.

3.

NO.

10-4

DEPOSITS

1«?U*

per yard; i 10 doz. Ladies’ Casjmere Gloves at 10 and 12Vii
ceuls; worth 25 cents.

cents

LINENS.

4.

NO.

I.OT

|

per yard.

yard.

Must be sold at once at
turn them into cash.

pieces Century Cloth at 10
new styles.

5 pieces Black Cotton and Wool Diagonal 24 Inch
at 614 cents, worth 17 cents.

.-■AND—

INTEREST ALLOWED ON

LOTS THAT MIST BE CLOSED.

for this market.

•

-A.

cents, worth 42 cents.
LOT

at 26 cents; sold everyfor 36 cents.

pieces French Satlues

20

I.OT

^

Union Mutual

_eodtl

PORTLAND

City, County and Railroad Bonds, and
other Fir«t>Class Securities.

“

—

Securities!

Investment

kidney complaints.

“

Are You Familiar wltli tiic Plana

DEALERS US—

—

remedy for Rheumatism.

the true

“

singularly modest

in the estimation
power, which
fact prevented his becoming more known to
the public. It wii only In the circle of his
immediate friends and clients that he could
be properly appreciated. They knew Ills
purity of heart, his warm attachment aud
fidelity to those lie regarded, his capacity aud
calm ability in advising aud leading them
through the intricate difficulties of business.
He was a flue scholar, well read in his profession, and when aroused by the consciousness of the justice of an oppressed clients'
claim, would address a jury in his behalf
with wonderful clearness, power and eloin New
quence.” Mr. Kelly died suddenly of
fiftyHampshire, July 5, 1855, at the age
one, after successfully conducting an important case.
He married Miss Lucilla
Peirce, a sister of Ills brother's wife, who
with their children reside in Boston. A
daughter of the latter, Grace Fletcher, is
said to bear a striking resemblance to the

BSTifSES

Fancy
“

FOLKS’ PAINS.

a man
of his own

was

ScrveTomc

RHEUMATISM

UlSTPAKFl l, OF SCALKS.
U. E. Carpenter, Henderson, N. Y., cured of
PsoriaBis or Leprosy, of twenty years’ standing,
by Ccticuba Remedies. Tiic most wonderful
A dustpanful of scales fell from
cure on record.
him daily. Physicians and ills friends thought
he must die,

portunity.”

Soon after his admission to the bar, a desirable vacancy for a lawyer occurred at
Frankfort, by the death of Philo H. Washburn, Esq., who had practiced there for several years, and Mr. Kelly determined to
avail himself of it. He established himself
there in September, 1825. His predecessor
had acted as agent for Messrs. Israel Thorndike, David Sears, and William Prescott, of
Boston, residuary owuers of that portion of
the Waldo Patent known as “The Ten Proprietors’ Land,” and that important trust
His business
was also filled by Mr. Kelly.
soon became extensive, and lie occupied a
high position among his associates. A familiarity with the law of real estate, which in
those days of possessory claims and uncertain
boundaries formed an important branch of
the profession, caused a wide demand upon
him. About 1840, having obtained an interest in the lands under his management, he
retired from practice and devoted himself to
his private estate. Fifteen years of activity
had severely taxed his health, which had
In fact, from early mannever ueen firm.
hood, his mental energy was superior to his

»

ContninmK < e.ery and

fails.

Scald Head. Milk Crust,
Bakers’, Grocers’ and Washerwoman's Itch, and every species of Itching,
Burning, 8caly, Pimply Humors of the Skin and
Scalp, with Loss of Hair, are Instantly relieved
and speedily cured by CUTICUKA, tlie great Skin
Cure, and Cuticuka Soap, an exquisite Skin
Beautifier externally, and Cuticuka Rksolvknt,
the new Blood Purifier internally, when physi
clans and all other remedies fall.

was regarded as one of the most intellectual
women the State had produced.
Their home
abounded in hospitality. Among its frewere
Ezekiel
visitors
the
Webster,
quent
older brother of Daniel, Judge
Richard
i.d

never

Coca, those wonderful nerve stimulants,
epceuily cures all nervous disorders.

It corresponds
with the desaription given by Mrs. Eliza
Buckminster Lee in a letter to Fletcher

summer.

KELLY FAMILY MEMORIAL.

Paine's Celery Oowodnd is

during their engagement.

Webster:
“My earliest recollection of your fattier Is when
lie came to Portsmouth in 1808, to open his law
office. Ills appearance was very striking. Blender, and apparently of delicate organization, Ills
large eyes and missive brow seemed very predomlneut above the other features, which were
sharply cut, refined aud delicate. The paleness
of Ills complexion was heightened by hair black
as tlie raven’s wing."
At about that date the acquaintance of Mr.
Webster with his future wire commencca at
the house of her brother-in-law in Salisbury. It is related that “one Sunday as
Webster and his father were on their
church, they
wav to the South Village
called at the Kelly house. As they were
Mrs.
you
“Daniel,
said,
Kelly
leaving
will not be likely' to see many pretty girls at
meeting.” At noon when they returned,
Daniel rematked that he saw a young lady
whose appearance pleased him. As he was
proceeding to describe her Mrs. Kelly was
greatly amused and added that if he would
wait he should have an introduction. In a
few moments the lady appeared and spoke
for the first time to the young lawyer who
was to be her future husband, and with
whose memory her own name, by reason of
tlie purity and beauty of her character and
life, was to be associated for all coming time.
It is almost superfluous to add that she was
Miss Grace Fletcher, whose father, Rev.
Elijah Fletcher, had died at Hopkinton, ami
she was ou a visit to tier sister. Their union
occurred at the Kelly home, June 24, 1808.
Down to the latest years of his life Webster
cherished an afl'pction for Salisbury village
second only to that for the Elms Farm. After his marriage and before the removal of
Judge Kelly to Coueord, lie would often take
his family’there and pass happy weeks in

wtmamcijlJj*
___

WEAK NERVES
which

WTO.

■ m

JHINC:EI'I.ANKP13».

183 Harriton Avenue
janas

»

EVERY WEEK
JA ALL LIVES.

For tickets and Information, apply to the Ticket
Agent, Boston & Maine R. R., Commercial street
Station. Lowest rates to all points West and
decZOdtt
South.

CO.,

BOSTONasm

I

1

We know that liner leaf amt sweetening than la
used In Force’s Rainbow does not exist. To dealIn tobacco who do not sell Force’s Rainbow,
we will, on application, for, a limited time, sent
free of eliurge a no-cent plug lor examination.
A. K. MircHKLL 3t Co., Boston, Mass,
eoddSm
ocltf
ers

I

*

Lowest.

PRESS.

THE

76%
76%

80%

Feb.
46%|
40%

May.
61%

81%

81%

Closing.

81

CORN.

WEMSS56V MOBNISH, FEB. 16.

Opening.
Highest.
Lowest.

PRESS.

THE

Closing.

May be obtained at tlie Periodical Depots ot N.
II. Fessenden, Horse Railroad Station; Marquis,
iti Exchange ot.; Armstrong, E.fit M. C. R. R. Depot. Hodgson, IKSVi Portland St.; Jolin Cox, 660
Congress SI .; Costello, 7 Exchange St: Lawson,
47 Middle St.; Jewett, 604 Congress St.; Peter»on 2 Exchange St.; Goold, corner Congress and
Chestnut 81s.; Chisholm, 109 Congress St.: Hopkins, Commercial, corner Park; Morrill, 243 Congress St.; Ross, 1U3 Congress St; Beardswortli,
07 India St; Harley, corner York and Tate Sts.:

Casco Nat,

4U%

Bank.100

148
118
61

146

123
140
100

70
104
116
125

106
103
116

’25
.06
104
111
120
134
106
lv>6
112

Boston Stock Market.

Kockland, 0.8. Andrews, R. H. Burnham & Win
ll. Hyde.
Saccarappa. W. B. Boothby.
Saco, H. B. Kendrick A Go., Win. Stackpole.

[By Telegraph.]
The following quotations of stocks are receives
danvi

Paris, A. M. Gerry.
C. H. Pierce.
Sprlugvale,
Skow
So.

120

C. H. A ..

AtCh.,Top ka’an l Santa Fe ltallroad.
Mexican Central It 7s.

began—Btxby & Buck.
Tluimaston, S. Delano.
Vlnalhaven, A. B. Vlnal.

Mexman.Central....
K’iut A Pere Marquette ltallroad

*97%
14
27

..

Waldoboro, G. Bliss.
Watervllle, C. 11. Hayes.
Yannouth, W. P. Bennett.

coin

...

97%

ref
Ci
Wisconsin
Wii uusin

Lemral. 17
Central preferred. 35
41
California Southern ltallroad.
211%
Boston A Maine It.
Boston A Albany.
198%
Boston A I.owcll Railroad.ldl
hell leiephone
224
66
Mexican [Centra! 4s.?
37
New fork and New England Railroad.

PORTLAND POST OFFICE.

Mall Arrangement

Pork Is dull; Beef steady
PetrwbeMi—united.
loss active-Western
and nulct Lard Higher and
7 975^8 00?city steam at 7 76: relined at
8
Continent;
Suited 7 W for Cbee.« in A at 7 76. Butler

light request.
steady and quiet.
Preigltla to Liverpool quiet.
1888.—Flour
is steady and
14.
t'HICAOO.Feb.
miiet choice to fancy winter patents at 4 00
M i» bbl; Souiliertt winter 3 60*3 86; Micltj.
iaatt anil Wisconsin winters 3 00*4 05; fair to
enoice seconds 2 BOSS 80c; hoice to fancy Minnesota patents at 4 35*4 60. Wheat weak; No 2
Borin* at 76*7744 c; No 2 Red at 80c. Contis
Oats are unsettled—
weak: No 2 at 47%@48c.
No 2 at 28@48Vic. No 2 Rye 61c. Barley—No 2
at 76@77c. Provisions dull—Mess Pork at 14 16.
Dry salted shoulders at
Lard at 7166*7 67Vi.
U 00*6 15; suort clear sides 8 00*8 05. Whiskey
1 16.
Receipts—Flour, 23,000 bbls; wheat, 19,000
bush; loom 15,700 bush; oats 10,300bush; rye
300 bush ;barley, 5,40o bush.
Shipments—Flour, |17,000 bbls; Jwheat, 1.700
busu:corn, 83,000 bush; oats, 14,100 bu:rye2C00
bush, barley 29,000 bush.
8T. LOUlB.UPeb.
14. 1888.—Flour is quiet.
Wheat

wavering;

do met
Eastern
Eastern

to

N®w Vc*i Stock

department,

•Ex-dividend._

General Delivery, (Sunday excepted) 7.30 a. in.
7.00 p. ill. Sunday, 9 to 10 a. m.
Carrier’s Deliveries, (Sunday excepted;- In
business section of the city between High and
India street at 7 and 10 a. ni., 12.30, 1.46 and
6 p. in. In othersectlons at 8 a. m., 1.46 and 6
p ill. Sunday delivery at Post Offlco window. 9 to
0 a.m. Collections from street boxes (general)
at 7 and 11a. in., 4 and 8 p. ill. Sunday 6 p. m.

ana Money warwet.
fBy Telegraph.]
NEW kOHK Feb. 14, 1888.—Mouey on cal
has been easy, ranging from 2 to 2Vs percent;
last

AMHVAL AND DKPABTUHE Or MAILS.
Southern and Western, via Boston and inline

rue louowing are to-day
meut securities:
United SIR’es bonds, 3s
New 4s. i-eir.

railroad (Eastern division)
Arrive, 12.16, 4.66
and 11 p. m.; Close 8.00 a. m.,12 m., 6.30 and 9. p
tn.; Supplementary. 12.30 and 10 p. m.
lloxtvii, intermediate offices and connections,
via Boston A Maine railroad, (Western division)—
Arrive at 12.20 and 3.16 p. in.; Close 8 a. m. and
8.00 p. ni.
Kastem, via Maine Central Railroad—Arrive,
2 a. m. and 1 p. m.; Close 12.00 ni. and 9 p. m.;
BnnnluiNDlit'mr 1 O 1 R •nwl 1 A
—

in.;Close
Supplementary,

m., 12 in.,
12.1 G and 10 p.
a.

Supplementary

at 12 m.;

12.16 p.

o< Land Grants
<lc sinkiuc Funds..
iue irausaciions at the Block Exchange

aggiegated 48.092 shares.
The foUow.ug are to-day's closing quotations o;

m.

dockland, intermediate offices and connections,
Knox aud Lincoln railroad—Arrive, 1 and 6.00
p.iu.; Close at 6.30 a. m. and 12 ni.; Supplementary, 12.16 p. 111.
Skouhegan. intermediate offices aud connections, via Maine Central railroad-Arrive at 2 a.
in. and 1 p. in.; Close at 12 in. and 0 p. m.; Supplementary 12.16 and 0.010 p. ill.
Aulwm and Lewiston,—Arrive 2 and 9 a. in.
and 1 and 6 n. m.; Close, 6.80 a. m., 12 m., 4.30
and 9 p. ill.; Supplementary, 12.16 and 10 p. m.
Hatigor.—Arrive at 2 a. m. and 1 and 6 j>. in. j
Close at 6.30 a. m., 12 m. and 9 p. m.; Supplementary 12.16 and 10.00 p. ill.
Canada, Intermediate offices and connections,
via Grand Trunk railroad—Arrive at 12.16 p. ni.;
■Close at 1.00 p. in.
Gorham, A’. II., intermediate offices and connections, via Grand Trunk railroad—Arrive at 8.36 a.
in. and 12.16 p. m.; Close at 6.30 aud 9 a. in. aud
1.00 p. m.
Swanton. IT., intermediate offices and connections, via Portland and Ogdensburg railroad—
Arrive at 8.60 p. m.; Close at 8.00 a. m.
Ilartlett. A'. II., intermediate offices and connections, via Portland & Ogdensburg railroad—Arrive
at 11.10 a. m. and 8.50 p. m. j Close at 8.00 a, m.
aud 2.30 p. m.
ltochester, K. If, intermediate offices and connections, via Portland & Kocliester railroad—Arrive at l.SOp. in.; Close at 7 a. in. and 12 in.;

stocks;

Kel). 14

Openlug

New York Central..107
Lake Shore. 90%
Erie common. 26%
1 nnauuBOUtnem.
62%
Northwestern.107V*
St. Paul. 76%

m.

107V*
76%

Union Pacific. 66%
Western Union. 78’/,

66%
78%

Oreeon l

21

91

26%
62%
107%
76%
37%

63

107%
76%
37%
66
78%
21%

66

78%
21%

6
Mum <2 8*. Lotus.
Pullman Palace.140%

Jilin & Miss.

York man—Why not? Aren’t you lucky?
Denver mail—Oil, Pm luckv • nougli, aud 1 play
but I ain’t quick enough
a pretty strong game;
with my gun.
New

[By Telegraph.]
YOKE, ;Feb. 14 1888. The following are
closing quotations for mining stocks to-day:
NEW

H/jInpa/Iri fV.til

25%
11%
21%
auickallvn;.10
do preferred..... 84IV4
El Crlsto.
1 60
Ota!
Homestake.
Ontario.

Urunswick.

BOSTON, FEB. 14.
Pipe Line Certificates.
10 00 A. M. 887/s
10.30
87%
..

ll’.'i.
2.30 P. M
3.00 P. M.

"Now, my dear, you say you have $50,000 in
your own name; why not put It In mine?”
All disorders caused by a bilious state
of the system can he cured by using Carter’s Lit
tie Liver Pills. No pain, griping or discomfort
attending their use. Try them.
‘•Mamma,” Inquired little Waldo Bunker of IlosIon, who is spending the winter In Florida, "what
is that body of water?”
•
The Atlantic Ocean, my dear.”
“The Atlantic Ocean!” exclaimed little Waldo
In amazement, "why, I thought the Atlantic
Ocean was near Boston!”
...

Brilliant and Celebrated Men,
such as Prof. Richard A. Proctor, astronomer,
Mark Twain, humorist, Hon. William Waldorf
Astor, late U. S. Minister, Henry Guy Carleton,
editor and dramatist, Hon. Judah P. Benjamin,
of the
jurist and statesman, have been pupils
Lolsette System of Memory and endorse It as a
wonderful discovery. Taught by correspondence.
Free prospectus with testimonials from Prof. A.
Lolsette, 237 Fifth Avenue, New York.

4!

3 00 a 3 16

Hay—Choice primeliay at 17 00®18 00; lair to
good at '16 00®»16 00: Eastern line $12®$15;
door to ordinary $12®tl4: East swale 10a -II.
Rve straw, choice, 17 50®S19 00; oat straw 9 50
.ajo to.
potatoes— Hoiilton Bose at P5c®$t p hush; do
Hebrons 93®95c; Aroostook Rose at 95e®$l;
do hebrons at iKXaUSc.
Poultry—Northern young fresh killed turkeys,
liiolce nominal 15®llic; uo :fair to good 12®14c;
Western young fresh killed turkeys, choice, 13 a

a
No, my girl,” said old aunt Sail; “it isn’t
huspleasaut thing for a woman to live without a
if it liadb’t been for my parband in tills world
ents I'd a married a good man. But 1 listened to
them, and I've been chewing the hitter end of disappointment all these years."
•'Is it possible?" ejaculated the fair young
boarding-school girl. "Why don’t you switch off
on gum?”
•

encore.

87%
87V*
87%
87 V*
88%

Boston Produce Market.
BOSTON. Feb. 14.1887,-Tlic loUowin- arc today’s quotations u! Provisions, Ac.;
Pork—Long cut 17 GO® 18 OOjshortcuts 17 76®
18 25; backs 18|25®18 60. light hacks 17 25;
>ork tongues 10 00.
Lard—Choice at 8%®8%c P tb In tes; 8%@9c
u lo-tb pails; !>®9%c lu 6-tb pails.
Hams at ;10%®12c, according | to size aud
;ure; pressed hams ll%@12c.
Hogs-Choice city dressed hogs 7% <' P ln.coun,rv do at 7®7%c.
miner— western extra fresh made creamery at
to®32c; some fancy Elgin 33®34c; extra first
Western creamy at 20®29c; do firsts at 22®>25c;
io ,I one 20® 23c; New York fail made creamery,
xtra at 2‘c: Vermont fresli made extra einry at
t0®31c; do extra firsts 27®29c. The above quotations are receivers’ prices for strictly wliolelale lots.
Jobbing prices l@2c higher.
Cheese—Northern choice at 12%@13c; Ohio
shoice at 12V4®12%c; Northern sage 14c. Jobling prices %c higher.
Eggs—Eastern extras at 26®26e: some fancy
extra
near-by stock 27@28c; do firsts at 22®23c:
Vtjand N H 25ta20c jfresh Western nominal Jr-sli
Southern 24®25c; choice Iieldl6@l8e; Blind at
14® 10c, Jobbing price Ic higher.
Beaus—Choice small N Y hand picked pea at
2 85®2 90 p bush; choice New York largejhaud
ed do 2 75 a2 80 Ismail Vermont baud picked do

a

Hostess—How would It do to play the encore

87

l.(Hi
11.30
12 M.

_

Hostess -Have you prepared something you can
play as an encore, Mr. l>e Vlelii?
Pianist-Oil, yes ; my piece dc resistance will

1 75
105

Petroleum Market.

Do not despair of curing your sick
headache when you can so easily obtain Carter’s
Little Liver Pills. They will effect a prompt and
permanent cure. Tlielr action Is mild and natural.

complaints.

....

\ mailer.

Id a primary school not very long ago the teacher undertook to convey to her scholars the use of
the hyphen. She put on the board “Blrd’a-nest,”
and asked what the mark was for?”
After a time a sou of the Emerald Islosald:
“Plaze, for the bird to rooslit on.”

Nathan Plummer, M. D.< of Auburn.
N. II says that lie has used Wistak's Balsam
ok Wild Cheeky in his practice lor more than
ten years, and finds it the most effectual remedy
within Ills knowledge. He recommends It with
great confidence to those subject to coughs and

571/.

Hocking

When used persistently, Salvation Oil nevet
falls to cure rheumatism, and neuralgia. Price
25 cts.
Dr. Bull’s Cough Syrup is the most popular expectorant we are selling. HADLEY BROS.
.117 Indiana Avenue, Indianapolis, Ind.

said:

237/4

Aiew York Miming Stock1-,

twice.

made by

126%
107%

143
Northwestern pref.
J30
Adams Exoress.
100
Am. Express.
boston Air Line, pref. 97%
Ifulin (tou St Cedar Kapids. 25
133
Metropolitan K!.

New York man—I suppose thoy play poker a
great deal out West?
Denver man—Quite a bit.
New York man—Do you play olten?
Deliver man—No; I never tried it but once or

was

11
188
36
76

Mobile & Ohio
A Alton.
Alton* Terre Haute.
do pref.
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy-Nortflwesteru.

Chicago

WIT AND WISDOM.

as an

62%

107%

....

m.

come

90%
26%

37

21

107%
1(1%
26%

107

...

liowcry Reach, Ocean House and KnightviUc—
Arrive at 10 a. ni.; Close at 3 p. m.
Soidh Portland, Ferry Village and Willard—
Arrive at 8 a. m. and 2.30 p. m.; Close at 8 a. m.
and 2.30 p. m.
East Dee ring—Arrive at 7.30 a. m.; Close
at
6.30 p. in.

pulmonary

bid

93%
Navi.93%
130% 130
W.i29% ISO
109% 109%
...109% 109%
79
78%
78%
78%
Jersey Central
Pliilu & Heading.. 66
65%
66%
66%
Northern Pacific... 20%
20%
43%
44V*
North. Pacific, pref 44 Vs
44% 43%
44%
Pacific Mall. 35%
35
36% 36%
84
Msoun racillc....E 84
83%
83%
16
Kansas Texas. 16%
16%
16%
Leiigigvine * N.... 59%
59%
58%
69%
N. Y. & N. E..
37i
.37%
3714
36%
Hlclinioiid Terminal 22% 22%
22%
32'4
45
46
Norfol k & West pfd 46
44%
Stocks by Associated Press:
30
Central Pacific.
106
Si. Pan1 & Omaha.
K. lenu, new. 10
East Tenn, 1st pref.. 69
Canton..
Wells. Fargo Express..128
15
Lake Erie & West.....
Oregon Nav. 93%
Itio
new.
21
Denver <k
Graude,
Wabash, St. laiuls & Pacific
13%
23
do pref.
Houston & Texas. 19

Duck Pond, Westbrook, Windham, Raymond
and South Casco—Arrive at 11 a. m.; Close at 2

proposal of marriage
gentleman the other night, who

iog

bid.

Omaha common.... 37

rauscou

Open- Clos
lug
lng

Delaware. G. &
Delaware« H.

Stage Mails, Ac.

A neat

Feb 13

Clos-

Oregon

Supplementary 12.30 p m.
Eastport, (tri weekly) via steamers International Steamship Co.—Arrive at 6 a. in., Tuesday,
Thursday aud Saturday; Close at 4.30 p. in.
Monday, Wednesday and Friday.
Vhebeague, Long, Couscn's and Peak's Islands—

p.

...

■.

0

via

Arrive at 10 a. m.; Close at 2 p.

125%

I3%c; Northern fresh killed chickens, choice at
15
ICe, fair to good 12®14c.

Watertown cattle Market.
(By Telegraph.)
WATERTOWN, Feb. 14,1888.—Cattle market

"Market Beef-Extra 0
j

l

70®C 76 -.firstquality 6®
at
26; second Quality 6 00®6 60; third quality
(Ml

a4 60.

IV< ;■ northern dressed 7®7 Vic.
50
sheep and Lambs—Kecelpts 1833; In lots 2
50; extra4 7546 50.
cal Calves 2Vi47c.
_

t4

middling
CHARLESTON, Feb. 14.1888.—Citton Is firm;

middling lOVic.
MEMPHIS,4 Feb. 14, 1888.~Cott.iU is, firm;
middling at 9%c.
MOBILE, Fed. 14, 1888.—Cotton is quiet; middling 9 13-16C.
European markets.

Chicago Cattle Market

H

NCIAl MID SOMMEBSiAl.

By Telegraph.]
Clin Alio. Eeb. 14, 1888—Cattle ituamet—re600; shipments 1000; strong; fancy 6 004
40; sieers 3 ou«. t 90: Stockers and feeders at
trial! 4"; cows, bulls and mixed at 1 7543 10;
fexas cattle 2 4044 Oo.
Hogs, receipts 2,000; shipments 700; market
ipened steady and closed lower; mixed at 6 00®
> 50;
heavy® 40®5 76 ; light 4 95®5 20; skips at
edits

FREICHTS.
The followmg are recent charters;
Bai k Skoheleff, New York to Havana, crude petroleum 10 cent*.
Hoboken to Portland,
Barge Andrew Jackson,
coal Ifl 6" and discharged
John NB.. to Urcnada.lumbcr at
Brig Fidelia,lit.

private

nlieep—receipts 4000, shipments 1,000; steady;
latucs 8 0(1@5 .30; Western 4 75(46 60; Texans
it 3 26®4 60.' Lambs at 4 76®« 26.

Portland to New-

Bclir Josephine
ark, lumber at pilvate terms
Brin- Jo ii Frocti r, New York to Fortland, coal
$1 60 and discharged.
coal |1 60 and
Belli- Florida Hoboktn to Boston,

discharged.
iroacf Receipt*..

1’ORTLAND.lFeb. Id,

«no^2

1 5046 00.

terms.

B Knowli s,

cars

1007.
Maine Central IiaiUuad-For Pori
for conmerouaudlse;
miscellaneous
cars miscellaneous merei.au

Sectlng riSdi

126

Crain

Quotations.

CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE.
Monday’s quotations.
WHEAT.

June.

«gv£
Sf

Opening....
Highest....

«A

SSSfc”*:.

May.
81%

[}»

asaer

61
61

lowest...

Closing.

711%
76%

««

CORN.

.Tunc.

Feb.

May.

Feb.

»

§

61

61%

/*

Tuesday's quotations.
WHEAT.
June.
Opening...

....

Highest.

81%
81%

Feb.
76%
76%

May
81%

81%

By Telegraph.]
LONDON, Feb. 14. 1888.—Consols 102 7-16 for
9-16
for the account.
money and 102
LIVuKPjOL, Feb. 14, 1888.—Cotton marketdull {Uplands 6Vid: Orleans at 6 9-16d; sales 12,000bales; speculationauifexport 1000bales.
LIVERPOOL, Feb. 14. 1888—Quotations-Winter wheat tis 7d«6s 9d; Spring wheat at 6s 7d®
6s Od; Club tis 8il*0s lOd. (lorn—mixed Western
4s lovid; peas 5s 5d.
Provisions, A:. .—Pork at
68,9d; bacon 4ls3dfor short Jciear and 38s ed
for long clear. Cheese at 68s|6d. Tallow 26s 6d.
Lara 38s 6d.

PORTLAND WHOLESALE MARKET.

•Amastic

Markets,

thy Telegraph.]
NKW YORK. Eeb. 14. 1888. Flour market—
receipts 30.982 packages; exports 2330 bbls aud
2.’,043 sacks; dull; sales 17,800 bids.
sir quotations
Fine at 2 054 2 U5; supernne
Wr-dtiii oud state 2 4543 00; common to good
to
extra WesteruSand state at 2 9043 06; good
oice aw at :i 70.« 6 00;!common to choice White
(1
V.’esteru extra at 4 4044 00; fancy do at
4 05 16 00; c.*l(Ilion to good extla Ohio at 2 90
45 00; common to choice extra 8t Louis at 2 90®
500; pater
Minuesoia extra good to prime at
40 *» 06, choice to fancy do at 4 76;<< 0 00. luBUMi-.g 2,10.1 btila ottytailll extra at 4«0®4 75;
1500 obis une do 2 054 2 06 : 900 bbls superfine
4.7«.'i OO: 1200 bills extra Nu 2 at 2 9t><j3 05;
53IKI hbls winter wheat extra at 2 904 5 00;
5,t»ou bbls Minnesota extra 2 90®6 00. Southern flour steady and quiet; common to lair extra
it 3 8(i®4 00; good to choice 4 10®5 00. Wheat
1 vi bUiis
bu; exports 83,062 bush; sale3 232,UOO bush; lower and heavy; Canada Bpriiig 91 %
store; No 2 Red at 89(4SH%c store and elev, 89®
489% c f 0 b, 90%4,90%c afloat; No 1 Red nonillal 92%e. Rye is dull
Cera—receipts 16,400
.lush: exports 32,871 bush, sales 152,(K O ousb;
steady and lairiy active; No 3 at 68®08V4c: No 2
Oats—receipts 60,000
j9%c elev. Hie afloat.
lush exports 148 bush; rales 1,280.000 bush:
ileady: No 3 at 88%c ;do White at 39g4oc; No 2
41c; do White 40441 %e;Noi nominal;
i( 38*14
lo White 4 2 tic; Mixed WeBtern at 88%®41e;
iVhite do 41448c. <l«If«e—lair Rio dub at 10c.
lour dull; O' 5%a6%c; ExtiaC5<%e; While
rxtra 1!6%46%C; Yellow 6Vi46%c; off A at
i94-100®tic; standard A at 0%; Mould at A 7c;
Confectioners A« 11-1646% ;cut loaf aud crushed
—

1888.

PORTLAND, Feb. 14

following are to-day’s closing quoiailu- or
Grain, Provisions, &c.:
I
Cram.
Flour.
'HMxdCoru.
66*67
Buperuue ann
low grades.2 76*8 70 Corn, bag lots.. .69*70
Meal baa lots ..C6*«7
X Spring and
45*40
XX .-luring..4 16*4 36 Oats, car lots
47*48
Patent Spring
;Oats, bag lotWheat-. %*5 60 Cotton Seed.
I car lots..24 <:*26 60
Mich, straight
roller .4 60*4 76; do bag .25 60*20-*0
sdear do_4 26*4 60 Sack’dBr’n_
.tone tiroundi 26®4 861 car lots.. 23 00*24 00
do bag...24 00*26 00
ill. Louis Sl’Et
roller.4 76*5 00 Middlings. 24 00*25 60
clear do.... 4 76*4% do bag lots,26 00*27 00
Provisions.
Winter Wheat
Patents.6 00*6 26 PorkHacks ...18 25*18 76
Fish.
Clear—17 60*18 00
Cod. ® qtl—
Mess. .16 00*16 60
i-argcShore 41/i®4 60
Tine

_

~

00*4

26 Beet—
Ex Mess. 8 00® 8 60
Small.8 26*3 76
9 00*9 26
Pollock.2 60*3 251 Plate....
Haddock_160*2 001 ExPlate 9 60*10 00
Hake.1 76*2 001 Lard1- Tubs ft V- 3 5 8 V* c
Herring
Scaled® bx.. 16® 18cI Tierces.... 8* 8%c
No 1. 11®15I Pails.8%&9V4c
lHams ®tt.lO%®ll%
•Mackerel ® bbl—
do coveredllV4®11%
Shorels. 18 00*20 00;
Oil.
Shore 2s. 16 (KK6,17 ooi
Med. is.13 00*14 001 KeroseneKef.
Pet. 7%
00IPo
..14
OOwl6
Large
Large Bauk4

■

1
Produce.
Pratt’s Ast’l,®bbl. 11
Cranberries—
Maine.... 7 00® 8 00 Devoe’s Brilliant, ll
00
11
Cod
00*12
Llgonia. 8%
Cape

Pea Beans.. .2

76®3

00

Medium....2 46*2 60 Centennial. 8%
Raisins,
German raa2 26*2 40
2 26*3 36
fellow Eyes.2 40*2 60 Muscatel
potato ysbush 80c*U0c; London iaiy'r 2 60*3 oo
'OnduraLav
8%®9“
4 00*6 OOiVaiencra.
7*8
St Potatoes
Onions ® bbl 4 76*6 OOI
Sugar.
Turkevs.I6*16|grun, lateu ® in.7%
Chickens.12®16IExtraC. 6%
Seeds.
Fowls.|ii®i4i
Geese .11*12% 'Ked Toi>....*2% s)S2%
Ducks.16o ldlTnnothy Seed 2 76*2%
-Clover. 8%@12%e
Apples.
Chese.
Choice ealing|3 00*3 60
1 7652 00 Vermont.... 10*13%
Common
*3 00 N.Y. factory 10 ;®13%
Fancy Bakins
Bva,sealed ®U.12*13e
Butter.
Creamery •»> tb...26*27
Lemons.
Palermo.8,60*4 00 Gilt Edge Ver....26*26
Messina.3 60*4 OOjCholce.19*20
IGood......17*18
Malagers....
istoro.16*16
Oranges.
Florida.... T3 5054 251
Eggs.
4 00*4 601 Eastern ex.ms ..22*23
Valencia
MesshuPand Pa|Cau & Western. .21*22
Palermo *>bx.2 76*3 OOI Limed. 18*19
DfcTltOlT. Feb. 0 1888.—Wheat—No 1 White
at 86c: No 2 Ited at 84%c. Corn—No 2 at 61c.
Oats—No 2 at 33%c.
Iteceipts—Wheat 43,000 hush
Spruce 35 in 18* 201 Clear.*26**28
Pine
18* 20 2d clear.$20**28
20l Not.$16**16
Hard pine
22l Pine. *26**60
Mol. heading
Hoods—
| Shingles—
New 14 ft
:*25| X cedar... A 6o@3;76
Old
*20**231 Clear cedar.8 .10*3 25
Short doj8 It *10**121 X No 1.... 2 0O®2 60
7 ft
$8| No 1 cedae.l 25(a.l 76
Pop’r staves *12®$14| Spruce. .-..125*160
12l Laths—
Spruce rough
...

„„

snnip.p_
2 00'S.2 15
Lime—Cement.
staves
*12 60®*14|
1 06
i Ume *» cask..
Cordage.
160
11®22 Cement.
Amer’utt 16
Matches.
Manilla
12y4®13Vii I
60
14
gross
Bolt
IStar,
.Manilla
p
ltnpe
iiussi do
15iA®l«^IDirigo. 31>@ 41
Ifletale.
Sisal.liy4®12V4l

Muir mm

:copper—
Drag* and
Acid Oxalic
tart...,

Oyoo.

Ammonia—
carb.
O'
3'

Blch powders
Borax.

10®

Brimstone— 2

Coehineal_

26

28

Bolts.
Y M sheath

®

37
26
20

y%‘

Bottoms....
30@32
33, Ingot.
>20
5 i Tin121 Straits. 40® 42
R37® 40
English.
—

Char. 1. C..6 76®0 26
Char. 1. X. .8 00 a 8 50
Terne.6 26 a 770
171Coke.626a 660
14a 15
l 25'Antimony.
26jZinc.7 00®8 00

40

Copperas.1 y%
Cream tartar.
Ex. logwood.

14x48 colli
14x48 plauIslied.

YM Bolts..

Ashes, pot..
Bals coama..
Beeswax.

3!'

Gumarabic...
Aloes cape....

281Solder Vit-Vi26®27
Camphor....
Molasses.
Myrrh. 60® 65!
Opium.4 26®4 60 Porto Rico... 28® 40
Shellac. 26® 30 Barbadoes.... 28® 30
Indigo. 86®100 Ctenfuegos.... 24® 25
Iodine.4 25®4 38 Bolling.
®23
38®40
ipecac.
;2 00 FancylPonce..
Nails.
Licorice, r'..
16® 20
Lai ex. 34® 40ICask.2 15®2 26

Morphine.310®3
76®8
50®2
25®2
25®1

35l

Naval (Stores.

00; Tar c 1)1)1.... 3 26®3 60
3 26—3 60
OOlCoal Tar
501 Pitch (C Tar) 3 25®3 60
76| WU. Pitch....3 00®3 26
8 00®4 00
76®3 001 Rosin
Wmtercreen.,2 20(52 301 Turpt’nc, gall 45® 62
Potass br’mde 40® 48!Oakum. 8 yy a I) xt
Oil.
@8V4
Chlorate. 20 a 221
58® 68
iodide.3 10®3 261 Linseed
72!Boiled. 61® 66
Quicksilver...
66®70| Sperm.100® 116
Quinine.
Ktrhuebarb.. 76®1 BOiWhale. 60® 60
lit snake. 35® tOIBank. 30® 3o
Saltpetre. 10® 161 Shore. 28® 33
® 33
Senna. 26® SOlPorgie.
4 ® 4 yy i .aid.
60® 70
Canary seed..
..1
00®1 76]Castor.1 26®1 30
Cardainous.
Boda. bi-carb .3% ® 6%| Neatsfoot. 00®100
SIElaine
62® 60
Bal.2 Mi:
Faints.
Bulpur.2"A 3 Vii I
00
no
2'
Pure
ld660@7
gro
Sugar lead...
Pure dry lead6 00® 6 26
White wax... 6
3a
Red.
Veil
3Vi
blue..
Eng
Vitrol.
7® 7%
Vanilla,bean.® 10®®16lRed Lead
I Am. Zinz.6 00® 7 00
Ouru.
Rochelle Yellow... 2V»
Oil bergamot. 2
Cod liver.1
Lemon.2
Olive.1
Peoot.2

—

_

...

Kite.

38

No 1.
No 3.
Nolo.
8 oz.
10 oz.

.30 Rice, *> lb.... 6V4® 7
.20|Rangoou. 6y ^5%
Nnleraln*.

116

20'Saleratus.
6® 6V4
apices.
dsiinpowder—allot.
Blasting.3 60®4 001Cassia, pure.. 16® 17
Sporting.6 26®« bUiuoveB. ao® ao
6
Drop shot....
j Ginger. 13® 16

Buck.

|Mace. 76®

7

|Nutmegs. 76®
Pepper. 22®

Huy.

»0
80
28

Starch.
..f.$12®8 141
Straw. $; 8®$ lOlLaundry.3V4@
Pressed..

Iron.
I
Common.
2Vi®2V4

6

Teas.

ISoucDong.

18®

® 161Japan.
I ao choice..
®7

25®
36®

60

Nellned.2%®2% I Oolong. 20® 30
4
®4Vii do choice.. 36® 60
ltorway...

Cast steel,

..12
German steei 6

30
40

Tobacco.
3
Shoe steel....
Best brands.. 60® 60
Sheet Iron—
Commofi.... 3%®4Vi Medium. 80® 40
Common. 26® 80
JLC. 4®4Vs
Itussia.18vi@14 Half
7'aHVi Natural leaf.. 60® 70
(jalv.
......

I.ciiti.

areaa.

first?

Corn

0 13-lBc.

...

Receipts of cattle 487.
Working Oxen t> pair $004*150; Milch Cows
,nd Calves 254*4-1: Karrow Cows at *164*30;
8 604*18; *wo
ancy at *504*76; yearlings at
ears old $144*25; throe '-ears *204*35.
Swine—Receipts (6531; Western Tat, live 0®

80%*81c.

SAVANNAH, Feb. 14,1888 —Cotton is steady;

of Omern

..

Farmington, Intermediate offices and connectlo’.iS, via Maine Central railroad—Arrive at 1 p.
’ji,; Close

tattoos

....

in

at 6.30

>u

13n%
NeW'j». coup.
....106%
New4%s,reg.
New 4%s. covp.
107%
Hit
Central Pacific Ists.
Denver « 11. Gi. Ists..118%
Erie 2iD
07%
Kansas Pacific Couso's.104V*
108%
Oregon Nav. ists.
.113
Uulou I'aciflc 1st

Augusta, Intermediate office* and connections,
via Maine Central railroad—Arrive at 2 and n a.
m„ 1 and 6.00 p.
4.30 and 9 p. w.;

loan at 2%,elosing at 2% per cent, l rline pa

per plentiful, but with limited demand a1 6a6.
Sterling Exchange dull and steady. Government
bonds dull and Heavy Railroad bonds quiet and
rather heavy. The stock market closed stagnant
and steady at close to opening prices.

only.

n

114

Railroad. .115
Railroad pref.128

No 2 Red at

is lower. Oats ate dull but steady at 29MiC. Rye
dull at «0c. Barley lower ,at 76®;90c.
Whiskey
steady at 1 09. Provisions dull—Pork, new 16 00.
Lard at 7 40. Dry salted meats—shoulders 5 87Vi
u 6 00;
long clear at 7 25 « 7 37Vi; clear ribs at
Ba7 37Vi*7 60; short clear at 7 62V4®7 76.
con—shouldersB Vi ; long clear at8 20; clear ribs
8 37Vi; short clear at 8 50. Hams steady at 10 60
@12 00.
Receipts—Flour. 3000 bbls,I wheat 8,000 bush,
corn 94,000 bush.oats 18.000 bush, barley 17,000
bush,rye 0000 bush.
Shipments—Flour 9,000 bbls, wheat 3,000
hush, torn 36,000 bush, oats 26,000 bush, barley
1,000 bush, rye 0,000 bush.
DETROIT,Feb. 14,1888.—Wheat—No 1 White
86c; No 2 Red 85c. Corn—No 2 at 61Vic. Oats
—No 2 at 83 Wc asked.
Wheat—receipts 3900 bush.
1888.—Cotton is
NEW ORLEANS, Feb. 14
firm; middling 9 13-16c.

...

OFFICE HOCKS.
Cashier’s office, (Sunday excepted), 7.30 a. m.
9 a. ni.
to 7.00 p. in.; Money order
to 6 p. m. Registry department, 8.00 a. in. to 6
in.
p.

MARINE

steam

■

First National Bank.100 116
Jnnmerland National Bank.. 40
50
Merchants’National Bank.. 76 121
National Traders’ Bank.100 138
Portland Company.
96
Portland (Jas Company. 60
66
BONDS.
State ot Maine 6s, due 1889 ...102
Portland City ils.Munlcip’l vanouslOO
Portland City 6s, H. It. aid 1907...123
Bath titty 6s, Mun. various.102
Bath City Cs R. R. aid various.... 101
Bangor Oily «s, long It. R. ah'.... 113
Bangor City 6s, ongMuu.. ...123
Belfast City 6s, R. K. aid. 104
And. A Ken. It. R. 6s, various...-103
Portland & Keu. It. R. 6s, 1895. 109
Leeds & Farmlug’tn It. It. 6s.109
Maine Central It. It. 1st mtg 7s.. 118
Maine Central K. It. Consol Ts—182
MatueCeutralR.lt. Skg Fund 6s. 106
Portland Water Co. 1st mtg 6s....100%
.»
*.
2d mtg 6s.106
*
3d iutg 6s... .110

Norway, 8.1.. Crockett A. O. Noyes.
Old Orchard. Geo. E. Fogg.
Orrs Island, 8. C. Prince & Bon.
Richmond, G. A. Beale.

Fall and Winter

61%
60%
60%

4U%

Portland Dally Press Stock List.
Corrected by Swan A Barrktt, Bankers and
Brokers, 186 Middle street.
STOCK 8.
Par Value, Bid.
Asked
Descriptions.
Canal National Bank.100 158
160

Abbott, 243 Spring St.; and of Chisholm Bros,
agents on all trains runuing out of the cltv.
Auburn. Haskell & Reynolds.
Augusta, J. K. Pierce.
Bath, J. O. Shaw.
Biddsford, F. M. Burnham.
A. L. Jellerson.
Boston, Mass., American House.
B.
L. Dennison.
Brunswick,
I imiherland Mills, K. S. Raymond.
W. Dunbar.
E.
Damarlscotta,
Freeport., W. A. Mitchell.
C.
J.
Gerry.
Fryehurg,
FaJrlleld, K. H. Evans.
Farmington, White Si Marwick.
Gardiner, Palmer & Co.
Gorliam, Jas. H. Irish & Co.
Lewiston, Chandler & Estes,
tone island. T. M. Glendennlng.
Mechanic Palls, A. IV. Bridge, Men 111 A Den
"

June.
61%
61%
60%
50%

Dowdered 7c; granulated 6%c: Cubes 7c.

7«4

Pilot
do

Sheet.

8@8V4
Pipe.7 ®7Vf
lPlg... ...5 00®6 62

Sup.7V4@8

.6Vi®6

Ship. ..4%® 6
l-cath«r.
Crackers »H)..6®6Vi
I New York—
Coal.
20® 21
®5 60 Light.......
Cumberland..
Mid weight. 22® 23
Acadia
®
50
23® 26
Heavy.
Umstiut......
60 Slaughter
32® 34
Franklin
20® 21
60
Goodd’mgd.
®7
Lehigh
g
Am calf. 90® 100
(‘olf«.

§7

§8

....

..

...

ph"“bSS@40

00

south
Clear pine—
Cooperage.
Uppers. 866®*66
Hhhd Shooks and lids—
Mol. city... 1 60&1 76
Finecomroon$36®$42
Hug. city... 95®1 05
Bug. s’d silk 60® 70
Hemlock.811®S12
P;iie sugar—
Box Shooks
4 46 Clapboards—

Select.{45^866
Spruce....|13®814

I

SlCarHeading—

Spruce. X..-828@830

SAILING OAY8 OF STEAMSHIPS.
FBOM

FOB

Basil.New York..Para.Feb
Philadelphia.New York Laguay ra.... Feb
Advance.New York..Klo Janeiro.Feb
Caracas.New York..Laguayra ...Feb

16
16
15
16
10
.Havana.Feb
New
York.
Columbia
of
City
Catalonia.Boston.Liverpool ...F>b 16
16
York..Havana.Feb
CleufuegoB.New
Alvo.New York..Haytl.Feb 16
Moravia.New York..Hamburg ..Feb 16
Rotterdam.New Fork..Rotterdam..Feb 18
Polynesia.New York..HamburS". Feb 18
Sau Marcos.New York. Havana.Feb 18
Werra.New York..Bremen.Feb 18
La Gascogne.New York..Havre.Feb 18

Waesland.New
Etruria.... .New
New
City of Chester
Newport .New
..

York.. Antwerp

..

.Feb 18

York..LIverpool...Feb
York..Liverpool ...Feb

York—Panama.Feb
Wyoming.New York.. Liverpool—Feb
Feb
York..
Caracas.New
Laguayra.
City of Atlanta...New York. .Havana.Feb
Palmyra.Boston.Liverpool Feb

18
18
20
21
26
23
28

MINIATURE ALMANAC ..FEBRUARY 15.
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NEWS.

ON’T

OF PORTLAND

TUESDAY, Feb. 14.
Arrived.
Steamer State of Maine, Hilliard, St John, NB,
via Kastport for Boston.
Steamer Lucy F Miller, Oram, New York.
Sell St Thomas. Otis, New York—coal to Sargeut, Dennison A Co.
Sell Charles K Tuttle, Ives, New York-coal to
Randall & McAllister.
Sch John Bird, Nelson, New York—coal to Sar
gent. Dennison &Co.
Sch Hampton, McLaughlin, Boston.
Sch Laura & Marlon, Eastman, Gloucester.
Cleared.
Barque Guy C Goss, Reynolds, Philadelphia, to
load oil for Japan—Ryan & Kelsey.
Sch Fleetwood, Cooper, Bar Harbor —Paris
F
oillmore, Hupper, Port Clyde—J H
Blakt*.
Sell Laura & Marion, Kastman, Harpswell-J H
Blake.

Sch'"l? if

FROM OCR CORRESPONDENT.

TREMONT, Feb 13—The following vessels are
frozen in here: Schs Forest Oak, Pierce, Victor.
Silver Heels. Dolphin, Fred C Holden, Luella,
Vixen, Queen of the West, Harriet Rogers, and
May Snowman.
The ice has been thick here, but is now broken
up, so vessels can come and go. Scb Franklin
Pierce, Holmes, will rail for Portland first favorable wind.
MT DESERT, Feb 13— The following vessels
Schs Kate L Pray, H W Cushare frozen In here;
man. and J H Butler.
There is six miles of ice to be seen from 10 to
20 inches thick. Looks now as though we should
not have water Communication with other places
tor

a

long

Allow your Clothing,

Paint, or Woodwork,
washed in the old

rubbing, twisting,
wrecking way. Join
that large army of
sensible, economical people, who
from experience have learned that
James Pyle’s Pearline, used as
directed on each package, saves

time, labor, rubbing, wear and
Your Clothes are

worn

to

New York.
eod&wnrmly

feb28

Alik’S

HArat v'lfo

_

»>v

Sesid2d,
ship J B Walker, Wallace, Seattle.
GALVESTON—Ar 13tli, sell Lizzie Heyer, fevers, Baltimore.

.....
MOBILE—Old 13th, sch J B Holden, Martin, for

is

.....

CW V nrk.

PENSACOLA—A r 13th, sch S G Hart, Smith,

Suction it has constantly won its way into public
favor, until now it is the universal decision that
ADAMSON’S BOTANIC BALSAM is the
BEST REMEDY FOR CURING

Coughs, Colds & Asthma.
Made

only by

mil 21eod&ivlynrni

_

V IDEi

1 AUl'-ll A *

lili

—

Al

aa.vu.hvis

*■*

«

erell, Foster, Weeliawken for Boston.
Sld 12tli, schs Lucy A Davis, M M Chase.
Sch W J Lermond. EdwC A True, Warren Adflins. aud W S Jordan, are at anchor olf Falmouth.
In uort, barques Jennie Cushman, Nineveh; sch
II B Cousens, Harry White, Jas Ives. B L Eaton,
William Douglass. Charles S Hailes, Thomas N
Stone, Sarah F.atou, Eleanor, J W Drury, Cyrus
O'liamberlain, A F Crockett, Jord&u L Mott, Lyra,
Chas E Balch. and Martinique.
EDGABTOWN-Iu port, schs Aug J Fabens,
Peck, New York for Bath; O M Marrett, Willey,
Port Johnson for Portland.
In uort 12th,| Charlie & Wiliie, Philbrook. New
York for Bockland; Jennie M Carter, Eaton, do
for Salem; Nettie Cushing, do for Boston; Tele
graph. Weeliawken for Portland.
HYANN1S— In port 12th, schs Louise Hastings,
Hoboken for Beverly; A Hayford, do for Boston:
Ida L Bay, Marshall, New York for Boston.
Also, schs T P Dixon. Torrey, fm New York for
Danversdort; ltace Horse, Htushaw, Clark’s Cove

port

Worth

SijtoijfeToH

Dr. J. H. SCHENCK has published
A NEW AND ELABORATE

BOOK
on

Ar at

Kahului Jan lb, barque F S Thompson,

UAraatUCardhJ’9th,

barque Protens, Peterson,

fm

CONSUMPTION,
LIVER COMPLAINT

DYSPEPSIA
which will be mailed FREE to all
who want it.
If you are, or know
of any one who is, afflicted with, or
liable to any of these diseases, send
name and address (plainly written) to
Dr. J. H. SCHENCK & SON,
Philadelphia, Pa.
(Name this paper.)
^od&wGinnrm ce2wM

sepl2

_

..

sch D D Haskell,
,.

James A Garfield,

Woodbury, Baltimore.
Ar at Ponce Jan 23, brig Telos, Coney, NYork
for Aguadllla.
At St Thomas Jan 4, brig Hattie M Bain, McDonald. Portland; sch Harry White. Hopkins,
Polnt-a-FItre, (and sld 20th for St Domingo aud

ANODYNE

1

AND

EXTERNAL

TXSEL

Molt Wonderful Family KemMy Erer Knonn.
©y CURES
Diphtheria, Croup, Asthma, Bronchitis, Neuralgia, Rheumatism, Blooding at tho
Lungs, Hoarseness. Influensa, Hacking Cough,
Whooping Cough, Catarrh. Cholera Morbuc. DysThe

—

Kidney Troubles,
entery, Chronic Diarrhoea,
Spinal Diseases, Sciatica, Lame Back, Lameness
and Soreness iu Body or Limbs. Circulars free.

I. S. JOHNSON & CO.. BOSTON, MASS.

Matanzas Stli Inst, 6ch

Nancy Sml li,

SDOken.
Jan 11, lat 2 40 N, Ion 116 24 W, ship Charmer,
from San Francisco for New York.
Jan 9, lat 30 18. Ion 66 36, sch Nelson Bartlett,
from Newport News for St Thomas.
Feb 12. lat 67 40 S, Ion 64 60. ship Ivy, Gard
tier, from New York for San Francisco.
Dec 14. lat 67 8, Ion 68 W, ship Arabia, McLoon
from Liverpool for San Francisco.

To Save Life
Frequently requires prompt action.

hour's delay waiting for the doctor may
be attended with serious consequences,
especially in cases of Croup, Pneumonia,
and other threat and lung troubles.
Hence, no family should be without a
bottle of Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral,
which has proved itself, in thousands of
cases, the best Emergency Medicine
It gives prompt relief
ever discovered.
and prepares the way for a thorough
cure, which is certain to be effected by
its continued use.
S. H. Latimer, M. 1>., Mt. Vernon,
I have found Ayer’s Cherry
Oa., savs:
Pectoral a perfect cure for Croup in all
known the worst cases
have
I
cases.
relieved ill a very short time by its use;
and I advise all families to use it in sudden emergencies, for coughs, croup, &c.”
A J. Eidson, M. D., Middletown,
Tenn., says: “I have used Ayer’s
Cherry Pectoral with the best effect in
This wonderful preparamv practice.
tion once saved my life- I bail a conwas greatly
stant cough, night sweats,
reduced in Hesli, and given up bv my
half of the
a
and
physician. One bottle
Pectoral cured me.”
I cannot say enough in praise of
E.
Aver’s Cherry Pectoral.” writes
Bragdon. of Palestine. Texas, believshould
I
its
use,
ing as 1 do that, hut tor
loug since have died.”

BY

Dr. J. C. Ayer & Co., Lowell, Mass.
Bold by all Druggists. Price |1; six bottles,

INOR

FOH
Whips, all
made

hundred different styles in
prices, but my 76c. Whip I had

especially to answer this ad. Is the boss
whip and fills the bill. JAS. G. McGLAUFLIN,
Manufacturer of Harness and Horse Outfits, «1
14-1
Preble St.
_

cash sale of Novelty
KEN*2.25 each.
Federal and Hemple

LB—Special
Clothes Wriugers at
FOR
DALL & WHITNEY, Cor.
SA

_ll-l

Sts.

SAI.E-A Horse; weighs 1200 lbs.or
over; all sound, and a good worker; must be
sold at once. Price *125.00. Corner Market and
Mlik Streets, or HOLLAND’S STABLE, Silver
H-l
Street.

FOR

Type

HALE— A Remington
practically new, used only a months;
No. 2; caps and small letters.

FOR

Writer
a standAddress

ard
EUGENE MERRILL, 202 Commercial SL.CUy.

MALE—Johnson Universal Cyclopeadla.
and late edition. 8 volumes, hound It) Vk
Turkey, Morrocco and Marble edge. Johnson's
sold many sets in this city anti vicinity
has
agent
for $50.00, will sell the same set for $40.00, you
can save $10.00 by buying at COLES WORTHY'S
Book Store, 92 Exchange St.8-1

FOit

new

only 85

cents

per

ointment
All drug-

Palmer’, Skin Muecrm soap and

will cure any diseased Scalp

gists.

*. W.

Skin.

or

Duffy. H»q., Farmington, N. H., says
hut Palmer's Skiu-Suc-

nothing helped Ills lace

second-hand 12 horse power
engine, and one 14 horse power boiler with
heated pump, inspirator and all fittings at a bargain. Address, BIDDEFORD STOVE FOUNoc5tf
DRY, Biddeford. Me.

FARM FOR SALE.
homesteadl of the late Captain Thomas
Morse, in Cray, Maine; house new and modbarn and out buildings, all in
commodious
ern;
condition; three minutes walk from post ofthe farm
ce and Maine Central R. R. Station;
contains about lot) acres, nearly equally divided
all excellent
between wood, pasture and tillage;
would make a splendid
for hay and farm crops;
dairy or stock farm, or country place for a man
doing business in the city. on the Maine Central
The many trains each way
R R. give rapid and frequent communication with
Lewiston, Auburn and Portland, and all points
east and west.
For particulars and terms inquire of
AHA CVMHllAlf, Auburn. Tie.,
ang22eod&wtf
or on the premises.

Medical

good

■

H1ALE

in

Perfect

as a

healer.

druggists, 'Bkin-Buecoss*
•Skhv.SuocwnBoap'
25c. FslmerChcmicaSCo.Jt.Y.
Druggi.i. report good sales and wonderfu
results trom Skin-Success Soap and Ointment.
At

25c. & 75c.

TRlmrr’.
cure for

Mkin-Nuccena is

postive, speedy

a

eruptions of Face, Scalp

or

H*Kiy-

TRUE’S PIN WORM ELIXIR!
i
smu*-

1

1

ia
8

S
t
S

h

$

m

■

A CREAT DISCOVERY!
and
It is acknowledged to be the best, safest
known for
most potent am?effectual remedy

olitld-ktlllnK disease.
Sold toy all IDrwSRl®!®5Co. and »1.00.
PRICE
this

_

31k,
Dr. JOHN F. TRUE & 00.,

Proprietors,

AUBURN, MAINE.

M-Tnpc Worms a Specialty. Tape
removed fn from ou«» aour aiidtbl y minutes
to three hours.

Worms

od&wly

Jtml3

Orders by

mail

on

or

a

margin of

telegraph

a

2

per cent.

Specialty.

an

office by young

some

good

Office._

R.,

ences.

refer9-1

Situation in a retail grocery
store, by a young man who lias Tiad exis a good writer, and
business;
the
perience in
accurate accountant; would take any decent posiso
much
an
not
tion ; salary
object as a permanent
position; best of references. Address “F. A.,”
7-1
Office.
This

WANNED

m

»

—

41$ * nv-A

lUilii

Vl

tuiui

LXi. v

>T

moral habits, seeking employmeu, to represent an old established house in his own section.
Salary, if suited, *100 per month. References ex
acted. Supt. Manufacturing House, 30 Reade
dec26dlawM4w
St., N. Y.
take

of

the

agency
WANTED—MAN—To
safes; sizes 28x18x18 inches; weight
other sizes in
500
retail

ibsi

price $35;

propor

tlon. A rare chance to create a permanent
iness at home. These safes meet a demand

bus-

nev-

supplied by other safe companies, as we
governed by the Safe l’ool. Alpine Safe

er before
are not

uov28W&S3m

Co., Cincinnati, O.

TNT HEtlEI VED-From Honlton. an In
voice of Buckwheat for poultry which we
shall sell at the extremely low price of 85 cents
Also a shipment of the celebrated
bushel.
per
Peat Moss Stable Bedding from Germany. C. B.
7-1
DALTON & CO., 27 Preble St.

J

male or female, to sell
Oriental Bronze, used In every house; also
matchless, self-lighting gas burners and other articles of merit.
NATIONAL, NOVELTY A
SUPPLY CO., nil) Middle St.4-1

WANTED-Agents,

in each G. A. R. Post to
Novelty; large profits;

WANTED-Agents
sell latest Souvenir
line
for

of quick selllsg novela good
also agents
ties. NationaI NOVELTY & SUPrCY CO.,
Box 2114, Boston.
_4-1

Ladles and gentleENT* WANTED
to represent the C. F. Jewett Pub. Co.,
towns in Maine
iuall
(Estes & Laurtat) of Boston,
and N. H.; good pay ami permanent employment.
Oeueral
Manager, 6
Apply to JOHN BROWN,
Tollman Place, from n.30 to 0.00 a. m., and from
23-4
8
m.
to
6.30
p.
12.30 to 2, and
—

ACS

sep‘l2C0n8r08S St'’ B08t0n^ Ma8fc

Port Clyde Marine Railway has been tlior
to
oughly rebuilt, and is now in readiness
ake out all vessels In need of repairs. All work
satisfaction
guaranteed
and
lispatched quickly

rHE

men

niSUKM.ANIOIS.

CHubs,Fencing

SHOES,Moccasins,Indian
SNOW
Foils, Broad Swords, Boxing Gloves, Dumb
Ice
Ac., for sale by G. L. BAILEY

Bells,

creepers
263 Middle Street.

_4-1

W-aSTra»e.

Eaton,
SONS, successors to Roche
change street, Portland, Me.23-4
&

Richmond,

Will resume her regular trips on Tuesday, March
Oth (weather permitting), and thereafter until
further notice will leave Portland Tuesdays and
Fridays at 11 o’clock p. m. Iteturuiug, leave Muchlasport Mondays and Thursdays at 0 o’clock a.
m., connecting at Portland with the 7.30 a. m.
train for Eoston, arriving at Boston at 11.10 a. ni.
PAYSON TUCKEK, General Manager.
F. E. BOOTIIBY.Gen’l Pass, and Ticket Agt.
Portlanc-, Feb. 16. 1888._oct21dL»

PORTLAND & WORCESTER LINE.
Portland & Rochester R. R*.

ARRANGEMENT-!?

TRA'NS.

IVlondny October 11, 1887,
Passenger Trains will (.euro Portland:
For Worcmtrr, Clinton, Ayer Junction,
ftnnhua, Wimlbnm and Kpping at 7.30
On and after

na.
h. m. and 1.00 p
For iTl a nc heater, Concord, and potsts North
at 1.00 p. eu.
For Kochenter, ttpringrale, Alfred, Wnu-n
boro, and Maco Hive rat 7.30 a. ui., 1.00
and (mixed) at 0.30 p. na.
For fjorhan at 7.30 a. an., I.OO, 3.00,
O.JO, aid (mixed) atO..‘IO p. au.
For 8accarappa,Cuanberland 71 ill*, Wet*
brook Junction and Woodford’* at 7.34
•aud 10.00 a. m., 1.00, 3.00, O.JO ar.d

1UO

iWW

P<

an.

Hit UAIU 11UUI

10 OO

n.

an,,

UI U<U1U CUUUCCtS *1%

Ayer Janet, with llooaae Tunnel lEonte for
the West, and at Union Depot, Worcester, fei
Now Yorlt via Norwich I.ine, and nil rail,
via Mprinalield, also with N. V. A N. K. K. K
(“Steamer Maryland Route”) for Philadelphia.
Baltimore, AVaahingtoa, and the Nouib, and
with Boston A Albnny K. K, for the West.
■Close connection made at Westbrook Juno,
lion with through trains of Maine' 'entrnl R.R. and
at Grand Trunk Transfer, Portland, with through
trains of Grand Trunk Railway.
Through Tickets to all poluts West and South
may be had of 8. n. HKLLEN.Tlcket Agent, Port,
land A Rochester Depot at foot of Preble Street
•Does not stop at Woodford's.
J. W. PETERS Sunt.
oct22dtf

ABRIYALS.
From t,ewUloa and Anbnrn, 8.4E a. m.
13.15.3.16, 5.45 and 0.46 p. m.
From Gorham, 8.45a.m., 12.15and <1.45 p. in.
From Chicago and Montreal, 12.15 and
б. 45 p. m.
From Quebec, 12.16 p. m.
■ Pullman Palace Sleeping cars on night train and
Parlor cars on day train between Portland and
Montreal.
TICKET OFFICE!

LET-Rooms with board at 547V4 CONGRES8 ST.6-I_

TO
EET—Store Nos. 117.110 M'ddle St.,
oltbe finest stores hi the city; suitable for
TO
lovely baseboth, with
wholesale,
retail,
one

or

Euhangt SI, and

Oeoot Foot ot India Str##l

Lowest fares from Portland, Yarmouth Junction and Danville Junction as follows: To Chicago, #21.00 and #19.00: Detroit, #16.75 and
#16 00; Kansas City. $32.50 and $28.85; St.
Paul #32.60 and $28.00; St. Louis via. Detroit,
$25.00 and $21.26; St. Louis via. Chicago. $28.50
and #24.90; California, #82.60 and *63.75.
JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager.
VH. EDGAR, G. P. A.,
Nov. 28,1887.
_J. STEPHENSON. Supt.

Portland and Ogdensburg R. H.
PORTLAND and MONTREAL LINE.
Only line making direct connections with
Canadian Pacific Westbound Trains
leaving Montreal same Evening.
FALL ARRANGEMENT.

BurUn^tm^and,Weat,

CHAS. U. FOYK. G. T. A.
Oct. 7.1887
_oct7dtl

Rumford Falls & Buekfield Railroad.

iM

effect

"

HEAD COLDS,

HEMORRHOIDS,

CATARRH.

boro Crossing.

a

ment; dry and lighted on three sides; almost
equal to tile lirst story; rent low to the right
party. Enquire of a. E. THOMPSON, 164
24-4
Blackett St.

A. P. Ben A Co., Boston.
Dear Sirs:— Your package of Ilakka Cream
arrived last evening all 0. K.; many thanks. I tell
the chanting It gave me this morning.
vou I
I am feeling much like 1 had taken a Turkish bath.
I have been a great sufferer fr«»m a very annoying
Catarrh for several years, have tried several remedies,
but nothing has had so desired an effect as ilakka,
both for myself and an aged mother, also upon sevYours respectfully,
eral others In this vicinity.
11. W
# iLDhit, Bethlehem, N. U.

enjoyed

TRAIN*
m.

Prepaid

via East Div, to Scar;

•%.

A. P. BUSH &

EASTERN DIVISION.
Por Heston att2.00a.m.,dally,t9.00a.m.,tl.00,
18.00 p. in. Boston for Portland 7.30, 9.00 a.
m„ 12.30 p. m. ("7.00 p.m. dally). C ope Elisabeth, 9.00 a. m. (6.80 p. m. West. L'v. Pass.)
Mae. 9.00 a.m., 1.00 p.m. Biddeford 2.00. 9.00
a.iu., 1.00,6.00 p.m. Portsmoaih, Newbnry.
port, Nairn, K.ynn 2.00, 9.00 a. in.. 1.00, it.00

p.m. Ameaburv9.00a.nl., 1.00, O.OOp. m.
tConnects with Rail Lines for New York.
{Connects with Sound Lines for New York.
"West Division- North Berwick to Scarboro
Crossing.
Through Tickets to all points West and South
for tale at Portia ad Mtation Tirhet OUlre and
at Union Ticket WlDec, 40 Kichaatr latrrel
JAS. T. FUKBER, Gen’l Manager.
Boston.

D. J. FLANDERS, uen. P. & T. A.
M. I,. WILLIAMS, Geu’l Agent,
Portland
oct21dtf
fM,ANDM

HAKKA

Cream *

Vnr Boston 7.30, 8.40 a. ill., 12.40 3.31 p. m.
Boston for Portland 7.30. 8.30, a.m., 1.00.
4.00 p.m. (8.00 p. m. arriving No. Berwick at
8.00 p. in., connecting with 9.35 p. m. train for
stearoro Beach, Pine Point,
Haro, Biddeford 7.30. 8.40, 10.25 a. 111., 3.30,
Old Orehurd, 7.30, 8.40,
•5.30,8.16 p. 111.
10.26 a. nr., 12.40,8.30, *5.30,8.15 p. m. North
Berwick,{.rent Palls, Dover 7.30. 8.40 a.lll.,
Barter, Haverhill,
12.40,3.30, *5.30 p.m.
Lawrescr, l.owell, 7.30, 8.40 a. m., 12.40,
Koehester Pnrminslon, Alton
3.30 p. m.
Ha) 8.40 a. m.. 12.40,3.30 p.m. Nanrhestrr
and Concord (via Lawrence) 8.40 a. in., (via So.
Newmarket Junction) 8.30 p. m.
•Via Eastern Div. to Scarboro Crossing.;

1.00, 4.15 p.

TEAJIKBN.

Steamboat Co.

On and after September 19tb 1887, steamer
Gordon, Capt. Tames L. Long, will run daily as
follows:
Leave Orr s Island fur Portland at 6.45 a. ui.;
Bailey's Island 7.00; Harpswell. 7.16; East End.
Great Cheheague.7 45; Jenk's, 8.00; Hope Island 8.06; Ltttle Chebeague, 8.20; laiug Island
8.40, arriving In Portland at 9.16 a. m.
Returning will leave Portlaud for Orr's Island
and all Intermediate landings at 2.00 p. m.
sepl9dtf
ISA1A1.1 DANIELS. Manager.

33,

1888.

WESTERN DIVISION.

for Boaton

Jna.

Leave PortlanG, via G. T. Railway, 8.45 a. m.;
Lewistou 9.60: Mechanic Falls (mixed train' 10.60; arriving at W. Minot 11.16; K. Hebron 11,30;
Buekfield 12.00; E. Sumner 12.20; Hartford
12.40; Canton 1.00 p. m.
Leave Pnrtlaud 1.30 p. m.; Lewiston 2.00,
Mechanic Falls 3.16; arriving at W. Minot 3.30;
K. Hebron 3.40; Buekfield 3.50; E. Simmer 4.06;
Hartford 4.12: Canton 4.27.
RETURNING—Leave Canton 4.30, 8.00 a. m.;
arriving at Portland 8.45 a. m., 12.15 p. m.
STAGE CONNECTIONS!.
DAILY—From W. Mluot 3.30 p. m. for Hebron
Academy; Buekfield 3.50 p. in. for W. Sumner
and Turner; Canton 4.27 p. m.; arriving at Peru
6.30; DlxttelU 6.00; Mexico 7.00 p.m.; also for
Brettuu's Mills, Livermore.
Returning, leave
Mexico 6.00, Dixfleld 7.00 a. m.; arriving at Portm.
L.
L.
12.15
LINCOLN,Supt.
land
p.
B. C. BRADFORD. O. T. A.jitn23dtf

Nundny, 0*1. J J,

SUNDAY

rmagemeat—la Effect

receipt of Sl.ftO.

CO.,

Boston, Mass.

octlO_eodSm
LAD I KM I
Do yoor own Dyeing, at home, with Peerless Dyes
will dye everything.
They are sold every
where, Price lOc. a package—40 colors.
They
have no equal for Strength, Brightness. Amount
lit packages or for Fastness of Color, or uou-fadlng Qualities. They do not crock or smut. For
sale by D. W. Heseltlne St Co., Druggists, corner
Congress and Myrtle streets; N. G. Niehols.Drug1st, 787 Congress, corner Grove street; E. Yv.
teveus, Druggist, corner Congress and l’arrts
streets; Fred. A. Turner, Druggist, corner Congress and Washington streets; T. J. Looney,
Druggist, corner Middle and Frankllu streets; D.
P. Horr, Druggist, 638 Congress street; William
s. Banks, Druggist, juuctiou Congress and Free
Streets; T. B. Pollard, Druggist, 212 Danfmth
street;Cook, Everetts Pennell;John W. Perkins
Sc Co.; H. H. Hay & Son, and A. W. Smith, Drugw. w.
gist 107 Portland St,, Portland. Maine,
Whipple & Co.. 21 Market Square, and Woodford's Corner, Deering, Me.
jlylleodly

They

§

75 Jilt and second-hand Portable and
Stationary Steam Engine* and Boiler*,
High ami Medium speed Automatic Engine* for all kind* of duty. We have
the best Engine in the market fbr Electric Lightlug, or any place where absolute uniformity of speed Is required.
Send for illustrated Catalogue.
S. L. HOLT & CO.,
aulXeodlni

—FOB

—

EASTPORT. CALAIS ST. JOHN N. B.. HALIFAX N. S
—

AND ALL PASTS OF

wards

—

Mctlin, Prince

Brnanwirk,

lew

Ed-

Island, tad tope tfrrtsn.

WINTER ARRANGEMENT 1887-8.
The Steamers ot this Line will leave Railroad Wharf, foot of State street, every MONDAY,
and THURSDAY at 5.00 F. M„ for EASTPORT
and ST. JOHN, with above connections.
Tnroogh tickets issued and baggage checked to
distillation. WKreight received up to 4.00 F. M.
For Tickets and Staterooms, apply at the Union
Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St., or for other Information at Company’s Office, Railroad Wharf, fob!
J. B. COY LE.
of State street.
Manager.

novUrttf_Oen’l

RAISE STEAMSHIP COMMIT
For NEW YORK.

•

Steamers leave Franklin Wharf on Wednesday*
and Saturdays at 0 p. m. Returning, leave Pier
88, East River, New York, on Wednesdays and
J. B. COY LK,
Saturdays at 4 p. m.
Oeneral Agent
sept21-dtf

PACIFIC MAIL STEAMSHIP COMPANY’S
—LINS FOB—

California, Japan, China, Central
and South America and Meiico.
From New York, pier foot of Canal St.. North
River, tor ssu Frnaei-ca via The l.ibtau. af
Panama,

NEWPORT -.sails Monday, Feb. 30, Noon.
From San Francisco. 1st and Brannan Sts.
For Japan and Chian.

Commencing MONDAY, Ocl. IO. ISM.
and until further notice. Passenger trains will
leave Portlund as follows: Ml a.
ywwyWSfa*- for Bridgton, Kryeburg, No. ConFabyan's, Bethlehem, Lancas-**-ter, Whltefleld, Littleton. Wells’ Klver, Montpelier, St. Jobnsbury. Newport, Sherbrooke, St.Johns, Montreal, Burlington, Swanton,
Ogdensburg and West.
3.13 p. m. Local, Portland to Bartlett and tu
termedlate stations, with Stage connections for
No. Wiudliain.Standlsh, Llmington, Sebago, Naples, Parsonsfictd. Kezar Falls, Denmark. Lovell,
ami Couway Corner; also for No. Bridgton, Harrison and Waterford via Bridgton.
Traiaa Arrive ia Portlvad.
10.55 it. m. from Bartlett and way stations.
8.33 p. m. from Montreal.

AViuler A

|

t

For Uorhsn, Montreal andtCkleago, 8.45
а. m. and 1.30 p. m.
For Quebec, 1.30 p. m
Far UackBrld and Canton, 8.45 a. m. and
1.30 p. m.

BOSTON AND MAINE R. R.

Harpswell

ROOM*.

or

of

City

fallows

m.

PORTLAND, MT. DESERT & MACH*AS ST BT CO.
Steamer

ran as

DEPARTCKE8,
.30 and 8.45
F< / Aubnrn and I.ewlston,
a. m. and 12.45 and 5.20 p. m.
For Ciorhnm, 8.45 a. m. and 1.30 and 5.20 p,

35

STEAMSHIP CO.,

after MONDAY, Nav. 38. IS»»,

and

trains will

Portland.)

AGENT* WANTED.

Hud VALUABliK FRAME* carerHE NATIONAL STOCK EXCHANGE, OI.D
fully repaired and regilded by A. E. EATON
116 Ex&

JOSEPH CLEARY, Manager,

a. in*
Limited Tickets, flrst and secund class, fat
all paints in the Provinces on sale at res
daccd rates.

our

MNW YORK STOCKS
Bought and sold
and upwards.

Trains are due Id Portland as follows: The morn,
ing train from Watervllle, Augusta and Bath
8.45 a. m.; Lewiston, 8.60 a. m.; day tralca
from Bangor at 12.40, 12.45 p.m.
The afternoon trains from Bangor, Watervllle,
Bath, Augusta and Kocktand at 6.40 p. in.,
Lewistou, 6.60 p. m. Night Pullman at 1.60

For Forent A enue (fleering)
3:00 and O.JO p. an.

with
WANTED—Situation
experience;
Press
1).
man

FOR rough or scaly
skin.
Indispensable
for the Toilet. Peerless asa Preservative.

eight minutes later where through tickets and
baggage checks may be obtained for principal
iNlght express with
points East and West.
sleeping car attached,runs every night Sundays
included, through to Bangor but not to Skowhegan on Monday mornings or to Belfast and
Dexter or beyond Bangor on Sunday mornings.

M(mixed) *O..TO p.

HELP.

THE

Profession.

CONGRESS ST. STATION,

THE

ENDORSED

■V

Augusta, 7.05 a. in., 12.55 and 111.15 p. m.
Baugsr dk Piscataquis R. K., 7.05 a. m.,
and til.16 p. tn. Ellsworth and Bur
tll.15 and 12.65
p. m. Nl.
Harbor,
flonnty,
Ntephrn (Palais), Aroostook
Provinces,
Nt. John, Halifax, and the
12.60, 12.55 and 111.15 p. m.
£9~a11 trains timed as above from Commercial
Street Station, stop at

Internationa!

WINTER ARRANGEMENTS.
Ob

__

less.
HIGHLY

follow*:

CAPT. WM. E. DENNINON,

....

•

_eod&w-n rally

a*

For Aulnrn and
Lcviaun, 8.30 a. m.,
ria Bruns12.00 4.60 p. m.; l.ewi«ton
wick, 7 '*5 a. m„ 12.65111-16 p.m. F’or Balk,
7.05 a. rn., 12.66 and 4.55 p. m., and on Saturdays only at 11.15 p. in. Kocklaad and
Knox and f,incoln K. R., 7.05 a. m. and
12.65 p.m.. Brnn*wick, Gardiner Hallowell, and Augusta, 7.05 a. 111., 12.55, 4.66
and 111.15 p. in. Eurntiugi.n Tin Lrwir
■on, 12.50 p. m.; via Brunswick. 7.0S
Monmouth. Winm. and 12.55 p. m.
a
ihrop. Kendfleld, Oakland and North
Anson, 12.60 p.m., Waterriil* and Nkowhegan, ria l.cwislon. 12.50, ria Augusta,
7.05 a. m„ 12.56 and 111.16 p. m., and WaterBelfast
rillr Saturdays only 4.66 p. m.
anil
Dexter, 12.50 and tll.15 p. m.
Bangor via l.cwislon. 12.50 p. m.; via

7-1

St,

NALE-1

FOR

Ayer's Cherry Pectoral, To Vessel Owners.
PREPARED

I.E—*2000 bnys a Brat-class, paying.
manufacturing business; goods pay upward
of 100 per cent profit and are in ready demand;
an investigation will prove it a money making
business; located in Boston; call and examine the
business: yon will be satisfied with result. W. F
8-1
CABRUTHERS, 24 Tremont row, Boston.
HA

FOB
good

These pills were a wonderful discovery. No others
like them In the world. Will positively cure or relieve
all manner of disease. The information around each
box is worth ten times the cost of a box of pills. Find
out about them, and you will always be thankful. Onh
Illustrated pamphlet free. Sold everypill a i>osk.
where, or sent by mall for 2> cts. ill stamps. Dr. I. 8.
Johnson «fc Co., 22 Custom r’ousE St., Boston, Mas©

MONDAY, Oct Jl, INN*,
passenger Train* will leare

—_.

MTEAMEBM.

GRAND TRIM RAILWAY OF CMADJ

On and after

Portland

MALE—The James Andrews’ h >mestead lu Biddeford, consisting of 15 acres of
land, brick house with ell, 2 stories, large
arn, stable and other outbuildings, will be sold
low at a bargain, by FIRST NATIONAL BANK,
7-4
of Biddeford.

Pil.l£
Make New, Rich Blood!

MALM CENTRAL RAILROAD

BUMINESM CHANCES.

Family Soap.

a!

An

ex-

1-3

BOUNDS, Cor. Franklin and Oxford

Boston.
Ar at
1 lerce

Ilodgklnson, Philadelphia.

visit residence if desired without

•

BAILHOADN.

KAILBOADN.

WANTED

MALE—Hood

g!2

,

ages

years; good pav. ratious, clothing and medical atDesirable men especially needed for
tendance.
the Cavalry Regiments, both white and colored
Apply at the Recruiting Rendezvous, 4214 EXjan7S&T3m
CHANGE STREET, Portland Me.

manner, w ill
tra charge.

r

“A balm- for the Skin,9*
The best for the Complexion,
The most economical, it wears to thinness of a wafer,

the United States Army, Cav

SHERMAN has
—MRS. DR.
has moved from 136 Free St., to 624Vj
Welcome’s.
at
Corns,
Casco,
Congress, opposite
Outgrow ing Joints, Bad Nalls treated In a skillful

^

w

giamt™ Infants

ASi

WANTED—Everybody

potatoes
FOR
bushel; the best, $1 per bushel. American
20 bars for one dollar at C. A.

ship Undaunted, Hamilton, (from
Philadelphia) for Hloco, having repaired.
Ar at Humacea Jan itith, sch Kenset, Smith,

Boston.
Sld fm

WANTED-Ladies

SAI.E—A

C

r

buy Stamped Bug Patterns at reduced prices; best variety of Patterns to be found in Portland are at store of C. E.
BEAN, 649 Congress street._10-1
to know that CO.
NANT’S Vapor Baths, nature's great remedy for all physical afflictions, are located at 413
A lady attendant
Congress St., corner Chestnut.
for ladles. There is no danger of taking cola afr
and
ter a bath. Call
Investigate.2-2
to

Hilt SALK.

New York.
Sld Jan 28,

Cardenas 6tli iost, barque Antonio Sala,
Huv&ds.
Sld 6th, barque J B Babel, Sawyer, Philadelschs
S M.Bird, Merrill, do; Sarah A Fuller,
phia;
Brown, New York; 7th, barque Au Sable, Locke,

our
{TENANTED- Man to take the agency of 600
TT
safes; size 28x18x18 Inches; weight
lbs.; retail price *35; other sizes in proportion. A
rare chance to create a permanent business at
home. These safes meet a demand never before
supplied by other safe companies, as we are not
governed by the Safe Poole. Alpin Safe Co.. Cinfel>8dlawl3wW

* MH I.AND, WISCONSIN, offers better ludueements to good live men or any manufactFor
uring industry than any place in the U. 8.
full information address J. M. HAGERT Y, 401 W
2d St., Ashland, Wis.febfidlm

Sld fm Liverpool 11th Inst, ship Columbia, Ho-

gan, San Pedro.
Ar at Point-a-Pitre 8th Inst,
Haskell, New York.
Sld fm Navassa Jan 26, sch

WANTED.

men,

,,

Foreisn Ports.

AIK*. P. KiTLLKK.

WANTED
airy, Artillery and Infantry, able-bodied
of 21 and 36
between the
unmarried

...

Carrie Beile, Spartel.
SALEM—Ar 13th, scbs Mary L Allen, Willey,
New York for Portsmouth; Norman, Smith. BaltiNellie Parker, Corbett, New
more for Portland;
York for St John, NB.
POBTSMOUTH—Ar 12th, sch Katie J Barrett,
McLeod, Baltimore.
,T1
BOCKLAND-ln port 12th. schs J Nickerson,
Winslow; Perseverance, Willard, aud Henry E
Willard, for New York, ready.

Annlvtn

For

the Treatment and Cure of

Sld 13th. barque Henry Warner, for New Bed-

Ar 14tli, sch Lucy A Davis. Lorlug. Baltimore.
Cld 14th, brig Sullivan, Wright, Satilla Biver;
sch May O’Neil, Hart, Cardenas; Venus, Newman, Eastport.
Sld 14th, barque Belle of Oregon, for Coosaw;
brig Harry Stewart: schs Gardiner G Deering,

International House,

Corner India and Commercial streets, Portland.

10-1

W Hill, Higgins, New

News.

After March 1, 1888, the

It understood that we are not
grade of Turkeys, but the
country at the present time,
brand" at the extreme••Dearborn
the celebrated
ly low price of 18 cents per pound. AMOS WINSMarket.
Milk
street
Telephone 345.
LOW, No. a

_

f°BUSTDN-Ar 13th, sch B

L.BASE!

TO

—

Sa#,3W ship

13th, schs Geo H Adams,
Searsville.-.

eight rooms; sunny

ELM

98

a

_

Providence.
8 0 Hn Narraganset
Standisli. for Boston;

9’1

w

WANTED
selling cheap
best there are In the

....

Standard. Percy, (from Pbiladelulila) for San Francisco; 14th, sch Luis G Rabel,
for New York.
NEW YORK—Ar 12th, sch Andrew Adams, Adams, New Bedford.
Cld 13th, sell M A Acborn, Achorn, Mayaguez;
Florence Leland, Adams, Key West and Mobile.
Sid 13th. barque Nellie Smith, for Havana; brig
J if Crandon, do.
PROVIDENCE-Ar 13th, sch Jed Frye, Langley, Port Johnson.
NEWPORT—In port 12tli, sch Louisa Smith,
Hatch, fm New York for New Bedford; Agricola,
Smith, for New Haven.
Sid 13th, sch Jed F'rye, Langley, New York for

LET.

cinnati^_

......

^CHARLESTON—Ar

A

1-n.r.tf

Price 10, 86 nii<l 76 Cent*.
For sale by all the best Druggists.

A(§d18th1.1'
shlp
BRUNSWICK—Sid

13th, sch Lizzie S Haynes,
Sawer, Wiscasset.
WILMINGTON, NC-Ar IStb. sch M C Mosewith
ley, Torrey, Boston, (damaged by collision
sell Hester A Seward.)
NEWPORT NEWS—Ar 13th, sch F O Dame,
Spiller, Providence.
Sid 13th, sch King Phillip, Coombs, Portsmouth
BALTIMORE—Ar 12tli, sell C F Sampson, Rich
New Bedford.
At anchor off Wolf-Trap 9th, PM, ship Rufus E
Wood, for Ban Diego.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 13th, ship P N Blanchard, Courtney, New York.
Ar 13th, brig David Bugbge, Stowers, Matauzas; sch Georgia, Coffin,Sagua; John H Converse
Leighton. Cardenas.
Ar at Delaware Breakwater lltli, schs Luts G
Rabel, Murpliy, Sagua for New York; Jonathan
Bourne, Providence.
Ar at do 12th, sch Millford, Look, from Norfolk
for New York.
Ar at do 14tli, barque Faysou Tucker, Tucker,

GOOD COOK and LA BN DRESS; must be
well recemmended and willing to go into the
street.
country for the summer; 183 High
MRS. A. A. STROUT.
Jau23dtf

F. W. KINSMAN & CO., Apothecaries.
25 th Street ana Fourth Avenue,TIew York.

Syren. Mallett, Washington.

18th, sell John H Cross,
ltawley. Providence.
Sid 6th, sch Florence J Allen, Dunton, Boston.
SAVANNAH—Ar )3tli, schs Nelsou Bartlett,
Watts. St Thomas; K Bowers, Thompson, from

Mass.’30-4

LET-The house at the comer of Congress
A slid Franklin Sts. This house has always
been used for a boardiug house and will be agalu
rented for that purjmse. It can be made conven
lent for two families.
Inquire of GEO. C. KRVE.
2 tf

_

Briggs,

WANTED—LADIES

fit©

~~

Batch, San Francisco
SAN FRANCISCO—Ar 6th, ships America, Gibson, Departure Bay; C F Sargent, Baker, Nanaimo; Geo Curtis, Sproul, Seattle.
Ar 6th, ship Fannie Tucker, Greenleaf, from

TO DO OUR FANCY
work at home on novolties for the trade; $10
to $15 per week can be wade: all materials furnished; full particulars free. Address ELIOT MANUFACTURING U0„ 43-45 Eliot street, Boston,

stairs rent of

lumber trade.
Mobile, Feb 8—Sch Grace Gower, from Tonaia
for New York, has come off the railway, having
repaired, and will proceed.

6th. slrip John A
AP0RT ANGELOS-Ar
for Nanaimo.

HELP.

FE9IAf.E

ply

employed In the

Domestic Potrs.
PORT TOWNSEND—Ar 3d, ship Geo F Mansou, Morse, San Franelseo, 6 days passage, (the
best made yet.)
TACOMA—Ar 6th, ship Two Drothers, Hayden,
San Francisco.
SAN DIEGO—Sid 28th, ships Levi G Burgess,
Rock, Puget Sound; Olive 8 Southard, Walker,

sets Charles Dlekeu’s novels, 15
a box. nice cloth binding, only
$5.50. 6 sets Scott's Waverly novels, 12 volumes
in a box, nice cloth binding, only $5.50, published
fur $18.00. Call and see the books. COLES8-1
WORTHY’S Book Store, 92 Exchange St.

FOUND—5
volumes in

LET-Up
TtO modern
conveniences; location central. ApST.4-1

Memoranda.

»'VJ

____s-i_

TO

prev to 10th Inst, barque A P Gould.
Heurahau. New York.
Passed Scilly 11th Inst, ship Chesebrough, Encsou, Cardiff for San Francisco.
Passed Tuskar 5tb lust, snip Armenia, Carter.
Liverpool for San Francisco.
A r at Cape Palmas Otb lust, barque Cardenas,
Reeves, New York.

*■

FOUND—A

I.KT-Store—The hole or one-half of the
best located store on Middle St„ No. 177,
near Post Office and Banks, next to corner of Exchange St.., suitable for a music store, shoe store,
stationery, clothing, hat, furnishing goods, news
•stand, sewing machine, or almost any business.
Large show win
Fine light infront and back.
dows. Dry cemented cellar with furnace. For
1
on
terms apply
PREMISES._ 7

MERCHANTS’ EXCHANGE.
Ar at Singapore Jan 10, ship Rembrandt, Paine,

iinuvwvv.

good use for any fifty cent niece;
you can pay it for one bottle of Newell’s
Mixture which seems to be doing mucli good in
cases of Rheumatism or Neuralgia.
Can be had
at C. WAY & CO.’S, Cumberland, cor. Myrtle St.

Office._

FROM

UOU

LOUT—Thursday,

TO

CL
COVE, Feb 13—Ar, sch J Manchester Haynes, Matthews, Boston, to load ice for
Norfolk, and thence hack to Portland with coal.

at

Feb. 2nd, between Horse
Car Depot and Portland Bridge, a black mull.
Finder will please leave the same at HORSE CAR
DEPOT, 484 Congress St.8-1

r|i(l LET -To a family without children a teneJL ment of five rooms with good cellar and plenty
of woodhouse room; located on Cumberland street,
within five minutes walk of P. 0.; price $13.00;
Address 122 B.. Press
references required.

time.

UUlMUUKtiUll

LOUT—A

WANTED.

Bold Everywhere.

EASTBOOTHBAY, Feb 14-Ar, sch Reltesca
J Moulton, Studley, Boston, In tow of tug L A

qf" See general news columns for account of
damage to vessels at Rockland.
Barque John J Marsh, Whittier, at Philadelphia
from Cardenas, reports very Ueavy weatder 3d
Inst iu the Gulf Stream; shipped a sea which
smashed two boats and water tauks.
Baioue Eva J Kay, Sawyer, from Iqulque for
New York, before reported at Talcabuauo leaky,
had discharged about 280 tons nitrate Dec 21st
and was being caulked. SUe captain expected to
get away iu 16 or 20 days.
San Francisco. Feb 8—Ship Alex Gibson,Speed,
at Tacoma from 11 logo, lias been at tire former
port 05 days, tbe delay being caused by a dispute
between tbe captain aud charter party, as to who
should employ the stevedore. She will be detained 20 or 30 days longer.
There are seven steam schooners in course of

conductors wallet near horse car
stable, Spring St., containing money and
tickets. The Under will be rewarded by leaving
at rear of 225 SPRING ST.9-1

tear.

out more

by washing than wearing. It is
your advantage to try Pearline.

JAMES PYLE,

niNCKM-ANKOrH.____

I.ONT AND FOUND.

07 Sudbury 01., Besluu ,anu.

CITY OF NEW YORK sails Tuesday, Feb. 14,
3 p.m.
For Freight, Passage, or general Information
apply to or address the Oeneral Eastern Agents.
E. A. A DA.VIsi 4k CO..
IIS Mlale Btreri, Car. Brand Ml., Basina,

elOdtt_

Portland and Boothbay Steamboat Co.
CAPT. ALFRED RACE.

STEAMER ENTERPRISE

After Jan. 1. 1888, Steamer Enterprise will
leave Franklin Wharf every Tar-day al •*.:»•
a. m., for Boothbay, South
Bristol, East Boothbay and Pemaquld.
al
a.
M.:iO
u... will leave for
Every Friday
Boothbay. South Bristol and East Boothbay.
Returning will leave Pemamiid every W « «la*—
day al 7.00 a. m., for Portland and Intermedi-

Landings.

ate

Every Maiurday at S.1H1 a. m.. will leave
East Boothbay for Portland and Intermediate
landings, arriving In Portland about 3.00 p. m„
connecting with Boston boat at Portland. Freight
taken for the above landings at low rates
Freight received and delivered on the wharf by
W. H. Bohanon. Telephone No. 087 F.
JanlSdtfA. MONTGOMERY, Pres.

STEAMERS.

WTFARE ONLY $1.00.
IVIXTKK AKBANK KHKNTM.
THE

FIRST-CLASS

STBAMXJU)

FOREST CITY and TREMONT
alternately leave FRANKLIN WHARF, Portland,
every week day evening at 7 o’clock; arriving In
season

lor connection with earliest train* for

points beyond.

Through

tickets lor Providracc, l.ovrcll,
Wvrarvlrr, New York, *c.
Returning, leave INDIA WHARF. Boston evo
ery week day evening at 6 o’clock.
.1. B. COYLE. M.S.sger.
novltf

SAVANNAH

Fast

Freight and Passenger Line,
VIA

NEW ENGLAND AND SAVAWAII
STEAMSHIP CO.
Mt.niu.hip. -MATK CITY” nod -‘CITY
OP VI M'ON”every I IH KSIMV, o. 3

P..VI.. frous S. % V ANNA H PICK,
losgrvM surer., H0.I01.
RICHARDSONS BARNARD, Agents, Savannah I’lcr, A. Do W. SAMl’SON, Agent, Central
O. O. PEARSON,
R. K., 201 Washington St
Agent, S. K. * W. K’v 211 Washington St.,
OR

VIA

Ocean Steamship Co.
A UK W

feb3

from New York.

MAVIPMON, N. *C. Agent,
3WI Wn.kis|.as direr..
eod3m

Boston! Pliiladelphia
DIRECT

STEAMSHIP

LISE.

From BOSTON mry WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY,
ftsm PHILADELPHIA non

Tuesday

and

Friday.

From Long Wharf, Boston, s
m.
From Tine Street Wnarf,
Philadelphia, at 12 m.
ij
'!■
Insurance
one-half the rate of
XtFlttlK.’ T>•AssenvB-isisss***’sailing vessel.
Freights for the West bv the Penn. K. R., and
South by connecting line*, forwarded free of commission.
■

A

■

p.

Passage 9IO.OO.

Round Trip Old.
Meals and Room Included.
For freight or passage apply to
ll. B. a a »l Psion, Anal,
..
aid's!
70 l.oaa W korl.Moo.oa.
_

Ml

MB MR cured Without the use of knife
H 1" or ligature, or detention from
L ^k business. All diseases of tbo
Rectum successfully treated
H ■
I tlby Ur. C. T. FISH. O
I ■ ■■ ■■ w Pleoaoul Ni..Aubora,3lr.
Cure guaranteed. At U. S. Hotel, Portland,Room
Refer18,every Saturdayfrom l) a. m to 4 p. m.
ences given.
Consultation free. Send for painph
let- 10 yearslexperleuce. Hundreds cured.
eodtl
sept)

g
I Hi
U§
H

Q
I
I

TI

PERSONAL.

PRESS.

gE

lecture in the BridgDr. Thomas Hill will
ton Academy course tonight.
New York
Mr. H. B. Brown has gone to
Monumentcomon business for the Soldier’s

WEDNESDAY MORNING, FEB. 15.
*

OaTLAttP

AND ViCIWITY.

mittee.

William Dennett, one of Topsham’s
citizens, died yosterdny morning, aged 86
oldest

ItfllTUBUffT’l ri»-i>AV.

Liiv

AMUSEMENTS.

years.

Little Women’s Ball—City Hall.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Frank B. Clark—515 Congress Street,
Horatl.i Staples Middle Street.
J. A. Hayden -stenographer.
Ira F. Clark—TheCloUiler.

Hon’. David II. Cole, the venerable seuator
from Cumberland county, is in lather poor
health at his home in Naples.
Samuel Thurston of Ward 5, the veteran
fireman, has received an invitation to be
present at the firemen’s ball in Boston, the

Wauted-*10<ito»1.5i>.

Standard Clothing Co.
W. F. Carrittliers—4.
Owen. Moore & Co.
Situation Wanted.

gist inst.
The name of W. T. Pierce was by mistake
omitted from.the list published yesterday of
the councillors chosen by the Haydn Asso-

Bailey & Co. will sell at salesrooms, at 2.30
today, a large and frcsli stock of groceries and
canoed goods, about 30 clicst6 tea, Sic., by order
ot H. & W. ,J. Knowltob. assignees.
l*. O.

ciation Monday night.

MltS. WINSLOW’S
Aitricv i«* .llalbfiM.
SOOTH 1N G SYRU P should always be used when
children are cutting teeth. It relieves the little
sufferer at once; It produces natural, quiet sleep
by relieving the child from palu, and the little
clu rul), awakes as “bright as a button." It Is
very pleasant to taste. It soothes the child, softens the gums, allays all pain, relieves wind, regulates tlie bowels, and is tlio best known remedy
lor diarrhoea, whether arising from teething or
oilier causes
Twenty-live cents a bottle.
—

pinto_FM&W&wly
“Having examined the formulaIs from

pre
which Adamson’s Botanic Cough Balsam
pared, we recommend It as a safe and reliable
medicine for the eure of asthma, coughs, colds
and all diseases of throat, chest and lungs. Geo.
W. Martin, M. D., Augusta, Me., I. H. Stearns, M,
D., formerly Surgeon N. M. Asrium, Togus. Me.”
fcbl3eod*wlw
Trial bottles to cents.
All persons afflicted with Dyspepsia, Diarrhoea,
Colic, and all kinds of Indigestions will find Immediate relief and sure cure by using *nj»»iuni
Bitiers, The only genuine Is manufactured by
Dr. J. 3. B. Slegerl & Sous.
eod&wlw
fehl3
Triat tired, languid feeling and dul
Take two o
headache Is very disagreeable.
Carter’s Lillie Liver Pills before retiring, and yo
will hud relief. They never fall to do good.
d&wlw
fchl4

Who is Your Best Friend?
Your sumach of course. Why? Because if it
is out of order you arc one of the most miserable
creatures living. Give it a fair honorable chance
and see If it Is not the best friend you have in the
Don't orluk
end. Don't smoke in the morning.
in the morning. If you must smoke ai d drink
wail until you I stomach is through with breakfast
You can drink more and smoke more in the evening and It will iell on you less. If your food ferments and does not digest rigid,—if you are
troubled with Heartburn, Dizziness of the head,

dlycT

REPUBLICAN CLUBS.
In persuance < f the plan of orgaizatiou adopted
by the National l eague of Republican Clubs, and
at the request of the Executive Committee tlicie
of, I invite all Republican Clubs in Maine to send
delegates to a Convention to be held in tills city on
TUESDAY, the 21st inst., at 2 o'clock p. in., for
tile purpose of organizing a

League sf Kepub.icaii Club)1.

XUs Convention will be held under the limita
"*"-“s'«H!foiis and restrictions prescribed for such Conventions hy ihe Rules of the National League.
Each Republican Club in the State, and any
which may be organized prior to the aatc of Ihe
Convention, will be entitled to five delegates in
such Convention, and each delegation to one vote.
By a vote of the Portland Club its rooms hat e
beeu tendered for the purpose of the Convention,
which will assemble there.
Clubs or indi. iduals desiring further information
can address
FRH1) N. DOW,
for Executive Committee of the National League
of Republican Clubs.
U. S. DISTRICT COURT.
BKFOHE JUDGE WEBB.

Tuesday—The following Is the list of the petit
V

Hirfl.ilf

Rqmrnr

fnrpmun

Marshal L Inman. Camden.
Wm. Eaton, Camden.
Henry S. Moore, Ellsworth.
Lewis French, ML Vernon.
Jesse Jacobs, Ml. Vernon.
Geo. W. Haskell. New Uloucester.
David W. Merrill, New Gloucester.
.lessee. Howe, Paris.
Charles E. Stevens, Paris.
Eben J. Eoss, Parsonshetd.
John F. lildlon, Parsousheld.
Supernumerary—William A. Ames, Lewiston.
0. s. by indictment vs. Eliza a. Jacobs, illegal
sale of postage stamps by defendant as postmisPlea nol con. Sentence
tress at Bryant’s Pond.
*&o tine. Fine paid and prisoner discharged.
Bird, District Attorney.
A. F, Moulton.
Same vs. same, making false returns as postHie purpose
ot
cancellations
for
stamp
mistress,

fraudently increasing compensation,

con.
oner

Sentence $50 line.

discharged.

Fine paid and

Bird, District Attorney.

rlea,

pris-

Moulton.

A.
0. S. by indictment vs. Ccorge Stackpole, for
carrying on business of retail dealer in malt liquors without posting stamp.
Ploa, nol con. Sendistence
line. Fine paid and prisoner
charged.
0. S. by lndictmeut vs. Wm. M. E. Brown, for
receiving and retaining excessive pension fee ill
On trial.
the pension case of Sarati Berry.
Bird, District Attorney.
Hiram H. Kuowlton.
F.

MUNICIPAL COURT.
UKFOllE JUDGE GOUUI).

Tuesday—Hem y Walton. Intoxication. Fined
$3 and costs.
William McNulty. Common drunkard. Thirty
days in county lain
BRIEF

JOTTINCS.

Cloudy and damp yesterday.
Today Is Ash Wednesday, and

Leut has

fairly begun.
fjt. Valentine’s Day is dying out judging
by the falling off of the tender missives
through the mails.
Mr. L. W. Alexander, driver for W. L.
Wilson & Co., fell into the cellar of the store
yesterday, and was quite severely bruised.
There was a break in the. main water pipe
Green street yesterday.
Hooded and the street was
on

A

cellar was
washed out for

distance.
The Portland Company will soon send out
two locomotives for the Mexican Central
and two more cars for the Cauadiau Pacific
Despatch Line.
some

me

± remans

aobvumuvu

u*

«

will meet Hi u relay evening at 203
Franklin street. A full attendance is desired
as some important business will be brought

Landing

up at this meeting.
Mr. Adams and little daughter were struck
by a fleigh driven by George Rose, opposite
The litBrown Block yesterday afternoon.
tle girl was badly injured, but to what extent could not be ascertained.
The ladies ofy*he Seventh Maine Auxiliary Corps wijl hold their regular monthly
meeting ai-Ilie residence of Mr. W. H. MotlejvUastl leering, this afternoon, Feb. 15.

*

will leave the head of Preble
ftreet at 2.30 p. m., which will connect with
the Ocean street line, and every hour after
4.30 until 7.15.
There was a large attendance at the ConIt
gress St. Methodist Church last evening.
Twelve of the
was a powerful meeting.
Portland Business College, Y. M. C. A., responded to the invitation, Rev. Mr. Tinker,
the pastor. The P. B. C. Y. M. C. A. attend
at State St. Church in a body Friday evenThe horse

cars

ing.

A team loaded with hay, belonging to J.
Mitchell, tipped over upon the horse car
track in front of Falmouth Market on Congress street yesterday, and delayed the horse
cars for some time.
The team was righted

with

some

difficulty and little damage

published

at

Dy tien.

samuei

vy yue

left a wife and one child.
Round the World.

“Round the World in One Evening” is a
pretty .broad field for a lecturer, but such,
was the bi’bject of Mr. M. M. Ballou’s lecThe gentleman is well
ture last evening.
known to the public by his connection with
Ballou's Pictorial and the Boston Globe, and
He is a
also by Ills hooks of foreign travel.
man who Is not only observing hut is able to
write out his observations in such a way
that they are exceedingly interesting and instructive. As a lecturer lie is not yet quite
at home. He is forced into comparison witli
others who have obtained great reputations
and
naturally not to his advantage.
But what he lias to say is good, and the
amount of information imparted in an evenThen, again,
ing is something astonishing.
his operator has not yet learned to work in
such harmony with Mr. Ballou that the pictures appear and disappear in natural and
easy connection with the scenes the lecturer
is, at the moment describing, and they do
not come out on the canvas with sufficient
clearness and brllliaucy so tliat the eye of
the spectator is more easily tired.
Thu

IIoeiiion

Republican

National

tioned in that place.
Edward F. Stanchfield, a prominent lumberman of Luddiiigtim, Mich., and a native
of Maine, died Feb. 6th of consumption. Last
summer while In the woods estimating timber he lost his way in a large swamp and
went without food for two days, drinking
brackish swamp water. A short time after
his rescue lie was takeu with typhoid fever
He
which was followed by consumption.

-OB'

*

pastor
Skowhegau for 11 years.
Mr. J, W. Folger, formerly of Augusta,
and now cashier of the First National Bank
of Leavenworth, Kansas, has been appointed receiver of Lite firm of Insley, Shire &
Co., one cf the largest hanking firm's -in the

has been detatched and will be made a full
colonel. After leaving tile Brooklyn yard.
Col. Hei wood will, in all probability, be orpered to Washington, a most advantageous
station. A Brooklyn paper says Col. Heywood is the most popular marine officer sta-

CONVENTION

nol.

much could lie crowded into 10 days.
Woodbury of Mauch
Rev. i Webster
Chunk, Penn., has been called to the ConHe
gregational church at Milford, Mass.
of the Congregational church at
was
so

Crawford.
Col. Hej wood, a former Waterville boy,
who for the past five years has been in command of the Marines at Brooklyn station,

_

of

Me.
the
Tlie Portland party who went on
Hartford Post trip) to the new South, reThey had a splendid
turned yesterday.
time and said they would never have believed

ashed in hook lorm

coming up of the food after eating, Biliousness,
Indigestion, or any other trouble of the stomach,
you had best use Green’s August Flower, us no
person can use It without immediate relief.

Jury;

in that city on Memorial Day.
Hon. I. M. Weston, the recently appointed
Michigan member of the Democratic National Committee to succeed Postmaster
General Dickinson, is a native of Auson,

Washington, contains a long article by Ilou.
Horatio King, on “The Genesis of the Civil
War," “A triumphant vindication of the
administration of President Buchanan.” The
article is more particularly a reply to a work
on “The Genesis of the Civil War,” pub-

for Consumption is the old Boston
Pulmonary Balsam.’
Vegetable
*
iiovlSeod&w-lm-cw

novl

A crayon portrait of lion. T. B. Iteed,
done by Lamsou, attracts much attentiou
from visitors to the Pkess editorial rooms.
It is an excellent likeness.
Hon. Hannibal Hamlin has accepted an
urgent invitation from W. H. 11. Rice Post,
G. A. It. of Ellsworth, to deliver the address

West.
The

•‘Best cure

Maine State

COLD AND SILVER IN MAINE.

was

done.
Mr. R. F. Finnemore tells the Press that
the fire in the Smith street stable was not
caused by the boy’s club. He says that the

East End Club have rooms in the stable, but
their lights and fires were all out at 10.30
while the fire did not occur until 4.30 the
next morning. Mr. Finnemore is very positive that a fire bug is responsible for the con-

flagration. The East End Club lost a barrel
of coal, a lamp and a table, which he thinks
were stolen, probably by the fire bug.
Longfellow Statue.
monuThe pedestal for the Longfellow
Tucker was shipped
ment given by Payson
Saturday
from the North Conway quarry
of New’ Jlamp
It is a beautiful specimen
The

0 wide and 4 rise
sbire granite 8 feet long,
and weighs 16 tons
It contains 192 cubic feet

lophipur

p.nmmi'iw'.pfi

hv

saving

he

should attempt briefly to desctlbe in a single
evening what bad required of him fourteen

perform. The audience were takcomplete circuit of the globe, and

months to
en over a

Many different counupon divers routes.
tries and peoples were described. The description of the gem of Mohammedan architecture, the Taj at Agra, India, was most
poetic, and the eloquent (remarks relating to
the Alhambra at Grenada were glowing with
appreciation, historic memories and pathos.
Japan, China, Ceylon, India, Spain, and
other lauds were reviewed in detail. In
the latter country, Mr. Ballou
“In the sixteenth century, Spain
said:
threatened to become the mistress of the
world, as Home had been! before her, but
how rapid his been her decadence! As in
the plenitude of her power she was ambitious and perfidious, so has the measure
she meted to others been in turn accorded to

speaking of

horself.”
ltev.

_

Lent at St. Paul’s Church.
A. W. Little, Rector of St. Paul’s

churcb.has written a lenten pastoral which
has been sent to all the families and individuals in the parish. The following announcement of special services Is appended:
Ash Wednesday, Feb. 16th, 10.30 a. m, (with
sermon by Ihe rector,) and 7.30 p. m. (with sermon by the Bishop).
p.
Sundays—10.30 a. m. (with sermon) and 7.30
Sunday school at 3 p. m. The
m. (wilh sermon.)
Suucelebratad
will
be
early
Holy Communion
day- on Feb. 2«th, March 11th and 25tli, at 7.30
a. m.; other Sundays, immediately after Matins.
Tuesdays—Boys' confirmation class in the chapel at 7.30 p. m. (All boys and men not yet conFirst
firmed are earnestly requested to attend.
meeting Feb. 14th.)
Wednesdays—Evensong and sermon (by neigh
boring clergymen) at 7.30 p. m.
Thursdays—Girls’ confirmation class In the
chapel at 7.80 p. m. (All girls and women not yet
confirmed are expected to attend.
Bridavs-Matius, Litany and instruction in the
chapel at 10.30 a. m. (except on St. Matthias'
Day, Feb. 24th.) Hector’s class in "Reasons m.for
Being a Churchman’’ in the chapel at 7.30 p.
Additional services in holy week.
Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday and Saturday—
Services in church at 10.30 a. m.
Thursday—Holy communion at 10.30 a. m.
Evsusong at 7.30 p. m., with special instruction
(The rector
upon "’Ihe Holy Communion/’
hopes that all In the parish who have ever been
communicants of the church, and all who ever expect to be, will attend this service.)
aumvcrimry ui uui ooviuui a
crucifixion, solemn fast day of obligation—Matins,
at 10.30 a.
Litany, sermon and ant!-communion m.
m.
Evensong and sermon at 7.30 p.
Easter Day-Holy communion at 7.30 a. m.
Matins, sermon auu lioly communion at 10.80 a.
school at 3. p. m. Evensongs and serm.
Uoou rriuay,

uio

Sunday

mon at

7.30 p.

m.

Long Island Division I I, S. of T.
A division of the Sons of Temperance was
instituted at Long Island Monday evening,
by J. B. Thorndike, D. G. W. P.; Isaac H.
McDonald, P. G. W. P.; W. H. Phillips, P.
G. W. A. It is a strong division and starts
The following
under favorable auspices.
officers were elected and Installed:
W. P.-O. E. Young.
W. A.—Geo. Hughey.
H. H.—Mrs. Mary Hughey.
A. R. S.—Mrs. Cyntbia Clark.
F. 8.—Mrs. Mary Lawrence.
Treas.—Mrs. Maggie A. Johnson.
C.—Ansel Johnson.
Con.—Joeth Rich.
A.—Miss Vina Griffin.
I. S.-Frank A. Woodbury.
O. s,—Geo. McVine.
P. W. P.—Henry Lawrence.

Horatio Staples.
Mr. Horatio Staples, the well known dry
goods man, is about to leave Portland for
Philadelphia. His unique and noticeable
advertisements have made John Wannainathe great Philadelphia firm, anxious to

ker,

him to write their advertisements,
For
and finally Mr. Staples has consented.
fourteen years he has been a good citizen of
Portland, and the city will hate to lose him.
His advertisement in today’s Issue shows
what great bargains he will offer in selling
secure

off his stock.

A

City Government.
of the Board of Mayor

special meeting

was held yesterday afternoon
Mr. Ricker was absent.
Two insane persons were ordered sent to

and Aldermen

the Insane Asylum.
The aldermen signed the voting lists.
The board for revising the jury list held a
session, and 'adopted a list of names which
the clerk was directed to submit to the next
meeting of the City Council for approval.
Republican Convention.
The Republican delegates to the Mayoralty
convention will meet at 4 p. m., today, in Reception Hall, to nominate a candidate for

Mayor.

k

Company Organized

to Mine in Day

Mountain.

About five years ago the following appeared in the Farmington Chronicle:
“It is believed a vein of cold and silver bearing
rock lias been discovered In the town of Avon, at
the foot of Day Mountain. The vein Is eight feet
wide at the surface, ind the rock was taken eight
The rock
and one half feet below tbe surface.
is talcose scliist and trap rock."

adjacent
Yesterday a number of gentlemen from
tills State and Massachusetts who have been
looking into the matter for some time past,
met at the Falmouth Hotel to organize a mining company which is to be incorporated as
a corporation under the laws of the State.
The
president is well known as Grand
Treasurer of the Maine Grand Lodge of
Good Templars, and is a member of the 2d
district Republican Congressional committee.
At tbe meeting yesterday the following offleers were elected:
President—Everett B. Norton, Farmington,
Maine.
Clerk and Treasurer—Ervin E. Crook,

Bostou,

MMining Superintendent—George
Boston. Mass.

Norton,

W.

_

Directors—Krvln E. Crook, Everett B. Norton
and Geo. W. Norton.
The capital stock of the company is $200,000. Day Mountain is in Franklin County,
and it is in the foot hills of this mountain
that the rock containing gold and silver has

Prof. John Halliday,
discovered.
chemist and assayer, formerly of Boston, after having made assays of the ore, reports
the rock to contain from $10 to $20 per ton.
The bulk of the gold and silver ore of California yields from $8 to $10 per ion, and it
The
costs from $3 to $5 to get the ore out.
vein discovered in Day Mountain seems to
rock
be richer than the average California
and the cost of mining it, it is claimed, will
be much less. Some time ago several nuggets of pure gold were fuund near this place
been

in Sandy river and a company was organized
This, in the
to work the bed of the river.
opinion of the present company, was a mistake, the whole vein being farther up the
stream.
The ourpose of the company is to develop
the vein lately discovered, and they feel
An assay of the
quite confident of success.
ore made in October, 1881. by Prof. Halliday,
shows the valuation pei 2,000 pounds to be as
follows:

Gold..»!{-03
Later examinations revealed ore of a greater valuation per ton. It is claimed mat me
geology of the surrounding country is very
similar to that of the Black Hills, and that
the vein discovered is a part of the gold belt
that extends through the Northern States
and territories of the United States.

MUSIC AND DRAMA.
HELD BY THE ENEMY.

seats will commence at Portland Theatre to-day for Gillette’s great success “Held by the Enemy” to be produced
next Friday and Saturday evenings. The
pretty drawing room with its veranda and
real glass windows was in the house of Mrs.

Southern town, during the
McCreery
civil war. The Northern forces occupy the
place, and the clank of the sentries’ trappings outside can be heard. Her two nieces,
Rachel and Susan, respectfully, fall in love
with the federal officer in command, Cob
Prescott, and the special artist of an illusa

All this goes
trated paper, Thomas Bean.
very much against the old lady’slgrain, as
Miss Rachel is engaged to marry her cousin,
Lieutenant Hayne, of the Southern army.
But llayue comes back as a spy and gets
caught, is tried and sentenced to death. The
It is
scene of the trial is a most effect one.
the rough casemate of a fort, with the big,
the
black breeches of
guns looming up on
either side, and a pile of real cannon balls
between. The next incident Is in a church
which has been turned into a hospital where
Col. Prescott, moved by his love for Rachel,
unwittingly aids in an attempt to escape
made by the spy, who feigns death, and
weak from his wound, sustained when captured, and excited by his surroundings, dies
just before the discovery of the trick. Col.
Prescott, by bravely imperiling his own life,
in the next act redeems himself from a suspicion of disloyalty, and in the last act, after
having been carefully nursed back from
death's door by Rachel, linds that she loves
him, and they become man and wife.
Cen. Neal Dow Accepts.

The following is

Gen. Neal Dow’s letter

accepting the Prohibitory nomination:
Portland, Feb. 14,1888.
To Messrs. John 8. White, E. T. liarrowes,
8. F. Pearson:

Gentlemen-Your note of this date is just
received, notifying me of my nomination as
Prohibition candidate for Mayor for the enI would gladly decline the
suing year.

nomination but do not feel myself at liberty
to do so.
It is fittimr that our fellow citizens should
know what the reason* are which have induced u* to withdraw from our former political affiliations and to form a distinct association for the purpose of accomplishing the
complete suppression of the liquor traffic.
There is no matter so important to-day to
the interests of the people of Portland as
protection to them ana their children from
the infinite mischief and
misery coming
fr< m the grog shops.
We raise by taxation and spend a great
deal of money every year for the support of
schools, that our children may be trained in
them to be useful members of society and
good citizens. The grog shops are schools
also, as truly as those which we maintain at
so heavy costs, but they are schools of the
devil whose pupils are trained to be bad
members of society, a burden to the State
and a sorrow and curse to all with whom
they are connected. Poor people waste their
health there, and
wages, their time and
leave their wives and children to starve and
be
to
supported by the earnings
freeze, or
and economies of the sober part of the community. There are none among us, whatever their position, who are free from the
great danger always coming from such
places wherever they are permitted.
The grog shops, as they now exist in Portland are a scandal to our city and a reproach
to our people who profess to be friends of
law and order.
They constitute tile great
obstacle to the rapid spread of the policy of
the Union and Canathroughout
prohibition
da and in all the English speaking world. I
am confident that there is not a Christian
voter in Portland who does not heartily disapprove the State of things existing here so
far as the grog shops are concerned, and who
does not in bis heart confess that it is a
reproach to Our people, our city and the
State. The formation of a prohibition party
is intended to change all this. The grog
shops have been suppressed in Portland
and generally throughout the State, and that
result can again be realized. This we desire
to accomplish and we feel ourselves entitled
to call on all good men to help in doing so.
I hope all such persons will pardon mu for
saying that it could not exist here without
their express consent as inferred from their
votes. I judge no man. To our Master only, we stand or fall; but I may suggest that
the ballot, to every intelligent and upright
man, is a sacred trust, not to be disposed of
capriciously or for personal or unworthy considerations, but in the love and fear of God,
only for the public welfare and the happiness
Neal Dow-.
of the people.

Orange Supper.
The Ladies Auxiliary of the Young Men’s
Christian Association gave an orange supper at the Young Men’s Christian Association hall Monday evening. There was a
large attendance, and the ladies received the
patronage they deserved. Their stock had
to be replenished in order to satisfy their
There was a declamation by
customers.
Master Merrill, and recitations by Miss Jennie E. Reynolds, teacher of elocution at
Portland Business College. Several pieces
of music wero very successfully rendered
the Portland Business College band.

heir views.

A very pleasant event took place on Clark
street yesterday in the marriage of Mr.
Stephen H. Mason to Miss Eliza M. Cain,
both of New York City, at the residence of
the bride’s sister, Mrs. George L. Miller.
The ceremonies were performed In the presof immediate friends and relatives, by
Rev. Roscoe Sanderson, of Woodfords. The
happy couple departed on the 1 o’clock train
for Boston, from which place they will go to
The
New York where they will reside.
good wishes of a host of friends went with
ence

_

The A. O. H. Ball.

The annual ball of the second division of
the A. O. H. was held at City Hall Monday
evening, there being an especially good attendance in view of the fact that this was
the last popular dance before the Lenten seaThe music furnished by
son intervened.
Prof. Grimmer was all that could be desired.
The floor was ably managed by the following

gentlemen:

Director-F. D. Melaugh,
Assistants—C. A. Manilla, J. A. Carey.
Aids-W. W. Mclutlre, M. J. O’Hare D. A. MaM.
hodey, C. Adams, M. J. Dunn, Jas. Hollywood,
Hulger, Wm. McGuire.

Hickey-Cillls.

he matters presented of interest.
The old question what to do in eases of
labitual drunkenness in heads of families
vas again brought up and seemed in danger

receiving only the old answer, ‘‘No rule
lan be given; each case must be dealt with

This means
out of ten you can do nothing
;hat amounts to anything.
To the great relief of those to whom these
;ases are a heavy burden, Mrs. C. S. Fobes
vent bevond this, and expressed, not only a
iope but a purpose to nave some movement
to

j iccording
n nine cases

uaugurated for the prevention of cruelty to
shildren, which would certainly bear largely
in this matter.
In calling attention to the value of Mrs.
Forbes’s remarks, I would suggest that, if
;he directors of the institution would make
it a point to each attend even one or two of
the meetings in a season, they might not onunly aid very much in the wrork at presentand
dertaken, but might find their own ideas
to
focused
purposes upon kindred subjects
the point of action, till the full iscope of
such an organization should be reached.
The Work Room was never more active.
Very generous contributions in money and
received irom

airs, o- c.

Spring, Mrs. Henry Payson, Mrs. W. H.
Milliken, Mrs. G. F. Thurston, Mrs. F. O.
Libby, A. L. Davis, Mrs. Edward Fox, Miss
Dctavia Fox, Mrs. St. John Smith, Mrs.
John T. Gilman. Mrs. D. F. Emery, Mr. W.
W. Brown, Mrs. H. S. Briggs.

land!
Wind up of

This Stock and
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for which we have ploughed, sowed
man

Every
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or
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day.”

whose store is
in the
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world)

Has made me a flattering

offer
in

important position

take an

to
his
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whatever
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price they will bring.
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parade prices

here

cessor

for me to

that he would not wish

Diphtheria

patient recovers strength slowly, as the system Is weak aud debilitated, and the blood poisoned by the ravages of the disease. What is needed
is a good reliable tonic and blood purifier like
Hood’s Sarsaparilla, which has just the elements
of strength for the body, and vitality and richness
for the blood which sson bring back robust health.
After scarlet fever or pneumonia it is also of great
benefit.
“Alter recovering from a prolonged sickness
with diphtheria, and needing something to build
me up, I took two bottles of Hood’s Sarsaparilla.
It seemed
I felt good resnlts from the first dose.
to go from the top of my head to the end of mv
toes. 1 know Hood’s Sarsaparilla Is a good tiling."
G. H. Stratton, Druggist, Westfield, Mass.
‘•Upon our little girl, who has been sick with
scarlet fever, the use of Hood's Sarsapailla was
most marvellous, entirely removing the poison
from her blood and restoring her th good health.
Hood’s Sarsaparilla deserves our liighet praige.”
E. G. 8TRATT0N, Swampscott, Mass.

Hood's

Sarsaparilia

100 Doses One Dollar.

We shall shrink
and

Black Silk

prices on

Rhadames

We kept piling in Cotton Sheeting
the

prices. We

Cotton that

we

quantities of

have

will sell you

at

ask

less

particulars

More

sell out to some one who will
tinue the business.
Meanwhile come and see the
chinery

con-

move.
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SAl,E-$4,000-y. interest in

a

FORstore, located
of the best streets in
of
8oods
city of Boston; doing good business: besttbe
an investigation will show
for
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City.

to *1.00 per week

$1.00
WANTED
rooms at No. 7 CHAPEL
hand bell.
—

...

for

STREET, right
16-1

3liA Exchange St., Portland, Me.

feb!5__

1

TOUR GROCER SELLS THEM.

The sole

cnn

R El T C H ARD T

S

SPECIALTIES IN

TUNING TO

ORDER.
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Medical Rooms 08 Fran kiln St., Portland, Me.
REED treats all chronic diseases that flesh
is heir to; all cases that are given up as incurable by the allopathic and homeopathic physicians, I will take their case to treat and cure
them. I find that about four-flftbs of the cases
given up to die can be cured. Examinations at a
distance by letter with their full name and place
of residence nad one 2 cent stamp aud $2.00 KxConsultation free.
animation at the office, $1.00.
sepl4tt
Office hours 9 a. ra. to 9 p. m.

TERM

—

90 Park Street,
FEBRUARY 1st.

WILL OPEN ON

The Class In
Hi.tery will begin the HUlwry
of Mcnlplurr and an additional class will
tie formed to begin the HUiory
of Huiulie*
Special pupils are admitted to botb these classes
and to existing classes In fleraswa and Breach.
For circulars or Information apply at U6 Park
St., between 2 and 3 o’clock p. m.
am

janiudtf

umucTm u mm m class
1CAL STUDIES
private pupils by the subscriber,

COLCO It ■>

W.

J.

143 PEARL STREET.
jau24

dtf

CITY ADV8KTINKVI1CNTM

OF

CITY

PORTLAND.

In Board of Mavor ard aldermkx, I
January 2d, 1888. J
That It snail be unlawful for any
person to slide with a sled or otber vehicle
upon any street except those assigned and designated below, viz.:
The following named streets have been assigned
Sidewalks ot these streets not
on which to coast.
to be used for coasting:
Melbourne to Eastern Promenade.
Turner to Eastern Promenade.
Beckett, from Hanson’s bouse, to Eastern Prom-

OBDEBED.

enade.

Atlantic to Fore.
Fore down past Portland Company.
Hancock to Fore.
Fox from Washington to Back Bay.
Anderson from Cumberland to Back Bay.
Mayo from Cumberland to Back Bay.
Pearl from Cumberland to Back Bay.
Cedar from Oxford to Lincoln.
Alder frern Portland to Kennebec.
Brattle from Portland to Kennebec.
Oak from Prospect to Cumberland.
Avon from Deerlng to Cumberland.
New state from Cumberland to Portland.
Mellen from Congress to Portland.
Weymouth fromCongress to Portland.
Hampshire from Middle to Fore.
Cotton from Free to Fore.
Dantorth from High to Center.
Winter from Gray to Danforth.
Dantorth from Vaughan to West Commercial.
Oxford from Washington to Anderson.
Read and passed.
^GEO. C. BUBO ESS, City Clerk.
Attest;

City Mabshal’s Onrici, I
Pobtlsnu, Nov. 7, 1887.1
REWARD of twenty-live dollars will be paid
for Information that will lead to the arrest
and conviction of any person or persons guilty of
breaking glass in any public building or church In
EZRA HAWKE*.
this city.
nov8dtfCity Marshal.

at our stores, and

CENT.

PER

First

Mortgage

WATER CO. BONDS

given elsewhere for
same

grude.

Dining-room & Hall

BostonSafeDepositandTrustGo
We offer a limited amount at

100 AND ACCRUED INTEREST,
and alter careful examination recommend
them for Investment.

FURNITURE

EXQUISITE PERFUMES.
Extracts in Bulk !

Triple

One-Half Pint Glass Stoppered
$1.50 each.
Or sold in any

White Rose,
Jockey Club,
New Mown Hay,
Ylang Ylang,

quantity

only

at the extreme

of 30 cents per

Wood

Bottles

Violet,
Stephanotis,
Patchouly,
West End,

low

ounce.

Musk,

Heliotrope,
Marie Stuart,
Ess. Bouquet,

Brewster, Go&b & EsIaCrook,
exempt from close InEach
any means.
year we observe more attention
Is given to the gratifying of personal taste when selecting these
goods, and we have, iu every way,
been governed jby the popular
taste and feel that no establishment, In New England, possesses
as line a line, or one that is better
graded, than ours.
Customers of wealth or of moderate means can find at our store
such as will suit.
Drawings made aud Furniture
gotten up from special designs,
are

35 CONGRESS ST., BOSTON.

not

spection, by

when

required.

eodflm

octal

nrovAL.
We have Ketuoved to

Whitney Building,
.

Corner Federal and

Kendall &

Jtf

REVERE

HOUSE,

BOSTON.

Heliotrope,

Near Boston and Maine. Eastern, Fitchburg and
Lowell depots, centres of business
and pfaces of amusement.

BOOK CASES,

exquiin all

styles, and the usual varied

assortment of Nick-nacks

Lubin’s at
35 cents per ounce.
,r
11
“
Atkins’
35
Beichardt’s Satchet Powder at 35 cents per
ounce, in all odors, superior to
any in the market.

in first-class
ways to be

found
establishments, al-

seen

Remodelled. Refurnished, Newly Decorated, and now kept on the

EUROPEAN PLAN.
Booms all large and comfortable; elegant suites
with baths attached, ample public parlors, gentle
men’s cafe and bllllard-room added, and flrst clasa
In every respect.

at

KOOBS

THE

Jan27J.

GEORGE C. FRYE,
Corner Congress and Franklin Streets.
eodtl
decie

VKW.Vl 91.00 A DAl.t'P.

F. MERROW * CO..

wm. in.

WATER
PORTLAND
February 9th, 1888.

CO.

SOUTHERN YELLOW PINE
LUMBER AND TIMBER.

NOTICE

Water takers are cautioned
against wasting water, it
must not be kept running to
prevent freezing.
IebI3Ulw

Memorandums of Lumber furnished at the lowest market prices from our stock on the wharf, or
direct from our Southern Pine Mills, and In the
quickest possible time.
DEKBINU, WINSLOW & CO.,
W3 Commercial [Street, Portland, Me
octlO
eodOui

NpWfc—

nABK«

ATKINSON Book, Card
AJfD

OFFICE

Temple St,

Whitney.

Jan3

OFFICE DESKS, SECRETARIES,

The three last odors being of the most
site fragrance.

SAMUEL THURSTON,

be

the

’

Cashmere Lily.

agency of this wcrid renowned instrument.

OF

Principal and Interest payable at

-

DR.

ML

to be found

than

Wild Rose,
Wlilte

PIANO!

SECOND

SIX

AT LOWER PRICES

price

STENOGRAPHER,

Jyl6

|

_eodtf

nRS. CASWELL’S SCHOOL,

Painted,

room

DR. E. B. REED, ClalnfoyarTt
and Botanic Physician.

Tbs testis the World.
They are the best selected cultlvated spices, powdered, perfectly
and other
pure, all dust, leaves
removed. More
Impurities being
the
strength of the
than double
common pure spices.

Ash, Oak, Birch and Pine

bail interest in

Mo. 3 Free Street Block, Porllano.

I

F. L. SIIAW, l*rincipal*

JanP

SINKING FUND

selling;
above business a splendid opening; good run of
oreer work. W. F. CARRUTHERS, 24 Tremont
16-1
Row, Boston.
one

Room* open for
day* each week.

catalogue.

A

16-1

Just its value, stock and
fixtures of flrstrclass picture frame and art

7

tench*
bualnea* day
For fuli par-

$25.00 REWARD.

nected, on
Picture Frames, Artist Materials and Art Ooods;
established 8 years; splendid showy store; will
stand the most thorough investigation; one of the
best openings on my books; best of reference
given and required; eiijoys a first class patronage
business shows up weir; a chance seldom offered
or met with; no bonus; a bargaiD at the price.
W. F. CARRUTHERS, 24 Tremont Row, Boston.

■

SLADE'S EPICUREAN SPICES,

employed.

first

or

College,

experienced

ian4_tltf

class manufacturing business with store conFOR
Washington St., Boston, for the sale of

i)AI.E$3500,

and

thorough

and
evening aix
ticular* etna for

febl5_!?H_

Kstartling facts'^
|1

era

but

All persons found violating the above order
will be dealt with according to law.
EZRA HAWKER, City Marshal.

are

H. H.-Ask far the HERDKTT ORGAN

9

$50, $75, $ 100,
$125,
$ 150 and $200.

515 COMESS STREET.

ACHE

of Lynn, Mass., and Miss Jessie A.
Gillis, were united in marriage by Rt. Lev.
Bishop Healey, at the Cathedral of the Immaculate Conception, in the presence of a
large ougregation, yesterday. A large party
of friends from Lynn were present, and
among them Manager George W. Brackett
of the Lynns and David Corcoran, captain
of the nine.

will be tasty and with ornamentation enough und yet not too
prominent. The nature of the
wood Is decided upon more with
regard to the prevailing fashion,
than is the style. Black Walnut
Is, however, never out of place,
and will probably hold Its own
against any other. Our line is
very full of Black Walnut Sets,
and while some can be sold as
low as Ash and Oak, or even Pine
beautiful
Painted, some very
ones can be seen at our stores,

acquir-

POIITLAISD, ME.
Xone

(liven to

aw

and makes an attractive show. We are prepared
to fit out a bride, a bany, a school girl, or furnish
any good common sense article in Underwear for
every day use at reasonable prices.

Frank B. Clark,

Shaw’s Business

—

probably, are confined as little,
by the rules of fashion, as uny
line of the business, the general
aim being to construct such as

be

esn

short space of time at

s

9

Over in the Worsted Goods Department a lot of
Toboggan Caps and Hoods wtdch have been 50, 75,
and SI 00, are now marked at 25 cents.
Near by, at the Infants’ Wear Department, some
handsome Plaid Nainsooks are selling at o and 10
cents; also a lot of new things in Tuckings and
Fancy stuffs for Aprons.
A big pile of 20 inch Cotton Diaper, nice quality
is to be sold at 50 cents for ten yards. Many other
new and interesting things may be seen in this department.
Our new stock of Cotton Underwear is now open

just from New York which I shall
offer at very low prices. Come
early before the assort*
meat

Rockers, Sofas and Lounges.

Chamber Sets,

WARE.MANAGER.

BARGAINS.

*

HEAD

Arc contained in the reports of
the Boards of Health, showing the
fearful adulteration of spices, and
vet anyone who wants absolutely
Pure Spices can get them by
calling for

Needed by every young men,

i

Elegant Line of Moss Wart

She was Instructed by the New York School, id
Christian Science, and ts also a graduate tn both the
Healing Course and Normal Course at the Mental
Spiritual Science University, olChicago, Illinois,
as a graduate In the Normal Course she Is <iuallfted and authorized to teach the Science; classes
are formed In her College about the nrst nt each
month, and are Instructed by herself. The College Is associated with the above Cnlverslty, hence
Its Students will be entitled to the Text-Book s and
Diploma of the University without extra charge.
DM. A. J- SH'AKTS,
President of the University, will Instruct the February Cl»««. which Is to open on Thursday.
February IDih, at the College. All who desire
to enter this Course are Invited to call on Mrs.
Frye and her assistants at the College Kooms;
they are authorized to make terms; several experienced Healers are connected with the College.

prepared

for years.

SEE OUR WINDOW.

\

J. A. HAYDEN,

Small Sost, U W*

arc

Itlurbellzed Silk, Crushed, Mohair, Wool and Moquette
Plushes, Brocalclle, Raw Silk
and Sultan, and Hair Cloth.
We stand as guarantee for the
thoroughness of the work, us
us by
every piece is warranted to
the manufacturers, kuown by us

at mark-

I SHALL OFFER

WANTED

CARTER MEDICINE CO., New York.

we

upholster

worth

all my stock of line Vases at cost
and many less thuu cost to close
them out and make room for new
goods. This is a rare chance for
any one wishing for any goods of
the kind. In addition to the above
I have an

....

with other
what is seen

probably

Suits, Ac.,

Ii Brown a Block, coriwr Casco

Congress Streets.
PORTLAND,
MAINE.
SARAH E. FRYE, S. S. 0. Ph. 0„ PresidinL

THE

255 Middle Street, Portland, Me.

—

W. C.

Ache they would be almost priceless to those who
suffer from this distressing complaint; but fortunately theirgoodneesdoes notend here,and those
who onoe try them will find these little pills valuable in so many ways that they will not be willing to do without them. But after all sick head

1
I

offering

2,
and

1 nPlaln Electio, Frizee,

WEEK

Now is the time to buy Overcoats, Ulsters, Winter
down prices.

—

—Position as Stenographer and
Typewriter, by young lady with practical
also
experience;
experienced in general office
work, and correct at figures. Address BOX 1936,

Is the bane of so many lives that here is whero
we make our great boast. Our pills cure it while
others do not.
Carter’s Little Liver Pills are very small and
very easy to toko. One or two pills make a dose.
They are strictly vegetable and do not gripe or
purge, but by their gentle action please all who
use them. In vialsat 25 cents ; five for $1. Sold
Jy druggists everywhere, or sent by mail.

I

vases: STANDARD T0THIN6 CO.,
—

C. W. ALLIN*

or

than

floors,

our

In Rooms I and

ed in

MEN'S and BOYS' TROUSERS in ALL SIZES.

Investigation will satisfy any one that there is
In it. W. F. CARRUTTIERS, 24 Tremont
Bow, Boston.
_16-1

Headache, vet Carter s Little Liver Pills are
equally valuable in Constipation, curing and proventing this annoying compl&int, while they also
oorreot all disorders or the stomach.stimulate the
liver and regulate the bowels. Even if they only
•“

to

..

HORATIO STAPLES.
Middle street, junction of Free,

lekis

»re

money

SICK

dlffereut styles,

upon

the largest lots of PANTALOONS and
the
variety of styles and sizes in the hisgreatest
VESTS, comprising
the great sales of the year with ns
or
is
one
This
trade.
tory of onr
and grows larger every year.
These are all NEW, fresh goods, just made up, and consequently
Every Man and Boy‘needs a new pair of
Very desirable bargains.
Pants at this season of the year, and we have anticipated your wants.
We

ma-

FOR

CURE

n

upholstering

GREAT SALE of TROUSERS and VESTS

later, If we do not

NAliE—$800 buys a first-class manufacturing business, secured by patent on
article that is bound tolsupercede every article of
the kind In the market; will make terms easy; an

Sick Headache and relieve all the troubles Incident to a bilious state of the system, such az
Dizziness, Nausea, Drowsiness, Distress after
eating. Pain in the Side, &c. While their most
remarkable success has been shown in curing

PARLOR SUITS

OUR

-OF

by the

60; 16private
ronized; now doing a splendid business; one of
the best locations In the city of Boston; not
changed hands for six years. W. F. CARRUTHEK8,24 Tremont Row, Boston.16-1

ER

at 38 cents.

cord.

buys

le

city

OPPOSITE PREBLE HOUSE.

SECOND

until the manufacturers began to rise

rooms

*

in the

Standard Clothing Co.

our

20 per cent.

a

6«n hi

$1.25 Cardigan Jackets at 72 cts.
The best 50c Unlaundered Shirt

a

NAI.E—$4,000
seats
restaurant; dining
FOR first-class
connected; well patsupper

CARTER’S

individual tastes demand a stepping aside from the regular
work.
To begin with, while it seems
hardly possible for one to require

Parlor Suits, Easy Chairs,

of the Sun.

le
reasons

Sold by all druggists. $1; six for *6. Prepared by
C. I. HOOD, & C0„ Apothecaries, Lowell, Mass.

rr

at 2.98.

feblO___

stronger impression on
this community than a total eclipse
Will leave

„|

The

All Wool Put-

Pants, sold everywhere at
$4.50, and never sold by ns at
less than $3.75, to be sold at
$2.98. The best bargain in the
State of Maine.

SPOT GUSH CLOTHIER,

continue

to

pairs genuine

Klay now be had of ns,
with
and gotten up In accordance
the
of
wish
purchaser.
the special
facilWe have unexceptionable
Parlor
of
up
the
ities for
getting
Suits and other articles, where

after he had bought the stock.
So I will only say that this sale of
Dry Goods and notions

—

The funeral service of the late Edw M. Batson
take place this Wednesday afternoon at 2
o'clock at No. 160 Franklin street. Friends are
invited to attend.
[The funeral service of the late Katie M. Garrett will take place this Wednesday afternoon at
2 o’cleck, at rear of No. 61 Danfortb street.

Salesroom IS Exchange Street.
F. O. HAILIV.
marl.

Goods MENTAL SCIENCE

IRA F. CLARK, «2 WMBSS ST.,

unseemly haste.

DEATHS

will

Inetioneer* and Coinnmsion Mmhanto

EDUCATIONAL.

nam

$16.84.

lump to some lucky mau.
'Meanwhile—while waiting for him
to come X shall bustle off goods with
out in a

Goods will be sold

Gray Overcoats

We have a few small sizes left of
those elegant $28.00 Overcoats
that we have sold so many of at
$22.00, which we shall close at

at once.

Therefore this stock must be

KNOWI.TON, Assignees.

PORTLAND

100

STRICTLY ONE PRICE.

In this city. Feb. 14, Millicent K., widow oi the
late Daniel L Deland, aged 64 years.
In this city, Feb. 14, Loren Beals, a^ed 60 years
1 month.
[Funeral on Thursday afternoon at 2 o’clock,
at bis late residence, No. 68 Franklin street.
In Alfred, Feb. 14, Mrs. Lydia E., wife of Col.
Joltiam Allen, aged 69 years.
In Old Orchard, Feb. 12, Mrs. llanuah W. Lombord, aged 83 years.
In Bath, Feb. 13, Elbridge Deerlng, aged 49
years.
In Plilpsburg, Feb. 13. Lydia A., wife of John
H. Thompson, aged 36 years 2 months.

FURNISHING

Great Re-

63 $12.00 Blue and Black Beaver
Overcoats, sizes 34 to 44, at
76 $5.00

long oogttation I accepted.
brother
Granville goes with me.)
(My
Mr. Wanamaker wishes me to begin

H A J,

F. O. BAILEY & CO.

Overcoat

36 $18.50 Ulsters at 12.00.
“
“
5.50.
8.50
“
“
4.50.
5.50

$6.50.

After

Index Soap.

Iu this city. FeD. 11, Levi H. Webber and Belle
Cleaves, botn of Portland.
Ill Deerlng, Feb. 13, by Rev. Roscoe Sanderson,
Janies 11. Compton and Mary C. Robson, both ot
Portland.
In Boston, Feb. 13. at the Cathedral, by Rev.
Father Talbot. John J. Desmond and Margaret E.
Maher, both of Fortland.
In Machias, Feb. 1, Fred Titcomb Pote of Portland and Miss Frances E. Shaw of Macblas.
In North Conway, Jan. 13. Willard Knlglit of
Sweden and Bertha Wiley of Fryeburg.
Ill Rumford Centre, Feb. 3, Zenas W. Taylor
of Dixfieid and Miss Jessie Brown of Carthage.
Iu Dexter, Feb. 4. Chas W. Nutter and Miss
Winnie J. Russell.
In Skowhegan, Feb. 7, E. B. Curtis and Miss
Vesta Keefe.

an

40 $12.00 and $13.00 Brown and
Black Worsted Overcoats, mostly large sizes, at only $6.50.

store.

MARRIAGES.

After

a

m..

COLLEGE,

is that,
John Wanamaker of Philadelphia,
(that merchant colossus of America—

—

a

HOUSE

duction in Price.

_

“Forever and

Ulster at

3.30 D.

we shall sell
Groceries consisting at Teas, Tohac;os. Cigars. Soaps, Spices, Canned Goods. Extracts
»nd Oils, Starch, Salt. Ac., Ac., together with usu*• Store Fixtures. Scales. Show Cases, Tin and
Wooden Ware. Stoves. Desk, Ae.
»

sure

a

fair question, and the

prioes than manufacturers

anticipated.

15th, at
ON
at Salesroom 18 exchange Ht„
stock of

answer

bright and pleasing. They request all their
friends to remove bonnets and wraps while

time is

purchase

made money

year we have

ASSIGNEES’ SALE.
GROCERIES, STORE FIXTURES, kt,
BY AUCTION.

CENTCJ1N A DOLLAR!

Now is the time to

and harrowed.

Of all the balls given in our city few are as
attractive as are those given by the Little
Women, and this year they promise to outdo
all former efforts, and to make the ball room

good

FIFTY

bright

AUCTIMEERS.

0. BAILEY ft CO..

feb!2d3t

Lots of regular customers city and
some

or

MALIC_

WKDNE8DAY,"Keb.

for sale

fixtures

country.
A grand chance for

Black Silks.

the Falmouth Hotel next Friday evening.
They have secured the services of the talented reader, Mrs. O. P. Green, of Saco; also
the Portland Male Quartette, and a general

—

about

bargain!
The best location, the cleanest stock

Light.

Shoe and Leather Association.
The fourth annual dinner of the Portland
Shoe and Leather Association takes place at

THE FOLLOWING LINES

at a

The Little Women.

dancing.'

Fourteen years busi-

a

ness!

AUCTION

FlTRrvlTFRIU

1

ADVEKTIAEMENT*.

OvercoatS

Goodbye! Goodbye!
End of the Staples dynasty in Port-

Such will be tbe topic of Major Jared A.
Smith’s lecture, to .be delivered in the Mechanics’ free course, at the library room tonight. The Major is so fully conversant
with his subject and has such an interesting
way of putting things that a most enjoyable
evening may be expected.

Mr. John C. Hickey, the well known sport,
man

circumstances.”

material nave oeen

NEW

ADVKKTlNEnENTH.

HOW AT 10 ST A P LE S.

if

9

ing

NEW

thing?

_

Associated Charities.
At the monthly meeting, President Marks
and
n the chair, the attendance was good,

by

Mason- Cain.

them.

|

to the bright
iriefly, referring particularly
mtlook in Ward 3, in which the company
in
tad met. Alderman W. H. Smith spoke
and the other
ward
of
ihis
terms
ucouraging
John
peakers, among whom were Messrs.
). Tewksbury, A. M. Laughlin, Neheroiah
Smart, F. R. Farrington, Richard Berry,
G.
Sheriff Webb, Leroy S. Sanborn, James
llcGlauflin, Charles D. Clark, Dr. John T.
’aimer, and W. W. Ruby, also expressed

The Dynamics of

The sale of

in

Committeemen Dine.
Members of the Republican City CoaimitI ee of Ward 3 and guests to the number
W.
,f about thirty dined last evening at Mr.
N. Ruby’s restaurant on Pearl Istreet. The
served at eight o’clock
was
1 ollation
every
1 ind
was. excellently gotten upin
on
credit
great
reflecting
larticular,
]
dr. Ruby’s establishment. After the cigars
vere lighted, the gentlemen present spoke
suc| iriefly on the flattering prospects of the
Monday
ess of the strong ticket nominated
Mayor Chap1 light, in the coming election.
and responded
’ uan was first called upon

HousefurnishinG

—

Job Printer
•I.INTBHW KII H

97 i •£ fexchange St., Portland, Me.

COMPANY. |
(ebl3

eodtf

FINE JOB

FRINtTsIi

X

HFEIULTV.

All orders Dy mall or telephone promptly at
uovlleodtl
ended to.

